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PREFACE E

Uponn the whole then, we cannot avoid recognizing in the people of Hindostan, a race of men lamentably
degeneratee and base; retaining but a feeble sense of moral obligation; yet obstinate in their disregard of what
theyy know to be right, governed by malevolent and licentious passions, strongly exemplifying the effects
producedd on society by a great and general corruption of manners, and sunk in misery by their vices, in a
countryy peculiarly calculated by its natural advantages, to promote the prosperity of its inhabitants.

Charless Grant (1746-1823) in Observations on the state of society among the Asiatic subjects of Great Britain,
particularlyparticularly with respect to morals and on the means of improving it (1797).

Duringg the early centuries of overseas expansion, the most decisive distinction for most
Europeanss was not so much the difference in material culture but of 'religion'. They were
Christians,, while with very few exceptions the others were heathens. Accordingly, much
moree space in their accounts was devoted to pointing out differences in beliefs and practices
thann in attempting to explain or compare scientific and technological prowess (as would
happenn later under the banners of 'improvement', 'progress', 'development', if not
'evolution').. Increasingly Europeans began to identify differing degrees of heathen depravity,

11

As cited in Stokes, The English utilitarians, 31. Between 1773-1779, Charles Grant was in service of the
Eastt India Company, where he became member of the Court of Directors. He was an evangelical and, on his
returnn to Great Britain, one of the founders of the influential Clapham sect, striving (with success) for the
abolitionn of slavery and the opening of India to missionary enterprise.

66
thoughh 'these were more difficult to substantiate and compare than the quality of housing, the
sizee of ships and the volume of trade'.2 For idolatry was idolatry. The devil allegedly being
worshippedd was the same throughout Africa, Asia and South America. As such, whereas
Indiaa once was seen as a land of marvels, by the nineteenth century, most British (scandalized
byy stories of customs such as child marriage or widow burning) viewed its people as
benightedd heathens fit for the 'civilizing mission', if not conversion.
Alternatively,, the category 'religion' has come to be applied universally as a normalizing
conceptt to describe the ideas and practices of people worldwide only during early modern
times.33 In fact, as a definable entity, capable of being described both for its own essence and
forr the results it produces on society, the category belongs almost entirely to nineteenth
centuryy Western scholarship. More crucial to this study, however, remains that the categories
associatedd with the Western study of 'religion' were imposed on non-Western cultures.
Undeniablyy important here remains the formation of modern states worldwide which
'officially'' meant a separation between the 'religious' and the 'secular' (in the Western
contextt commonly known as the separation between church and state). Yet what is 'religious'
andd what is 'secular'? The use of the category 'religion' to explain human ideas and practices
inn many places in the world is puzzling. Is it not true that most of what happened under its
bannerr has been very down to earth: economic, political, often totalitarian, xenophobic and
generallyy depended on charismatic leaders? Whatever the case, while too much influenced by
Europeann 'secular' critique of 'religion' since the Enlightenment, the categories 'religion'
andd 'secularism' definitely have to be handled with care, as their use generally does not add
muchh to our understanding of the workings of the modem world.

22

Adas, Machines as the measure of men, 64.
Asad, Genealogies of religion, especially the Introduction and Chapter One, and Russell T. McCutcheon,
Thee category "religion'' in recent publications: a critical survey in Numen, 42,1995, 284-309.
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77
Alreadyy in 1962, Wilfred Cantwell Smith (1916-2000) wrote in his classic work, The
meaningmeaning and end of religion, about using the categories tradition', 'community' and faith'
insteadd of 'religion', a word he found so muddled in meaning and so modern in coinage as to
bee useless for any comparative historical study.4 Twenty years later in Genealogies of
ReligionReligion (1993), Talal Asad nonetheless argued that scholarship is not finished with the
employmentt of such terms as those mentioned by Cantwell Smith. On the contrary, that
'comprehensivee concepts' like these always have to be unpacked into their heterogeneous and
historicallyy specific elements, reflecting various power relations in local situations. Yet, all
thee same, Asad solely refers here to the idea of history and, accordingly, while assuming that
thee study of history excludes 'the need for a spiritual interpretation in research',5 I am
satisfiedd with the idea that in the end there are only two basic terms, namely 'history' and
'tradition'.. Otherwise the Western idea to think of 'religion' and 'morality' as distinct
remainss very peculiar. South Asian languages for example do not posses a noun for
'religion',, meaning 'a single uniform and centralized community of believers'.6 For centuries
(andd often to the present, if only from the participant's point of view) people in the
subcontinentt embodied their rituals, pilgrimages and acts of piety without objectifying
'religion'' into an exclusive entity. As such, there are words for 'faith, rites, piety, beliefs and
gods,, but not for an overarching community of believers'.7 As Harjot Oberoi rightly stressed:

Att most, Indian languages yield the word panth, a sort of moral collective of
believers.. But then any tradition could be made up of several conflicting panths, and

44 Cantwell Smith Lived in Lahore between 1941-1949. At that time he was a scholar of Islam and the author of
ModernModern Islam in India (1946), which earlier had been rejected as a Phd-thesis at Cambridge.
55
McLeod, Crisis of outrage, 135.
66
Oberoi, The construction, 12
77
Ibid., 13.
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thee word does not exactly fit a uniform, centralized, religious community possessing a
fixedd canon and well-demarcated social and cultural boundaries.8

Nott particularly surprising in pre-modem South Asia therefore 'religion' was basically 'a
highlyy localized affair, often even a matter of individual conduct and individual salvation'.9
Alsoo such labels as 'Hinduism' and 'Sikhism' only emerged during the nineteenth century by
addingg the Greek suffix "-ism" to a word used to designate followers of a certain 'tradition'.
Obviouslyy the word 'Hinduism' should be scrupulously avoided because there are only
multiplee Hindu practices. Yet according to the historian of the Sikh tradition, Hew McLeod,
becausee of the Singh Sabha reformation there is reason for continuing with 'Sikhism', though
thee term does not apply to earlier patterns of Sikh belief.10
Alll in all, as far as the idea of 'religion' is concerned, it is time to leave behind the
secular-religiouss binary opposition as dominantly existing since the Enlightenment and in its
placee define 'religion' as 'tradition' sanctioning morality by some final reference to
transcendentt authority. This as alternative to 'secularism' (which includes the idea of history)
withh its own orthodoxy but its ultimate point of moral reference in the world of reason and
nott beyond.11 Then again, however, and this is crucial, I take 'secularization' as a neutral
process,, whereby authority passes from a traditional to a secular source, but which is not antireligiouss in intent and, importantly, due to historical context has its own unique
characteristicss around the world.12 For indeed, particularly if one looks at it in terms of social

88

Ibid., 14. The Sikh community is also known as Panth spelt with a capital 'P'.
Ibid.
100
Personal communication, 16 January 2003.
111
Importantly, since colonial times 'secularism' has a different meaning in India, which indeed sounds much
likee contemporary state legislation in terms of multiculturalism (and what I label politics of 'difference'). There
itt refers not to the absence of 'religion' but to a political and social order, wherein 'officially' no one 'religion'
iss preferred to the others but all are given equal respect by the state.
122
These definitions of 'secularism' and 'secularization' differ from the idea of 'secularism', as recently put
forwardd for example by Peter van der Veer, 'as a set of arguments in favor of separation of church and state'
withh 'a genealogy in the Enlightenment' but working out differently in historical formations worldwide. For
obviouslyy when trying to understand how traditions changed during modem times this idea remains too much
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practice,, since the nineteenth century, 'tradition' seems to me not so much different from
otherr forms of 'moral' knowledge more or less 'rationally' authorized by science and spread
throughh modem disciplinary institutions and practices. Liberalism, for example, cannot be
understoodd unless one recognizes that it always was and remains a Christian 'moral' doctrine
(i.e.. that of the religious dissenter).13 Also it remains worth pointing out that Christianity
perpetuatess the category 'religion' because of its 'images of how the world ought to be' and
ass such since the nineteenth century heavily influenced 'traditions' worldwide in terms of
'rationality'' and 'morality'.14 Even so, one sometimes has to continue to use the category
'religion'' instead of 'tradition' as a whole intellectual heritage can not be easily discarded.15
Thee idea however is to analyze what happened by writing a comparative historical narrative
thatt does not follow the secular-religious binary opposition. Instead the long-term world
historicall perspective will be taken in which during the period of European expansion, a
cruciall interaction took place between the Christian West and the rest of the world. Ever
since,, the West dominated the course of world history and, as a result, the relationship of
modemm non-Western 'traditions' towards transcendence and morality more or less developed
alongg similar universal 'rational' lines. These developments however cannot be justified
simplyy by the slogans of 'secularization', 'Westernization' or 'modernization', if only
becausee that would neglect the historical continuity in terms of the 'modem' (instead of
'invented')) features of 'tradition' in their specific contexts.16

boundedd to the secular-religious binary opposition dominantiy in existence since the Enlightenment. See further
ImperialImperial encounters, 16-18.
133
Chadwick, The secularization of the European mind, Chapter Two (On liberalism).
144
Earlier the process has been called 'Protestantization'. See for example Jones, Socio-religious reform, 2132155 and Brush, Protestant in the Punjab, Chapter Six.
155
For undoubtedly much of modern humanistic studies and almost all social science use categories formed in
thee nineteenth century and imposed upon other societies. Hence sometimes also in this study I had no other
optionn than to use such terms as 'religion', 'religious' and 'religious nationalism', if not the secular-religious
binaryy opposition.
166
Lloyd and Suzanne Rudolph, The modernity of tradition. Political development in India, Chicago 1967 and
Ericc Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (eds.), The invention of tradition, Cambridge 1983.
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Obviouslyy this study to a great deal concerns an exercise in historiography because of its
preoccupationn with such labels as 'secularism', 'religion', 'tradition', 'Hinduism', 'state',
'public',, 'colonialism', 'secularization', 'modernity', 'religious nationalism' and anything
followedd by 'project' in the study of South Asian history. When thinking about the use of
thesee terms in the specific context of late nineteenth century Punjab, their logic often
vanishess in the confrontation with the historical sources. Where to begin when it feels like
startingg anew? How to construct a narrative without compromising too much with historical
detail?? How to use larger labels in a logical, comparative but nonetheless satisfactory
manner?? When reading the narrative one might be surprised by what has been included and
excluded,, as obviously it reflects my, perhaps now and then not so fashionable, personal
interestt over the years. Nonetheless, I hope the work has not become too antiquarian, written
byy a grubber for small bits of string too short to use but too long to throw away, but instead
providess (without drawing too easy conclusions) a somewhat different perspective on the
contemporaryy discussion of 'religion' in South Asia.17
Betweenn 1989 and 1998, I visited the Punjab four times. The first time, I stayed only
shortlyy in Amritsar while coming down from Kashmir and passed through Lahore up on my
wayy to China across Pakistan's majestic Khunjerab pass. I did not know anything about the
regionn and, like so many before me, became fascinated both with the British influence as well
ass the abundance and colourfulness of Punjabi traditions. Subsequently I toured Indian
Punjabb more extensively during my one-year stay at New Delhi's Jawaharlal Nehru
Universityy in 1992-1993.18 By that time I was already much interested in nineteenth century
Southh Asian history but looking back it still remains a mystery to me how I ever ended up in
thee field of Punjab studies, moreover with the Singh Sabhas, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyahs. I

177
See for arecentinterpretation: Peter van der Veer, Religion in South Asia in Annual Review ofAnthropology,
31,2002,173-187. .
188
Where at the Centre for Historical Studies I learned much, particularly from Neeladri Bhattacharya, Aditya
Mukherjee,, K_N. Panikkar and Majid H. Siddiqi.
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returnedd to Indian and Pakistani Punjab for three months in 1996 and once again in 1998.
Duringg these latter visits I mostly was hunting for historical sources in a variety of
depositories,, public and private.19 The final research was done during several visits in 2000 to
thee British Library (Oriental and India Office Collections), London. The sources used
howeverr were found not so much as the result of a systematic search, but through serendipity
instead. .
II am thankful to all those who have encouraged, advised or assisted me over the years
butt want to acknowledge some specific debts. Dirk Kolff s Socratic teachings at Leiden
Universityy undoubtedly lured me into it all. As a result, I reached India similar perhaps to
Punjabb Officer Malcolm Darling (1880-1964) under the sway of Cambridge teacher
Goldsworthyy Lowes Dickinson (1862-1932).20 Though Eric Hobsbawm called the latter
'superficiall and therefore typical' of the era of triumphant bourgeois liberalism,* like other
Socraticc teachers in a time dominated by muscular Christianity, Dickinson admirably
'thoughtt that the only ideas worth being were the ideas a man worked out for himself.
Particularlyy also I enjoyed the times Dirk went through my writings somewhat in a Dickinson
manner,, 'sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, his pencil jerking below some
solecismm or jabbing an uncertain argument, muttering "It hasn't come yet" -until finally it
came'.233 Some years later, Dick Plukker at the India Institute in Amsterdam unexpectedly
disclosedd to me the almost lost world of Indology. To spend time on the translation of texts
writtenn in languages one will never command may seem futile, yet I think it gets much to the
heartt of (academic) study, i.e. the devotion to apparently pointless matter which in the end
199

I am especially grateful to those who helped me at the following institutions for their hospitality and/or
assistance:: the Ahmadiyah centers in Qadian, Rabwah and Lahore; the Vishveshvarand Institute, Hoshiarpur;
Amritsar,, Chandigarh, Lahore and Patiala Universities; New Delhi's Teen Murti and National Archives of India
libraries;; the Sikh history research department of Khalsa College, Amritsar, the Vedic Pustakalaya, Ajmer and
Mohinderr Singh at the National Institute of Punjab studies/Bhai Vir Singh Sahitya Sadan, New Delhi.
200
Dewey, Anglo-Indian attitudes, Chapter Five (The making of a humanist).
211
Hobsbawm, Nations and nationalism, 38.
222
Dewey, Anglo-Indian attitudes, 122.
233
Ibid., 136.
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howeverr proves to be the kernel. Much I learned trom Dick's profound knowledge of Hindi
andd Urdu and meticulous approach to grammar in general. Also I am grateful for his
commentss on an earlier draft. Hence, again some years later, Peter van der Veer irrefutably
boostedd the project by single-handedly and against the tide arranging a bursary at the
Amsterdamm School for Social Science Research, University of Amsterdam (1997-2001).24
Otherwise,, over the years, I enjoyed reading his writings and, after initial jolts, remarks on
twoo earlier drafts. During the final stage, then, Hew McLeod (University of Otago, New
Zealand)) mildly but scrupulously put his finger on mistakes in my interpretation of the Sikh
traditionn and generally inspired me to reach out for stricter academic standard and aesthetics.
Alsoo Ian Talbot (Coventry University, UK) made some useful suggestions. Further, for
differentt supportive reasons, I am thankful to Jerry Barrier (University of Missouri,
Columbia,, US), who thirty-five years ago made a start with the comparative study of modem
Punjabii identities,25 and Willem van Schendel at the University of Amsterdam.
Whereverr possible, South Asian terms are explained in the text, while the meaning of
remainingg words can be found in the glossary. With the exception of Panjab University
(Lahore)) and where it was originally used in book titles or citations, I decided to use
Punjab(i)) instead of Panjab(i), as it is firmly attached in most people's minds and usage.
Similarlyy I retained such words as gurdwara and purdah, while these have become English
terms. .

244

Besides to the Amsterdam School, I am thankful for financial assistance to the former Faculty of Political,
Sociall and Cultural Sciences (now Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences) at the University of Amsterdam
andd the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) in The Hague.
255
Barrier, The Punjab government.
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GLOSSARY Y

Ar..

=Arabic

H..

=Hindi (Hindustani)

P..

^Persian

Pu..

=Punjabi

S..

=Sanskrit

adabadab (Ar.)

-literature; respect

AdvaitavedantaAdvaitavedanta (S.) -the doctrine of philosophical monism (as explained by
thee Hindu sage, Shankara) which largely has become
thee basis of orthodox Hinduism in South Asia
AryaArya (S.)

-of descent from the ancient Aryans; associated
withh the rishis and Vedas

avataravatar (S.)
BabaBaba (P.)

-incarnation of a divine being
-mode of address to ascetics
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baiatbaiat (Ar.)

-initiation as a disciple through vow of spiritual allegiance

barakatbarakat (P.)

-charismatic power believed to flow from Sufipirs to their disciples.
Thiss power could also be invested in their tombs and relics

BhaiBhai (H.)

-'brother';; learned Sikh; honorific

bhaktibhakti (S.)

-personall devotionalism to Hindu deity

BrahmanBrahman (S.)-Hinduu priestly caste
burqaburqa (A.)

-longg veil worn by Muslim women

chelachela (H.)

-pupil l

dargahdargah (P.)

-tomb;; shrine of a Sufi saint

DevanagriDevanagri (S.)
-scriptt used with Sanskrit and Hindi
dharmdharm (S.)

-thee right moral and religious way of life

darbardarbar (P.)

-holdingg a court

fatwafatwa (Ar.)

-aa legal religious statement

fiqh(Ai.) fiqh(Ai.)

-jurisprudence,, Islamic law as interpreted by generations of scholars

gurdwaraa (Pu.)

-thee door of the Guru; a Sikh temple

Gurmukhii (Pu.)

-Punjabii script based on Devanagari

guruu (S.)

-religious-religious teacher; also used as an epithet

hadithhadith (Ar.)

-Muslimm tradition

hazrathazrat (Ar.)

-excellence,, highness; honorific

izzaff (P.)

-honour r

jflg«r(P.) )

-ann assignment of land revenue

jajmanijajmani (H.) -patron;; also jajmani: system
jamaatjamaat (Ar.)

-association n

ytfutt?? (AT.)

-aa holy war against non-Muslims

karmakarma (S.)

-fatee as the consequence of acts
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KhalifahKhalifah (Ar.)-aa successor to the Prophet as head of the Islamic community
KhalsaKhalsa (Ar.)

-Sikhh order established by Guru Gobind Singh

lalalala (P.)

-learnedd person; honorific

mahantmahant (S.)

-termm used by Sikhs to refer to the men in control of gurdwaras before
thee 1925 Gurdwaras Act

mahdimahdi (Ar.)

-thee rightly guided one who will come on the last day to save Muslims

-promisedd messiah
masihmasih mawud (Ar.)
maulvimaulvi (P.)

-Muslimm priest

me/aa (H.)

-aa fair or religious festival

m/rzaa (Ar.)

-honorific;; descendant of Muhammad

mokshamoksha (S.) -salvation,, liberation
person spoken to by Allah or his angels
muhaddathmuhaddath-aa
(Ar.)
-festivall of the Shia Muslim calender of mourning
MuharramMuharram (Ar.)
forr martyred early leaders
-renewerr of the faith
mujaddidmujaddid (Ar.)
nawabnawab (Ar.)

-governorr of a town or a region; prince

Hiyogg (S.)

-ancientt Hindu custom that permitted a widow to bear children

panditpandit (S.)

-Hinduu priest; learned person; honorific

panthpanth (S.)

-religiouss path; the Sikh community, when spelt with a capital 'P'

purdahpurdah (Ar.) -seclusionn of women from public view
patwaripatwari (H.) -villagee accountant
Pï>> (P.)

-religiouss leader of a Sufi order

gï&saa (Ar.)

-poeticc tradition in Punjabi

TfaMM (H.)

-Khalsaa code of belief and conduct

rahit-namarahit-nama-aa
(H.)
manual of Rahit principles
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rahtiarahtia (S.)

-Sikhh outcaste

Raj(S.) Raj(S.)

-aa kingdom; sovereignty (period of British rule)

rajaraja (S.)

-aa king; also used as a title

RajputRajput (S.)

-Hinduu military and landholding caste

RamlilaRamlila (H.) -Hinduu festival period in north India commonly during
whichh Ram's story is retold sequentially
rishirishi (S.)

-aa divinely inspired Hindu sage

sadhusadhu (H.)

-aa Hindu religious mendicant

-literary,, 'one who sits on the prayer carpet';
sajjadasajjada nishin (Ar.)
successorr to the authority of a Sufi saint at his shrine
satinyasisatinyasi (S.) -aa Hindu who has renounced all worldly ties and possessions
inn order to devote himself to the spiritual life, living on alms
san// (H.)

-aa group of teachers who flourished in the fifteenth, sixteenth
andd seventeenth centuries in north India

shaiviteshaivite (S.)

-followerr of the cult of the Hindu God Shiva

shariatshariat (Ar.)

-thee law based on Islamic scriptures and religious knowledge

ShastraShastra (S.) -authoritativee treatise whose author, whether mythic or historical,
alwayss is a Brahman
5/rifll (Ar.)

-Muslimss who believe that religious authority was passed to
Muhammad'ss son-in-law, Ali and then through his descendants

s/tr«rii (S.)

-holyy book believed to have been revealed by God to wise men
andd therefore heard by them

smrirff (S.)

-holyy book composed by wise men from remembered tradition

S«/zz (Ar.)

-memberr of brotherhood of people initiated by a baiat to a saint,
whoo claims to belong to a spiritual lineage going back to the

17 7
founderr of the brotherhood and ultimately the Prophet himself
sunnahsunnah (Ar.)
SunniSunni (Ar.)

-customs and traditions associated with the Prophet Muhammad
-the majority of Muslims who do not accept the passage
off authority through Ali

swamiswami (S.)

-holyy man

taqlidtaqlid (Ar.)

-delegationn of authority in Islamic theological context

ulamaulama (Ar.)

-usedd generally for the learned in Islamic theology and law

-group of texts belonging to the Vedic revelation which preach
Upanishads (S.))
Upanishads
deliverancee from rebirth and show the path to the Absolute
VedasVedas (S.)
zananazanana (P.)
zaill (P.)

-most ancient and sacred of the Hindu texts
-women's quarters
-administrative subdivision in the Punjab
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CHRONOLOGY Y

17933 Permanent Settlement in Bengal
18088 Haileybury College (until 1857)
18199 James Mill, History of British India
18244 Birth of Swami Dayanand Saraswati
18288 Brahmo Samaj founded by Ram Mohan Roy
18344 American Presbyterian mission established in Ludhiana; Abolishment of slavery in the
Britishh Empire
18355 Macaulay's Minute on education; Birth Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
18366 John Stuart Mill, Civilization
18499 Annexation of the Punjab; Joseph Cunningham, A history of the Sikhs
18522 Church Missionary Society set up in Lahore
18544 Charles Wood's Education Dispatch
18555 First Punjab Census held
18577 Mutiny
18588 India under the Crown (Queen Victoria's Proclamation)
18599 John Beames, district officer in Gujrat; Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Asbab-e-bhagavat-
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e-Hind;e-Hind; John Stuart Mill, On Liberty
18600 Registration of Societies Act; Indian Penal Code
18611 John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism
18622 Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Tabyin-al kalam
18633 Lahore Brahmo Samaj; Ernest Renan, Life of Jesus
18655 Anjuman-i-Punjab
18666 Anjuman-i-Islamia
18677 Foundation Deoband theological academy
18688 Charles Dilke, Greater Britain
18699 Opening Suez canal
18700 Punjab Land Tenancy Act
18711 Start decennial all-India Census; Criminal Tribes Act
18722 Dayanand in Calcutta; Punjab Laws Act; First indigenous Christian Church Council
foundedd in the Punjab; Birth Bhai Vir Singh; James Fitzjames Stephen,
Liberty,Liberty, Equality and Fraternity
18733 Amritsar Singh Sabha
18744 Dayanand in Bombay; Hali, Majalis-un-nissa
18755 Saraswati, Satyarth Prakash; Bombay Arya Samaj
18777 Delhi Darbar; Queen Victoria assumes the title Empress of India; Saraswati, Sanskar
vidhi;vidhi; Lahore Arya Samaj; Ernest Tmmpp, Adi Granth; Faridkot Tika; Lahore Indian
Association n
18799 Lahore Singh Sabha; Altaf Husain Hali, Musaddas
18800 Ghulam Ahmad, Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah; Saraswati, Gokarunanidhi
18822 Hunter Education Commission; Panjab University Lahore
18833 Amritsar Khalsa Diwan; Death Swami Dayanand; Dbert Bill
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18844 Sayyid Ahmad Khan visits the Punjab; Bharatendu Harishchandra's Ballia speech;
Piatt'ss Dictionary
18855 Indian National Congress
18866 Lahore Khalsa Diwan; Hobson-Jobson; Richard Temple, Legends of the Punjab
18877 Lekh Ram, Takzib-i-Burahin-i-Ahmadiyah
18899 Dayanand Anglo-Vedic College; Ghulam Ahmad accepts first baiat; Nazir Ahmad,
Ibn-ul-vaqt Ibn-ul-vaqt
18911 First annual meeting Ahmadiyahs in Qadian
18922 Lekh Ram, Risala-i-Jihad
18933 Division Arya Samaj; Sikh Shuddhi Sabha Lahore; Hali's Muqaddima
18977 Lekh Ram assassinated; Kahn Singh Nabha, Ham Hindu nahin
18988 Bhai Vir Singh, Sundri
18999 Khalsa College Amritsar; Ghulam Ahmad, Masih Hindustan mem
19000 Vir Singh, Bijay Singh and SatwantKaur
19011 Ahmadiyahs mentioned separately in the Census; Creation North-West Frontier
Province;; Rudyard Kipling, Kim; Punjab Alienation of Land Act; Hali, Hayat-i-Jawed
19022 Chief Khalsa Diwan; Review of Religions; Gurukul Kangri Haridwar; Arya Samaj
startss mission in Fiji
19033 Arya Pradeshik Pratinidhi Sabha; Radha Kishan Mehta, Tarikh-i-Arya Samaj
19055 Ghulam Ahmad, Islami usul Jdfalasafi; Vir Singh, Rana Swat Singh; Ashraf Ali
Thanawi,, Bihisti Zewar
19066 Ghulam Ahmad, al-Wasiyah; Muslim League
19077 Punjab Disturbances
19088 Death Ghulam Ahmad, Nur-ul-din first Khalifah; Sikh Educational Conference
19099 Morley-Minto reforms; Max Arthur Macauliffe, The Sikh religion; Anand Marriage
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Bill;; all-India Hindu Sabha; Bawa Buddh Singh, Chandar Hart
19100 Gait Circular; First Arya Samaj missionary Guyana; Ramdev, Bharatvars ka itihas
19111 New Delhi capital of British India
19122 Arya Samaj mission in Surinam; Ahmadiyah mosque in Surrey
19144 Death of Nur-ul-din, Mahmud Ahmad second Khalifah; Split Ahmadiyah movement;
Lajpatt Rai, A history of the Arya Samaj
19199 Jallianwala Bagh massacre, Amritsar
19200 Shromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC)
19211 Vir Singh, Baba Naudh Singh
19255 Gurdwaras Act; Rashtriya Swayamseva Sangh (RSS) founded
19311 Ahmadiyah Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, president of the Muslim League Conference
19355 Government of India Act
19455 Rahit Maryada approved by the SGPC
19477 Partition of British India into India and Pakistan
19488 Ahmadiyahs buy Rabwah site from Pakistani government; Mahatma Gandhi killed
19533 Anti-Ahmadiyah riots in Pakistan
19655 Third Ahmadiyah Khalifah elected, Mirza Nasir Ahmad (educated Balliol College,
Oxford) )
19666 Sikh majority Punjabi language state carved from the northern half of pre-existing
Indiann Punjab (the south becomes Hindu majority Haryana)
19755 Mecca declares Ahmadiyahs 'non-Muslim'; Pakistan's constitution amended to exclude
Ahmadiyahss from the definition of Muslim
19799 Pakistani and Ahmadiyah Professor Abdus Salam of Imperial College, London,
receivess Nobel prize
19822 Fourth Ahmadiyah Khalifah, Mirza Tahir Ahmad educated at the School for Oriental
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andd African Studies, London
19844 Operation Blue Star, Indira Gandhi assassinated; new wave of anti-Ahmadiyah riots
Pakistan;; Ahmadiyahs may not refer to their faith as Islam (Ordinance XX) and Tahir
Ahmadd moves to London; World Hindu Council (Vishva Hindu Parishad)
19888 Tahir Ahmad visits west Africa in quasi-papal style
19899 Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) national prominence in elections
19911 Rajiv Gandhi assassinated
19922 Demolition Babri Masjid, Ayodhya, followed by communal violence throughout the
subcontinent t
20011 Attack on World Trade Center in New York, followed by 'War against Terror'
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INTRODUCTIONN TRADITION,, RATIONALITY AND SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Inn 1859, two years after the Mutiny, John Beames (1837-1902) became District Officer of one
off the smallest districts of colonial Punjab, Gujrat.1 For two years he remained in the region
(hee was stationed in the districts of Ambala and Ludhiana also) and in his memoirs he wrote
vividlyy about the times when the colonial administration still was frail:

II looked out and found myself in a tumble-down building of red-brick -not plastered
ass houses in India mostly are- the British administration in the Panjab was then still so
newlyy established that there had been no time for refinements and luxuries such as
plaster.. Buildings were hastily run up to serve the emergencies of the moment, and if
theyy tumbled down again as hastily, it did not matter -they were professedly only
temporary.2 2

11 Some may know John Beames as the one who intensely despised Richard Temple (whom he brutalized by
imitatingg him at a dinner party, when the Latter visited Cuttack in 1874 as the new Lieutenant-Governor, and
whichh Beames himself always believed to be the real cause of his ill success during the later part of his career),
butt he is probably best remembered as one of those influential nineteenth century comparative linguists of the
neww Indo-Aryan languages (author for instance of A comparative grammar of the Modern Aryan languages of
India,India, 3 vols., London 1872-79), whose dated works today are more frequently cited in South Asia than in the
West. .
22
Beames, Memoirs, 96.
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Thee European part of Gujrat was small and thence could not yet be called Civil nor Military
Lines: :

InIn the European station there were only five houses and a few public buildings. The
societyy was correspondingly small, consisting of Major Adams, the Deputy
Commissionerr and his wife and child, Major Terence O'Brien, a jolly little fat, round
Irishmann with a strong Cork brogue (he called his native place 'Cyark') and his wife, a
sicklyy half-caste, and child, and my humble self. There were also two half-caste clerks
andd their families. For doctor we had a Bengali who spoke English well.3

Ass far as famous first Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, John Lawrence, was concerned,4
thee ideal district officer was 'a hard, active man in boots and breeches, who almost lived in
thee saddle, worked all day and nearly all night, ate and drank when and where he could, had
noo family ties, no wife or children to hamper him, and whose whole establishment consisted
off a camp bed, an odd table and chair or so and a small box of clothes such as could be slung
onn a camel'.5 Therefore it is not surprising that one of Beames' Haileybury comrades,6 the
Deputyy Commissioner of Ludhiana, suffered a great deal under John Lawrence's command:

Elmsliee imprudently brought a piano to the Punjab with him. Such a refinement was
unpardonable,, and poor Elmslie was moved five times from one end of the Punjab to
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Ibid., 100.
Lawrence (1811-1879) was to become Governor-General and Viceroy of India (1864-69) and a sort of popularr hero but intensely disliked by those who served under him.
55
Beames, Memoirs, 102.
66 In 1806, the East India Company opened a training college at Hertford castle in Hertfordshire north of
London.. It was moved in 1808 to Haileybury in the same area and lasted until 1857. See further: F.C. Danvers
andd others (eds.), Memorials of old Haileybury College, London 1894.
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thee other in the course of two years. "Ill smash his piano for him", John Lawrence was
reportedd to have said, when he first heard of such a degradation as a Punjab officer
havingg a piano.

Yett at the same time it should be clear that John Lawrence (who was a staunch Protestant
evangelical)) was influential but not typical among the British all over India. On the contrary,
Britishh civilians, \vho had been accustomed to the more civilized conditions of the older and
moree settled provinces, objected strongly to being turned into homeless, vagrant governingmachines'' by this rough and coarse man, who believed that 'personal government was the only
formm of rule which the rude and simple Punjabis could understand ?.8
Almostt three decades later, Lieutenant-Governor Charles Aitchison unveiled a massive
bronzee statue of John Lawrence on the Mall road in Lahore, holding a sword in one hand, a
penn in the other and carrying the inscription: "Will you be governed by pen or by sword?
Choose!".. By then, however, already much had changed. Now the colonial administration
wass mostly manned by Punjabis and reached deep into rural sovi=t\, while Lahore not only
hadd become the ever-growing Imperial headquarter of an importam economic and strategic
regionn but, indeed, also the place where since 1884 pianos could b-j ordered from C. Steiert &
Co.99 Unquestionably the establishment of the colonial administration heavily influenced
Punjabii minds. The specific aim of this study is to learn how "tradition' changed during the
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Beames, Memoirs, 103.
88 Ibid., 103.
99 undoubtedly the piano (like the organ and harmonium) remains crucial to the transformation of music in the
non-Westernn world, as it made some of the local elites familiar with Western tonai harmony (though the Western
systemm of music notation might have been even more important here). Hence, as part of Imperial music history
onee should look also at the contemporary brass-bands playing all over the non-western world at weddings, funeralss and military ceremonies (like "Beating of the Retreat' at India's Republic Day, which includes both the
playingg of bagpipes and the Christian hymn Abide with me'). Moreover, as Jeffrey Cox recently made clear, at
thee development of popular Christian hymnody, which was crucial to the emergence of indigenous Christianity
inn the Punjab. In Imperial fault lines, 146-152.
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coloniall interaction in late nineteenth century Punjab. Though in general the ideas and values
assertivelyy propagated by British civil servants and army men were crucial, I will argue that in
particularr Protestant missionary activities influenced the making of modem Punjabi identities.
Withinn a few decades, Islamic, Sikh and Hindu traditions were redefined by numerous reform
movements,, following Christian missionaries, through modern disciplinary institutions and
practices,, morally justified by reference to some transcendent authority. Because the Sikh
traditionn originated and both Hindu practices and Islam had their own specific histories in the
region,, this remains an unparalleled opportunity for a comparative historical study about the
makingg of modem South Asian identities. I limit myself however to three reform movements:
thee Singh Sabha (Sikh), Arya Samaj (Hindu) and Ahmadiyah (Muslim).10 Surprisingly, these
movementss have not been discussed comparatively as resembling products of the same
regionall 'colonial culture', albeit coming from within three by that time often overlapping
Punjabii greater traditions.
Fromm 1873 onwards (the year that the Amritsar Singh Sabha was established), Singh
Sabhaites,, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs started to define themselves through what I call
'morall languages'. Being minor groups, they created (often with support of the British) bodies
off moral knowledge, which were supposed to be eternal. By doing this, they often rejected
identitiess existing in Punjabi popular culture at the same time. For undeniably the ideas
propagatedd by the Singh Sabhaites, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs did not mesh well with
thosee existing within the larger traditions, which on the whole were polytheistic and covered a
widee spectrum of beliefs and ritual practices. Instead the elitist reformers favoured more

100
Important to mention remains the heterodox character of the Ahmadiyahs. From the beginning the movement
wass rejected by orthodox Islam, which could not accept the claim of its founder Mtrza Ghulam Ahmad (18391908)) to be a prophet following Muhammad, since the traditional belief is that Muhammad was the last
manifestationn of God. In fact, in 1975 Ahmadiyahs were declared as non-Islamic in Mecca.
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uniformityy and homogeneity and to achieve their goal organized themselves into voluntary
movements,, opened up educational and other institutions and appropriated modem modes of
'communication'.. What is more, these newly created identities increasingly also became
cruciall in the struggle for authority and status in a fast changing society. Following rivalry
betweenn elites for jobs in the administration and urban professions during the 1880s, they
providedd a useful means of elbowing out adversaries and as such became 'a means for individualss and groups to control others or resist such control, for changing society or for blocking
change,, for affirming or suppressing cultural identities'. 11
Onn the whole, I will investigate the dynamics of the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and
Ahmadiyahh 'moral languages' not only 'in a utilitarian way, as the creation of technical terms
forr precise practical purposes', but especially also 'in a symbolic way, as the expression of a
growingg group self-consciousness and of a growing sense of distance from the rest of
society'.122 Identities depend on stereotypes of the self and the other, exaggerating whatever
makess one community distinct from others and forging solidarity in the course of conflict
withh others. The Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages' form no
exceptionn to this. Most reformers saw the world in black and white and hence public meetings
oftenn ended up in downright polemics, if not in violence. Most essential to these 'moral
languages'' remains the dialogue with Western reason which overall led to a stress on
'rationality'' in language used for moral, literary, political or other purposes. Underwriting the
Singhh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages' was the fundamental process of
strengtheningg doctrine, conduct and rite through a dialogic process in which readings of the
traditionall literature (often as interpreted by European scholars like Max Muller, Monier

111 Peter Burke, The art of conversation, New York 1993, 26.
122 Ibid., 25.
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Monier-Williams,, Ernest Trumpp and Max Arthur Macauliffe) were combined with an
understandingg of Western reason, while often invoking the authority of science at the same
time.. Also there was a growing tendency to treat some sacred texts 'literally' in a scripturelikee manner. Hence the Granth Sahib, Vedas and Quran followed a shift from a 'transcendent'
too a 'rational' meaning and, after the Bible, entered world-history as 'scriptures'.
Furthermore,, I will examine the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah self-definitions
inn the context of a newly emerging 'public sphere' to which, I will argue the hierarchical
systemm of authority set up by the 'Anglo-Indian colonial state' provided the backbone. Hence,
importantly,, as part of a tentative search for a narrative for the study of modern South Asian
identities,, some assumptions about 'state' and 'public sphere' are questioned. By using the
label,, 'Anglo-Indian colonial state', I follow the idea that South Asian history should neither
bee seen as an enclave existing on its own nor as a derivative clone of the British state and its
Victoriann ideology.13 Instead, as an heuristic device, it is assumed that nineteenth century
Southh Asia found itself in a complicated flux dominated by an interaction between two
dynamicc civilizations: the regional one and the British imported version of European
civilization.. On the one hand, the British unleashed different policies, following changes
happeningg in South Asia, Great Britain and the rest of the world (of Empire), which had
effectss they never knew beforehand nor intended. While, on the other hand, a complex
processs of responses generated actions of all kinds and influenced the policies of the British
inn turn (both in England and within the Empire). In this way, the two civilizations constantly
reconstitutedd each other and hence, as David Washbrook put it, 'were involved in establishing
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Bayly, Origins of nationality in South Asia, 276.
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thee structures of oppression and exploitation in both India and Great Britain at the same
time'.14 4
Closelyy related, I will argue that the creation of an Anglo-Indian colonial state, at the
samee time was accompanied by the emergence of a 'public sphere', as part of a larger
configurationn of socio-economic change. By doing so, I take the formation of both 'state' and
'publicc sphere' as inter-related and, consequently, query the notion of a 'neutral', not
participating,, state in Indian society. As Sandria Freitag put it:

ThroughThrough the institutions of the state, the British Raj established a structure of rule that
interfered,, even though it would not participate, in an extraordinary range of activities
relatedd to the public arena. Yet where earlier the ruler had fully participated in public
arenaa activity to establish his legitimacy, the imperial state had now withdrawn. In its
placee it had deputed certain local power-holders to act as it intermediaries.15

Orr Gyan Pandey more bluntly:

Too take another obvious point, the significance of which is often lost, one may note
thee radically altered nature of the state -and not just of policies, or even politics as a
whole-- under colonialism. This state is not only far more modem, powerful,
centralizedd and interventionist than any state that had existed before in the
subcontinent.. It is also far more self-consciously "neutral' standing above society, and

144
David Washbrook, South Asia, the world system, and world capitalism in Journal of Asian Studies, 49,1990,
489.. Cf. Peter van der Veer's 'interactional perspective' in Imperial encounters, 8.
155 Freitag, Public arenas, 53. Cf. David Gilmartin who recently followed Freitag's thesis directly in relation to
thee Punjab: Seeing itself as a mediator standing outside the structure of society, the British government
withdreww in the nineteenth century from any direct role in the operation of local public arenas' in Partition,
Pakistan,, 1075.
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nott really part of it -than any previous state, a position that no previous state had
especiallyy claimed or desired. 16

Undoubtedlyy the Anglo-Indian colonial state was something new in the subcontinent.
Officiallyy ruled from London, as the centerpiece of the British Empire and backed up by
modernn disciplinary power, the centralized colonial state claimed absolute authority but even
soo could not execute its policies without interacting with (i.e. being part of) South Asian
society.society. Like European states, it functioned through intermediaries, was more bureaucratic
andd therefore perhaps could be called more impersonal than any of the earlier states, but that
doess not mean it was 'neutral' and above it all. On the contrary, state institutions and actions
oftenn were at the heart of what happened in modem South Asia. Otherwise, the position taken
byy the authors mentioned above remains in line with the 'official' rhetoric of British colonial
policyy as put forward in Queen Victoria's 1858 Proclamation (which will be further dealt
withh in Chapter Two). Moreover, with the earlier mentioned idea of 'secularism' as
propagatedd since 1947 by the Indian independent state. In fact, the idea of a 'neutral' AngloIndiann colonial state generally fits in with a long existing mode of thinking that views states
inn terms of transcendent rule (sovereign without limits) instead of concrete military, law,
educationall and bureaucratic institutions and practices acted out in the 'public sphere'.17 Yet,
thee Anglo-Indian colonial state functioned through human agency, often with pre-planned

166 Gyan Pandey, The construction of communalism in colonial north India, New Delhi 1992, 16. Earlier
Ranajitt Guha spoke of the 'absolute externality of the state in colonial India' in Dominance without hegemony
andd its historiography in Ranajit Guha (ed.), Subaltern Studies: Writings on South Asian history, VI, New Delhi
1989,274. .
177
Hence also I disagree with the idea that 'history is the grand narrative of the modem nation-state' as put
forwardd by Peter van der Veer in Writing violence, 250 (and afterwards repeated by David Gilmartin in
Partition,, Pakistan, 1070). For it is exactly this teleological view of history that keeps us from learning what
reallyy happened in South Asia, ruling out all social forms that the West did not viewed as belonging to the realm
off the state. Cf. Ranajit Guha, History at the limit of world-history, New York 2002, especially Chapter Three
andd Kolff, Indiê en de wereldgeschiedenis, 6.
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resultss but, importantly, many times also with unintended consequences. The latter in
particularr should always be kept in mind when aiming to write history without drawing to
easyy conclusions in hindsight. A much better option therefore seems a narrative wherein the
processs of state formation takes place simultaneously with the emergence of a 'public sphere'
ass part of a larger configuration of fast changing socio-economic circumstances. An option
thatt at the same time, questions the idea of the 'public sphere' as corollary to the 'state', as
putt forward by for example Sandria Freitag.18 In the newly emerging 'public sphere'
dominantt state institutions and practices continually interacted, competed and often
overlappedd with voluntary ones. In chorus, however, they constituted a modern hierarchical
'coloniall culture', wherein through law, education, military service and other forms of state
involvementt the British propagated their 'civilizing mission' which in liberal democratic
termss dominated South Asian society ever since.
Thee British 'civilizing mission' was to introduce 'The Law' as Rudyard Kipling (18651936)) put it.19 This was a hard and thankless task, a burden shouldered by a small and
dedicatedd band of British servants who 'devoted themselves completely to their tasks in
almostt unbearable conditions, hoping for no reward beyond their pay, and no recognition for
endlesss patience and un-wearying self-sacrifice'.20 Kipling admired these men who did the
reall work and whose laureate he became. Their justification was their work, to be performed
inn obedience to a government of order and control, based not upon whim or personal
preference.. Civilization and 'The Law', then, were virtually synonymous. Civilization was

188
Freitag, Public arenas, 177. Following Michel Foucault and in many ways similar to Freitag, Peter van der
Veerr takes the state as 'totalizing and individualizing at the same time' and 'to be analyzed as a structural effect':
'Thee boundaries of the state are notoriously difficult to define. The state appears to be a sovereign authority
abovee and outside society, but Foucault has pointed out that the modem state works internally through
disciplinaryy power not by constraining individuals and their actions but by producing them. The individual, civil
politicall subject is produced in churches, schools, and factories'. In Imperial encounters, 32-33.
199
Bonamy Dobrée, Rudyard Kipling. Realist and fabulist, London 1967, 65-70.
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possiblee only if one played the game according to the rules laid down by time, history,
precedent,, all of which amounted to 'The Law'. For the British, civilization was a question of
'objectivee morality', of external form, of behaviour rather than sentiment, of 'duty' rather
thann whim. Though, according to John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), nationalism could be a
necessaryy basis of political organization at a certain period of human history, civilization
undoubtedlyy was better:

Considerr the savage: he has bodily strength, he has courage, enterprise, and is often
nott without intelligence; what makes all savage communities poor and feeble? The
samee cause which prevented the lions and tigers from long ago extirpating the race of
menn -incapacity of co-operation. It is only civilized beings who can combine. All
combinationn is compromise: it is the sacrifice of some portion of individual will for a
commonn purpose. The savage cannot bear to sacrifice, for any purpose, the
satisfactionn of his individual will... It is not difficult to see why this incapacity of
organizedd combination characterizes savages, and disappears with the growth of
civilization.. Co-operation, like other difficult things, can be learnt only by practice:
andd to be capable of it in great things, a people must be gradually trained to it in
small.21 1
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211 John Stuart Mill, Civilization (1836) in J.M. Robson (ed.), The collected works of John Stuart Mill, vol. 18,
122-123.. According to authoritarian liberals like James Fitzjames Stephen, who wrote Liberty, Equality and
FraternityFraternity (1872) in reply to John Stuart Mill's On Liberty (1859), the latter had a too naïve faith in civilization.
Forr Stephen society not only rested upon a consensus of shared opinions but also upon authority, a large measure
off mere acceptance by a crowd incapable of conscious decision, of what a trustworthy and responsible 'gifted
few** said. Mill's theory, on the contrary, however destroyed all faith in authority. See further: Chadwick, The
secularizationsecularization of the European mind, Chapter Two (On liberalism).
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Sincee the beginning of the nineteenth century the British thus were dedicated to the elevation
off mankind. Raised to the summit of the world by their own 'improvement', they believed in
progresss and thought they held its keys. The idea of 'duty' was paramount to the muscular
Christiann morality propagated by those trained with such precision by the public schools and
ancientt universities (Oxford and Cambridge in particular). Undoubtedly, the British desire to
doo good was a true energy, but at the same time it was the 'duty' of masters belonging
overwhelminglyy to the Churches of England, Scotland and Ireland ruling an Empire of
multifariouss beliefs. Sometimes, especially in the middle of the nineteenth century, their
'duty'' was powerfully Old Testament in style: soldiers stormed with Bibles in their hands,
administratorss sat like bearded prophets at their desks. By the 1890s it was more subdued, but
stilll devoted to the principle that the British were some sort of Chosen People, touched on the
shoulderr by the Great Being and commissioned to do His will in a world where decency,
fortitude,, grit, civilization, Christianity, commerce, all blended into one.
Mostt significant to this study is the fact that, more or less throughout the colonial world,
indigenouss voluntary movements tended to incorporate parts of the 'civilizing mission' in
theirr 'moral languages'.22 The words spoken by Bharatendu Harishchandra (1850-1885)
duringg his celebrated 1878 Ballia speech, Bharatvars ki unnati kaise ho sakte hai? (How can
Indiaa progress?), are a pointer in this direction. Unequivocally advocating social reform as a
prerequisitee of progress (unnati), the following excerpt definitely sums up what happened in
thee South Asian mind during the nineteenth century. Especially when keeping in mind that
Harishchandraa not only was crucial to the development of modern Hindi but also a tireless
criticc of British rule:

222 Cf. Haynes, Rhetoric and ritual, which stresses the pervasive liberalism (read: propagation of
'improvement')) of the discourse of Indian nationalism. Something which too a lesser degree I like to extent to
modemm traditions in the subcontinent. See further also the mentioned article by Ranajit Guha in footnote 16.
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Takee your chance during these times of British rule and great progress to reform
yourselves,, otherwise stay as you are. And that reform should also be such that there
willl be progress in all cases. In religion, in the household, in work outside the home,
inn one's daily work, in courtesy, in conduct, in physical power, in intellect, in society,
inn the child, in youths, in the old, among women and men, among rich and poor,
throughoutt Indian society, within every caste and in all regions, let there be progress.
Gett rid of all practices that hinder you on this path, even if people call you worthless
orr shameless, a Christian or corrupt. Only look at the suffering conditions of your
countryy and do not listen to their words.23

Duringg the colonial interaction, elitist Indian reformers and intellectuals thus more or less
becamee conscious of some kind of past, effectual in the present and determined for the future.
Thee point, however, is that, as Sudhir Chandra put it, 'the West became a persistent factor for
thee colonized within their attempt to recover their tradition and selfhood'.24 The earlier
autonomyy of Indian thought was no longer possible, as individuals now were either resigned
orr enthusiast vis-a-vis the 'civilizing mission'. In modern India, the final framework of
validationn came from the West: 'Faith in colonialism despite an understanding of its
exploitativenesss -this was the paradox of educated consciousness in colonial India'.25
Moreover,, the 'oppressive present' of the colonial interaction also initiated a momentous
epistemologicall change by creating the idea of a 'traditional' India in South Asian minds:

233 Harishchandra, Bharatvars ki unnati, 1011.
2424
Chandra, The oppressive present, 71.
255
Ibid., 46.
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Att the plane of collective cultural life, time was fractured into past, present and future;
andd tradition, plucked out of this continuum, was created selectively out of different
pointss in time past. Alienation from tradition -from one's own culture- lay in a
consciousnesss of the need to belong to this newly constructed tradition.

Otherwise,, importantly, in perceiving the reality of British rule, elitist Indians adopted an
idealizedd view of the Anglo-Indian colonial state, without making any difference between an
alienn and a native government. Many accepted and even welcomed British rule as 'divine
dispensation'.. This way of thinking arose not out of any personal profit from 'collaboration'
butt generally out of a belief in the instrumentality of British rule in bringing 'improvement'.27
Inn addition to Western science and technology, elitist Indians particularly were attracted to the
supposedd superiority of Western humanitarianism and liberalism as propagated especially by
Christiann evangelicals. Simultaneously, however, a different perception of the nature of
Britishh rule developed. Beginning as a vague sense of 'patriotism' and as abstract discussion
onn the disadvantages of colonial rule, h culminated during the first decades of the twentieth
centuryy in a definite version of a future free from British domination. What needs to be
stressed,, however, is that in the crystallization of this dominant 'social consciousness', elitist
Indianss not only heavily drew from Western reason as argued by authors like Ashis Nandy,
Parthaa Chatterjee and Gyan Prakash,28 but that the moral re-armament of the Indian self and
communityy especially also was influenced by Christian morality. As C A . Bayly put it:
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Panikkar, Culture, Ideology, Hegemony, 72.
288 One paragraph by Ashis Nandy on what he labeled the "second colonization' remains crucial here: "Modern
colonialismm won its great victories not so much through its military and technological prowess as through its
abilityy to create secular hierarchies incompatible with the traditional order. These hierarchies opened up new
vistass for many, particularly for those exploited or cornered within the traditional order. To them the new order
lookedd like -and here lay its psychological pull- the first step towards a more just and equal world. That was why
somee of the finest critical minds in Europe -and in the East- were to feel that colonialism, by introducing modern
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Thee debate between Partha Chatterjee, who insists that Gandhi was part of the postEnlightenmentt rational episteme and Ashis Nandy, who sees him as an essential
Indiann figure, surely misses the point. It was Christian moralizing which informed
Gandhi'ss encounter with the West, not the West's rational episteme. In fact, that
secularr post-Enlightenment rationality has been greatly exaggerated in recent writings
onn the British Empire.29

Obviouslyy conversions to Christianity were few, yet the impact of missionary criticisms
towardss Indian society, the dominance by Christians of 'print culture', schools, hospitals and
orphanagess were profoundly unsettling for the established South Asian order. Moreover, the
'civilizingg mission', to which elitist Indians often were attracted, was saturated with Christian
moralism,, being the values of nineteenth century liberal Europe.
Thoughh I clearly take the confrontation between indigenous traditions and Western reason
andd Christianity as most crucial to modem South Asian history, following the historian's
vocation,, I also see much 'continuity' within the disruptive historical flux. Of course there
weree great social and intellectual changes through which Indian localities became
incorporatedd into the wider world (of Empire). Yet, these often happened on South Asian
terms,, not just because the British Raj really was a limited one but especially also because

structuress into the Barbaric world, would open up the non-West to the modern critical-analytic spirit. Like the
"hideouss heathen god who refused to drink nectar except from the skulls of murdered men', Karl Marx felt,
historyy would produce out of oppression, violence and cultural dislocation not merely new technological and
sociall forces but also a new social consciousness in Asia and Africa. It would be critical in the sense in which
thee Western tradition of social criticism -from Vico to Marx- had been critical and it would be rational in the
sensee in which post-Cartesian Europe had been rational. It is thus that the a-historical primitives would one day,
thee expectation went, learn to see themselves as masters of nature and, hence, as masters of their own fate' in The
intimateintimate enemy. Loss and recovery of the self under colonialism, New Delhi 1983, ix (emphasis added). Cf.
Chatterjee,, Nationalist thought and the colonial world, A derivative discourse?, London 1986; Ibid., The nation
andand its fragments; and Prakash, Another Reason.

Indianss in the twentieth century increasingly became familiar with the fast changing
circumstances.300 Hence particularly significant to this study remains the continuity in terms
off 'language' drawn from the Indian past in communicating contemporary understandings.
Forr it should be clear that, although I will use the word 'language' and related ones like
'polemic',, 'rhetoric', 'symbol' and 'meaning' extensively, Indians (like the British) never
weree free to manipulate words and symbols out of the blue. On the contrary, for they were
obviouslyy bounded (if not prisoners) by the values they traditionally knew and subsequently
camee to know after interacting with the British.
Byy and large, I aim to close in 'from below' (i.e. flat and rural Punjab!) on the field of
studyy closed in earlier 'from above' by Peter van der Veer's Religious nationalism: Hindus
andand Muslims in India (1994) in particular and Imperial encounters: Religion and modernity in
IndiaIndia and Britain (2001) in general. By focusing on the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and
Ahmadiyahh 'moral languages', I will try to make clear how these reform movements made
certainn 'rational' forms of 'tradition' available through modem disciplinary institutions and
practicess for the 'communication' of modern identity politic/" Obviously, my focus on
leadershipp in the Punjabi context differs from van der Veer's approach because I mostly
concentratee on the period of 'social reform', when the cusroms and institutions of a
'traditional'' society were 'secularized', the political spirit was still very much that of 'loyalty'
too the British and the route taken not necessarily was leading to (religious) nationalism.
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Bayly, Origins of nationality in South Asia, 285. The books Bayly refers, to arc: Nandy, The intimate enemy
andd Chatterjee, The nation nation and its fragments.
300 Like Bayly, I stress the continuity in South Asian history from a comparative rather than an absolute point of
view.. See his Rulers, townsmen and bazaars. North Indian society during the age of British expansion, 17701870,1870, New Delhi 1992 and its companion volume Empire and information. Intelligence gathering and social
communicationcommunication in India, Cambridge 1996.
311
Instead of 'nationalism', the term 'identity politics' is used to avoid the implication of 'nationalism' that an
individual'ss loyalty to one or more political group(s) leads to the formation of an independent state. As Malcolm
Yappp put it: 'Political identities may be realized in this way but they may be and are accommodated in many
otherr fashions' in Language, religion and political identity: a general framework in David Taylor and Malcolm
Yappp (eds.), Political identity in South Asia, London 1979,1.
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Specificallyy in relation to the process of redefinition of 'tradition', the period remains the
mostt crucial one in modern South Asian history. It was then, during 'high colonialism', that
Eastt and West encountered each other most openly and set the pace and pattern for the
'secularization'' of the subcontinent. All the same, the term 'religious nationalism' solely
reinsertss the dichotomy between 'modernity' and 'tradition' in a different manner, as if
'religion'' made the difference.32 Instead, while assuming that the history of South Asia is
partt of world history (as it should, particularly nowadays when it is so easy to have a wider
lookk at the globe), I situate the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages'
squarelyy within the complex world of opportunities, constraints and motivations they shared
inn different degrees with those others within non-Western 'secularizing' traditions.
Fundamentall to this study and the nature of intellectual history in general remains the
relationshipp between social and intellectual change. Was the creation of die Singh Sabha,
Aryaa Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages' the result of new forms of 'rational'
knowledgee or fast changing social circumstances? What social changes lay under the
willingnesss of Punjabis to abandon notions that previously were conceived as necessary to
theirr very existence or, more specifically, moral authority? Although the study is divided into
'Thee social process' and 'The intellectual texture', the two parts definitely should be taken
togetherr as part of one complicated configuration of change. In the end, however, I assume
thatt in the dialectic between ideas and society 'there are times when ideas are not just
legitimizerss of action taken for other reasons but also a prime force in directing the deeds of
men'. 333 For that reason, it was never my idea to take the day-to-day struggles for authority
andd status (read: power) literally as the most significant engines of change in late nineteenth

322 On purpose I do not use the term 'modernity' in this study as to me it seems futile to argue over the elements
goingg into the making of 'modernity', while it is always influx,always subject to changing definitions in order
too keep up with the times.
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centuryy Punjab. On the contrary, by treating Punjabi reformers as expressions of a dominant
'sociall consciousness', I always tried to stick to an alternative idea of intellectual history,
albeitt the sweeping metaphysical implications. For as Clive Dewey put it in his masterly
Anglo-IndianAnglo-Indian attitudes: the mind of the Indian civil service (1993):

Itt implies that vested ideas, rather than vested interests, are the great determinants of
humann behaviour; it denies that men can see complex things -societies, economies,
polities-- 'as they really are', without invoking elaborate theories to explain their
chaoticc impressions; and it dismisses 'common-sense', the last refuge of the
pragmatist,, as low-grade ideology: a rag bag of rules of thumb, culled from forgotten
thinkers.34 4

Accordingly,, I hope the narrative proposes rather than imposes and, since I too remain one of
itss readers, reads as a collection of arguments organized musically around a continuous line of
thought,, with themes recurring in different keys that eventually orchestrate a particular point
off view.
Ass stated above, the study is divided into two parts. The first describes the social
processs of the making of a public sphere under the Pax Brittanica. Anglo-Indian colonial state
formationn is especially treated. In the Punjab, the colonial state reached to the bottom of rural
society,, creating profound changes in its structure and the minds of its inhabitants. Above all,
Christiann missionary activity set an example and pace in terms of modern disciplinary
institutionss and practices in general and propagated values of liberal humanitarianism
dominantt in nineteenth century Europe in particular. They made elitist Punjabis sensitive to

Robinson,, Islam and Muslim separatism, 81.
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thee 'civilizing mission' and induced them to focus on programs of reform and revitalization
throughh the publication of tracts, propagation of their ideals through meetings among each
otherr and participation in debates with opponents. In the second part, then, the focus shifts to
thee redefinition of 'traditions' through the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral
languages',, revealing how reformers criticized tradition and society and 'rationally' defined
themselvess through 'moral languages' that invoked the authority of Western science and
increasinglyy stirred the public mind. Finally, the epilogue will attempt to make clear how in
termss of 'moral languages' despite the massive changes in the material world the structure of
'sociall consciousness' since the nineteenth century 'has not undergone anything like the same
rapidd transformation' and 'shown an amazing persistence'.35

344 Dewey, Anglo-Indian attitudes, vii.
355
Chandra, The oppressive present, 15.

PARTT I - THE SOCIAL PROCESS:
THEE CREATION OF A PUBLIC SPHERE
UNDERR THE PAX BRITTANICA
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CHAPTERR ONE

1.. A fertile region at the Afghan border

Mostt probably the Punjab remains the best 'regional' example of how the colonial interaction
shapedd and transformed virtually every aspect of life in South Asia, including the indigenous
inhabitants'' intellectual horizons (only the 'cities' of Calcutta and Bombay are comparable
examples),, 1 Indeed, the region changed so much during a relatively short period, that in order to
seee what happened during Tiigh colonialism', it is extremely valid to choose the Punjab as area of
research.. Its proximity to Afghanistan, where the British and the Russians played their Great
Gamee of Imperialism and its fertile heartland influenced the region's development under colonial

11 Colonial Greater Punjab was divided in five divisions (Lahore, Jullunder, Rawalpindi, Delhi and Multan), each
subordinatee to a Commissioner. These were further grouped in twenty-nine districts where a Deputy Commissioner
wass in charge. The five frontier districts were separated in 1901 to form the North-West Frontier Province and Delhi
districtt one decade later, when the government of British India moved its capital from Calcutta to New Delhi The
provincee also knew forty-three Native States, where British law was not applied and overall the colonial interaction
wass of a different kind
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rulee remarkably.2 The former was the main factor in the British Indian army's decision taken after
thee Mutiny of 1857 (when the Punjab remained loyal to the British) to concentrate its recruiting
activitiess in the province. As a result, although the Punjab comprised only around one-tenth of
Britishh India and its population, its significance as a strategic and wealthy border province was
disproportionate. .
Situatedd in the northwest comer of the subcontinent, the Punjab was geographically clearly
defined,, with the Himalayas in the north, the Great Indian Thar Desert in the south, the Jamuna
inn the east and the Indus in the west. The literal meaning of the Persian term Panj-ab or five rivers'' was meant to signify the land through which the Beas, Ravi, Sutlej, Chenab and Jhelum
riversrivers flowed. In fact, Punjab was a land of six rivers but by name the Indus was not included. It
wass Mughal Emperor Akbar who named the tracts of land between these rivers, respectively,
fromm east to west, the Bist-Jullunder, Bari, Rechna, Jech and Sindh-Sagar doabs. The alluvial soil
off these tracts -additionally irrigated by wells and canals- formed the productive heartland of the
region,, where capricious weather nonetheless regularly led to a shortage of rainfall in the
growingg season, resulting in lower crops yields, crop failures and ultimately famine. Partly
becausee of the latter problem, the British decided that the Punjab was an ideal area for the
constructionn of a system of irrigation canals.
Afterr annexation, work first began on restoring and extending the Punjab s canal-system as
developedd under Mughal and Sikh rule (the Bari doab canal, for example, was extended for some
4000 kilometers). By the 1880s, canal-construction had reached a high point, as several canals,

22 Rudyard Kipling has described the exciting atmosphere of the Great Game beautifully in Kim (1901). Kipling
workedd as a journalist in the Punjab, first for the Civil and Military Gazette and later the Pioneer. His first stories
camee out of that experience and were published locally. See also Edward Said's interesting introductory essay to
Kim,Kim, Harmondsworth 1987 edition.
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includingg the western Jamuna, the lower Chenab, and many smaller ones, were either all built,
modifiedd or extended. Most areas adjacent to the canals were neatly laid out in plots of land, with
markett places, towns and villages spaced at regular intervals along the roads and railways that
developedd rapidly during the same period. These 'canal-colonies' indeed represented a new
environmentt and way of living, as Prakash Tandon put it in his very readable autobiography,
comparingg his birthplace Gujrat with a newly created colony town that during the first decades of
thiss century would develop into perhaps the largest wheat market in the world:

Sarghodaa was a much cleaner and healthier city than Gujrat. It was planned, well laid out
andd had plenty of light and air. It's streets and lanes were wide and straight. Somehow the
clean,, hygienic, impersonal layout seemed to mould the population into the pattern that
thee settlement officer of the late Victorian period must have had in mind. There was more
sociall and political awakening in Sarghoda; its municipal affairs were better run; its
communitiess had started new schools. The singing and dancing girls were moved out of
thee city, first near the canal bank, and then still further away. It was typical of the new
spiritt of Sarghoda that its biradaris (brotherhoods) tried to stop wasteful expenditure at
weddingss by banning fireworks, and had they got away with this they would probably
havee stopped music and entertainment as well. But with all this Sarghoda was drab and
hadd none of the colour of Gujrat, neither the city nor its people.3
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Tandon, Punjabi century, 161.
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Meanwhile,, one million Punjabis from the central districts around Amritsar and Lahore (two
citiess which expanded remarkably during colonial rule) emigrated to these canal-colonies. These
emigrantss regularly sent money "home', while alternatively agricultural products of the homeregionss found a ready market in the canal-colonies -where farmers specialized in cultivating a
smalll variety of cash-crops such as tobacco, sugar-cane, cotton and, of course, wheat (which
becamee the region's main export commodity).4 While the extension of the total cultivated area of
thee province outstripped the rate of population growth, many (although indeed far from all)
Punjabiss -in the old as well as the new regions- experienced an unprecedented rise in their
standardd of living.
Closelyy inter-linked with the construction of a system of canal-irrigation and colonies, the
impactt of army recruitment on the Punjab's economic, social and political life was considerable
too.55 Soon the region replaced the older military recruitment areas of north Hindustan and by
19144 three-fifths of the troops came from the Punjab. This process occurred not only because the
region'ss loyalty during the 1857 Revolt but generally because it was believed there already
existedd a

' tradition in the area, as generations had been forced to fight in order to survive

att the one and only existing overland Gateway to India. Even so, more crucial seems to have been
thee fact that the region was situated next to British India's main theatre of war at that time:
Afghanistan.. On the way from Lahore to Kabul, Rawalpindi was the centre of military activity
withh the biggest cantonment in South Asia (in fact, it still is the headquarters of the Pakistani

44
Adjustment to the Western presence in Lahore also meant the incorporation of the potato into the diet of
Punjabis.. Soon after annexation considerable quantities of potatoes were produced in the tracts around the city. See:
Kerr,, Urbanization and colonial rule, 223.
55 In Some consequences of military expenditure, Clive Dewey shows in detail how defense spending in the Punjab
galvanizedd the economies and flattened the societies of the areas on which it was concentrated.
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armyy today).6 Because of the comparable terrain and climate, recruits especially from west
Punjabb not only were more suitable but, in particular, also cheaper, as soldiers serving on the
Frontierr from other parts of the subcontinent had to be paid extra 'foreign service' allowances.7
Thee increased prosperity which irrigation partly had brought to the Punjab further also meant that
farr fewer volunteers for army service were turned away on medical grounds. While at the same
time,, the vast increase in land available for agriculture enabled the British to set large areas apart
solelyy for the purpose of breeding horses and cattle for the army.
Yett though army recruitment in the Punjab was mostly based on pragmatic policies, it
nonethelesss became enshrined in the mythology of India's "martial races'. It was all about inbred
martiall skill wrote G.F. MacMunn at the beginning of the twentieth century in a classic Orientalistt study about the armies of British India:

Itt is one of the essential differences between the East and the West, that in the East, with
certainn exceptions, only certain clans and classes can bear arms; the others have not the
physicall courage necessary for the warrior. In Europe, as we know, every able-bodied
man,, given food and arms, is a fighting man of some sort, some better, some worse, but
stilll as capable of bearing arms as any other of his nationality.8

Inn the same way, after thirty-five years of service in the Punjab, Lieutenant-Governor James
Douiee wrote about one such a "martial' caste:
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Cf. the idea of the Punjab as 'The British security state in North-West India' in Ian Talbot, Pakistan. A modern
history,history, London 1998, Chapter Two.
77
Ibid., Punjab and the Raj, Chapter Two.
88 G.F. MacMunn, The armies ofIndia, London 1911, 129.
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Thee Jat is a typical son of the soil, strong and sturdy, hardworking and brave, a fine
soldierr and an excellent farmer, but slow-witted and grasping. The Sikh Jat finds an
honourablee outlet for his overflowing energy in the army and in the service of the Crown
beyondd the bounds of India. When he misses that he sometimes takes to dacoity.
Unfortunatelyy he is often given to strong drink, and, when his passions or his greed are
aroused,, can be exceedingly brutal.9

Anyhow,, whatever the mythology, of more significance remains: first, that the close relationship
betweenn the British Indian army and the Punjab increased the rural population's prosperity (as
soldierss sent money home to their villages) and, second, that servicemen and their retired
comradess (while investing their savings or being granted pension, land or government office as a
rewardd for their loyalty) over time came to exert as 'martial lobby' powerful political influence
withinn the restricted electorate, particularly through the cross-communal Punjab Unionist Party
whichh would dominate Punjabi politics during the decades preceding Partition.10
Althoughh road and railway construction primarily served British strategic needs: linking
militaryy outposts, cantonments and major cities (the last part of the Grand Trunk road from
Lahoree to Peshawar at the Khyber pass was completed in 1863-64), Punjabis obviously benefited
fromm the improved communications as well.11 On the whole, the Punjab became part of British
India'ss internal and external trade system. Faster circulation of agricultural products at a cheaper

99 James Douie, ThePanjab, North-West Frontier Province and Kashmir, Cambridge 1916,104. Cf. R.W. Falcon,
HandbookHandbook on Sikhs for the use of regimental officers, Allahabad 1896.
100
On the Punjab Unionist Party: Talbot, Punjab and the Raj.
111
Generally railway-tracks demarcated British Civil and Military lines from the Indian 'old city' areas in major
cities.. In Lahore, in fact, the station itself was designed as a fort in which the British could take refuge in case of
revolt. .
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rate,, greater equalization of prices and market integration followed, while the total cultivated area
expanded.. Throughout the province the trend was to substitute inferior crops by more
commerciall ones, especially wheat, cotton and sugarcane. Control of credit, carts, storage
facilitiess and agricultural capital brought opportunities to rural entrepreneurs. Again mostly as a
benefitt of the military presence, the British also took the initiative in the development of the region'ss natural resources (to be found mostly in the Himalayan foothills). Large borax deposits along
withh iron ore and coal were discovered and exploited, while in 1903-1904 British investors set up
355 refineries to process saltpetre (used in explosives and in leather tanning) in the Punjab.12
Noww divided between India and Pakistan, the Punjab still is the most prosperous region of
eachh country. Though the British were largely responsible for many of the changes in the
Punjab'ss economic structure, it has to be stressed that many Indian entrepreneurs (contractors
mainly)) were involved, who like entrepreneurs everywhere mostly sought higher profits. Hence,
duringg extreme famine conditions in the second half of the nineteenth century, Indian
entrepreneurss continued the export of grain (from the Punjab 'granary' in particular) to the much
moree profitable European market, not only diminishing the availability of grain in the subcontinent,, but driving prices higher as well. All in all, probably more important than these general
socio-economicc changes following canal irrigation and army recruitment to the process of state
formationn and simultaneous creation of a 'public sphere' in the Punjab, remains the fact that the
Britishh created an hierarchic system of authority which brought its inhabitants into close contact
withh their rulers.
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2.. Authority reaching to the bottom of rural society

Inn 1803, when the Mughal Emperor accepted British protection and the Marathas remained the
onlyy obstacle to British supremacy, the East India Company had become the strongest force
withinn South Asia. During the following fifty years it emerged as the paramount power and with
thee conquest of the Sikh kingdom of the Punjab, British territorial expansion became
coterminouss with the subcontinent's natural frontiers in the northwest. After the 1857 Revolt, the
Companyy was dissolved and India placed under the Crown instead. Never before had such a vast
areaa in South Asia been 'officially' ruled by one central government, holding (being indeed a
fundamentall characteristic of any colonial state) the monopoly on international relations.
Undoubtedly,, the Anglo-Indian colonial state was more powerful, centralized and interventionist
thann any other former Indian state, claiming absolute authority. Yet what made it most peculiar,
inn comparison to other colonial states, was the fact that it focused, as Dirk Kolff rightly stressed,
mostlyy on the management of the internal markets and, continuously, on inland government
rule.133 British India convincingly was an atypical colony. Until the twentieth century, foreign
tradee never was more than a few percent of the colonial stated gross national product. Unlike in
Dutchh Indonesia, the fiscal basis of the state therefore could not be based on taxation of
commoditiess meant for the world market nor on the imposing of duties in harbours (as was the
casee in Indonesia at least for one hundred years after the introduction of the so-called
'cultuurstelsel'' in 1830, to deal with thefinancialproblems of the Dutch state). Instead, in British

133 D.H.A. Kolff, Zuid-Azië na 1945 in D.F.J. Bosscher, H. Renner, R.B. Soetendorp en R. Wagenaar (red.), De
wereldwereld na 1945, Utrecht 1992,478^79.
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Indiaa only the land revenue could be the sufficient source to finance the maintenance of the
coloniall state, like it had been the foundation of the Mughal state, throughout the later
nineteenthh century land revenue was crucial to the colonial state, producing over 40 per cent of
itss revenue. 14 Importantly, unlike the Mughals, the British constructed a hierarchic system of
authorityy reaching to the bottom of Indian agrarian society for its collection. 15
Indispensablee to this process of 'going native' (and again, though in different degrees, characteristicc to the whole colonial world) was the creation of a body of 'scientific1 knowledge of
Southh Asian society. 16 A vast amount of empirical knowledge of what the British thought to be
thee structure and functioning of Indian society was collected, mostly for the cadastral record.
Investigationss into the nature of land tenure were made: who did or who should own the land?
Whatt did the land produce? How much revenue could one collect? What were the past
procedures?? With whom should the collection be arranged? These and other questions were
cruciall to the Anglo-Indian colonial state, whose income largely depended on the land revenue,
andd to which colonial knowledge had to provide the answers. In turn, importantly, the colonial
state'ss quest for revenue deeply influenced the lives of ordinary people, making them more
consciouss of the presence and character of colonial rule and indeed often generating discontent.
Whatt is more, while 'going native', trigonometrical and topographic surveys were held, maps

144 Brown, Modern India, India, 124.
155 Most Empire builders probably thought that India was worth to be governed well, as this atypical colony increasinglyy became the Jewel in the Grown of the British Empire. Nearly half of all Indian government revenues were
directlyy spent on the maintenance of the British Indian army. At no cost to the British tax payer, these "English
barrackss in the Oriental seas' could be widely launched -from Abyssinia to Hong Kong- to protect Imperial trade and
communicationss between Europe and Australasia (during the Second World War two-and-a-half million Indians -the
largestt "unrewarded' volunteer force that ever existed- fought to defend the interests of the British Empire).
Moreover,, almost as important as the British Indian army for the functioning of the Empire were the crucial movementss during Tiigh colonialism' of Indians with administrative skills and expertise -who ran subordinate state bureaucraciess and professions in the colonial territories from Malaysia to the Persian Gulf and East Africa-, Indian
controlledd capital and indentured labour system.
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weree drawn and pre-existing records -containing social and economic information, appraisals of
population,, land area, agricultural and craft production, and discussions of history and
government-- were summarized. Subsequently; all this knowledge was formalized in series of
districtt Gazetteers, and, since 1871, in the decennial Census, on which the Gazetteers in later
yearss depended for most of the their statistical data. In the long-term, the formal' categories
producedd through this process of Inclusion by definition' undeniably influenced the course of
modernn South Asian history, while being used by the independent Indian and Pakistani
governmentss as well. Yet, not only the knowledge of Indian intermediaries (scholars, teachers,
priests,, lawyers, merchants and bankers), who had worked together with the British since the late
eighteenthh century, was incorporated in this body of colonial knowledge but indeed they
themselvess also became part of the colonial stated hierarchic system of authority, taking care of
thee day-to-day administration. As such, the colonial state started to patronize the holders of what
theyy found to be the Indian tradition -those related to indigenous religious, educational, law or
otherr institutions. In this way, a political and cultural framework was created, which embodied
thee Anglo-Indian colonial stated imperative to control the lives of Indians without necessarily
sharingg their values.
Inn fact, most probably more than elsewhere in South Asia, principles of authority also were
articulatedd in me Punjab:

166 Seminal here have been the essays by Bernard S. Cohn as collected in An anthropologist and Colonialism.
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Everyy section of society, from the handful of great landlords to the mass of peasant
proprietors,, co-operated with the district officers; and their collaboration enormously
enhancedd the power of the state for every public purpose. 17
Afterr annexation and in the spirit of the north Indian 'patronage bureaucracy', the longing to
createe and retain a stable rural base through respect to indigenous 'village communities', 'tribes'
andd 'customs' lay at the heart of the Punjab tradition' of administration. 18 From now on the
coloniall state came into close contact with village life, though often to the great surprise of
Punjabii villagers themselves, for as one contemporary put it:

Thee villagers were, to begin with, frightened of the new conquerors. Women would hide
theirr children. But fear soon gave way to curiosity and then to controversy. What were
thesee angrez log (Englishmen) up to? Their ideas were quite unlike those of rulers in the
past.. They began by doing the oddest things, like consulting each peasant about the land
hee possessed and giving him a permanent title to it, with a fixed revenue which was
remittedd in years when crops were bad. The officers moved about freely unguarded and
withoutt pomp and show. The visiting officials pitched their tents outside the villages, and
heldd their office under a tree where anyone could approach them. Accompanied by just
onee or two persons they would ride on horseback for hours, inspecting and talking to the
people.. Most of them had learned Punjabi well, and some quite fluently. 19

177 Dewey, Anglo-Indian attitudes, 202.
188 See further: Peter Penner, The patronage bureaucracy in north India. The Robert M. Bird and James Thomason
school,school, 1820-1870, New Delhi 1986; Van den Dungen, The Punjab tradition and Clive Dewey, Images of the village
community:: a study in Anglo-Indian ideology in Modern Asian Studies, 6,1972,291-328.
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Subsequently,, during the 1860s and 1870s, the British defined a specific tribal system' on the
basiss of which, they said, the Punjabi Village communities' were organized. By linking up with
"nativee institutions' like these, they believed, "they could not only present themselves as legitimate
indigenouss rulers, presiding over an unaltered traditional' society, but they could also harness the
Punjab'ss distinctive social forms, above all in die settlement of canal-colonies, to die creation of a
prosperouss land'.20 At the same time, a system of 'customary law' was developed. The idea
behindd me 1872 Punjab Laws Act was to use 'custom' as the foundation for a system of 'personal'
laww that was the equivalent of traditional law, to be incorporated into the overall system of law
enforcedd by the colonial state. Anglo-Indian law thus rested on two contradictory principles with
differentt social involvements. Whereas the 'public' side encouraged the emergence of free market
relations,, 'personal' law invented tradition'. Or to put it differently, on the one hand, the colonial
statee was the agent of an expanding commercial society which brought India into the world
market,, while on the other, the state depended for purposes of control on the maintenance of a
traditional'' base.21 As such, British policy overall had the effect of drying up the pragmatism
andd natural flexibility of South Asian traditions, creating much more rigid and bureaucratic
versionss of them in the process.
Noww on the basis of these colonial constructions of the Village communities', tribal system'
andd 'customary law', the British constructed a hierarchic system of authority. The five Punjab
divisionss were divided into districts and these again into tehsils. They contained around 150
villagess each and were under the control of tehsildars, who held revenue and judicial powers. At
thee lower end of die administrative hierarchy, there were the zails, consisting of between ten to

199 Tandon, Punjabi century, 12.
200 Metcalf, Ideologies, 129.
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thirtyy Village communities' and forming the key units of the system. Control rested with the
zaildar,zaildar, who supervised the village headmen, lambardars, and also acted as head of police.
Thesee zaildars generally were the leaders of local dominant 'tribes' and often also zamindars
(landowners).. Subsequently, selection of zaildars produced families of local influence, who used
theirr position to claim the leadership of the zaiFs dominant

. The administrative influence

off the zaildars guaranteed that the positions, though initially not hereditary, usually passed from
fatherr to son. Thus by and large, at the turn of the century, British policy had produced a class of
rurall leaders, tied closely to the administration and exercising their authority in a "tribal' idiom.
Thee further framework for this structuring of rural Punjabi politics took place with the creation
off the category of 'agricultural tribes' in the 1901 Alienation of Land Act. Already for some time,
thee British worried (and not only in the Punjab) about the large-scale sale of land for debts owed
too moneylenders.22 They perceived the latter as intruders in the Punjabi Village communities' and
thereforee banned the sale of land to anyone other than a member of a registered 'agricultural
tribe'.. Yet, as B.R. Tomlinson rightly put it:

Thee picture of a commercially innocent, self-sufficient peasantry falling victim to the
capitalistt wiles of usurious moneylenders and urban bankers, painted by the colonial
governmentt and its nationalist critics alike at the end of the nineteenth century, is a
largelyy inaccurate depiction of the political economy of exchange and production in
Indiann agriculture in the last century.23

211 Gilmartin, Empire and Islam, 13-14.
This asresultof the fact that the British wanted their revenue in cash and introduced the usual assessment based
onn long-term averages rather then sharing the risk of each harvest with the peasantry.
233 B.R. Tomlinson, The economy of modern India, 1860-1970, Cambridge 1993,66.
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Inn reality, agricultural enterprise was largely financed by rurally based investors, who secured
theirr capital from those who had profited from the export-led expansion of cash-crop farming. As
aa result, a large section of the middle peasantry consolidated itself, overall leading to an
egalitariann pattern of landownership right up to the end of British rule. Afterwards, the protection
off 'agricultural tribes' through the 1901 Act, made it even easier for this class (as well as the
region'ss landowners) to dominate the supply of credit and the power that accompanied it.
Ass part of the same project of ordering society, the Punjab's influential high-ranking
individualss and groups were set into the Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of
authorityy as well. With the 1857 Mutiny the Punjab's 'natural leaders' proved to be loyal and
hencee the British rewarded them afterwards, as Lieutenant-Governor Robert Montgomery (18091887)) made clear at the 1862 Educational durbar, held to enlist the co-operation of the chiefs and
notabless of the Punjab, stating the government's overall goal:

Itt is very gratifying to me, as I feel it is to you all, to see before us 150 of the aristocracy
preparingg themselves for their future important spheres. It is working through the higher
classess that we must look for the rapid advancement and prosperity of the people. It is our
speciall duty to educate the higher classes and then the education of the mass will follow. I
wantt to see them take a high place in the administration of the country, and fill important
officess in the state. The experiment already made of investing the chiefs and citizens with
extensivee powers, far exceeds all that I had anticipated.24

244 The Lahore Chronicle, February 18, 1863 in Robert Montgomery papers (British Library, Oriental and India
Officee Collections: MSS EUR.D.1019/5), item 92.
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Princes,, chiefs, landowners and families of note were made zaildar, honorary magistrate, memberr of one of the darbars held in the province or tied to the British system of rule in other ways
(forr example, through Punjabization of the British Indian army from the 1880s onwards and the
educationn of the Punjab's young elites at Aitchison Chiefs' College in Lahore). In the countryside
mostt of these natural leaders' were 'tribal' chiefs, landowners or both, while in the towns and
citiess they usually owned considerable residential parts, commanded credit or controlled broad
urbann factions. Only after they had been properly ranked and labeled, and frozen into place, so
thee British believed, Punjab's 'natural leaders' could exercise their 'traditional' authority.
Similarly,, the colonial state also patronized Punjabi religious and educational institutions. Ian
Kerr,, for instance, has described the close relationship between the colonial state and the most
holyy Sikh shrine, the Golden Temple, in Amritsar.25 While David Gilmartin, in the same way,
hass showed how the British, after linking their rule to ideas of local 'tribal' authority, came to
participatee in the functioning of many rural shrines of Sufi Pirs, by establishing close links with
thee local sajjada nishins (those embodying the barakat at the shrine and usually being lineal
descendantss of a particular saint).26
Still,, the functioning of this hierarchic system of authority through which the colonial state
patronizedd Punjabi society was increasingly undermined. Subjects to be discussed in the next
Chapterss such as Punjab evangelicalism, Anglo-vernacular education, new modes of 'communication',, urbanization and the way the British perceived and defined society (particularly in

255 Ian Kerr, British relationships with the Golden temple, 1849-90 in Indian Economic and Social History
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266 Gilmartin, Empire and Islam, Islam, Chapter Two.
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assessingg what were legitimate interests meriting 'representation') proved to be crucial to Punjabi
responsess to the newly created order. Increasingly they would see in the categories used by the
British,, something they could use profitably. Broader identities emerged, which transformed the
characterr of Punjabi politics. Subsequently, two contrasting political traditions developed in the
Punjabb under colonial rule, the urban politics of faith' and the rural politics of "mediation*.
Obviously,, the Singh Sabhas, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyahs belonged to the first political traditionn of religious lay leaders' and ultimately also it was this tradition which triumphed with the
19477 Partition of British India into India and Pakistan. But before we come to this, let me first
givee a general description of the traditional world in the Punjab and, in particular, how besides
thee colonial state's hierarchic system of authority, indigenous voluntary movements increasingly
startedd to interfere in three greater traditions and their shared popular culture.

3.. Three greater traditions and Punjabi popular culture

Beforee that bloody 1947 Partition, the Punjab offered an unparalleled opportunity for a
comparativee historical study about the making of modern South Asian religious identities within
onee specific region. Only here one could compare the three greater traditions of Islam, Hinduism
andd Sikhism with long specific histories in the region.27 First of all of course because the Punjab
remainss the homeland of the Sikhs. Yet, to make the comparison even more appealing, what is
oftenn forgotten is that Islam and Hinduism in the region showed characteristics that differed
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remarkablyy from other parts in South Asia. From the Indus civilization onwards, the Punjab
underwentt five millenia of human history. Many invaders followed the Aryans through the one
andd only overland Gateway on their way to the fertile doab of the Jamuna and Ganges rivers.
Sincee the twelfth century the Punjab also has been a region of Indo-Islamic interaction. It formed
aa frontier province of respectively, the Ghaznavid Empire, the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughals
afterr the battle of Panipat in 1526. Lahore experienced its high noon after that, when Mughal
Emperorss held their courts there. While there is no general explanation for the collapse of
Mughall power within the Punjab, the Sikhs at least profited from it, while alternatively their
emergencee as a powerful community, was crucial to its further decline.
Exceptt for the so-called Nirguna sants, Guru Nanak (1469-1539) did not find anything
commendablee in all major forms of contemporary belief and practice, whether Hindu or Muslim.
Somethingg new was needed and, following his moral fervour, Nanak created an ideology and
startedd a movement, which under his nine successors evolved into the Sikh Panth. In 1603-1604
fifthh Guru Arjan compiled the Guru Granth Sahib and in 1699 tenth Guru Gobind Singh
establishedd the institution of the Khalsa of initiated {amrit-dhari) Sikhs and hence introduced the
conceptt of the saint-soldier.28 Under the leadership of the 'one-eyed lion', Maharaja Ranjit Singh
(1781-1839),, a Sikh Empire was established in 1799 that ruled the Punjab and Kashmir until
Britishh annexation in 1849. Though central Punjab -which contained the most prosperous tracts
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off the region- was the stronghold of the Sikhs, Muslims outnumbered both Hindus and Sikhs
togetherr in that same area. During the decade after annexation, around a quarter of the population
wass Sikh in the Amritsar, Ludhiana and Ferozepore districts. Loss of political power initially had
ledd to large-scale re-conversion to Hinduism but gradually the Sikhs got back their strength and
self-confidence.. In fact, by the beginning of the twentieth century, Sikhs had arrived at a political
influencee relatively too large compared to their numbers, mostly because of their eminent roles
bothh in the Punjab's agriculture and the British Indian army.
Thee emergence of the Sikh faith alongside Islam and Hinduism and the constant invasions in
thee region however did not lead to a weakening of the 'caste system' in the Punjab. Undoubtedly,
"twice-born'' castes did not dominate the Hindu social hierarchy and indeed the status of the
Brahmann was so depressing that some even took to the plough in the eastern part of the province.
Onn the whole, the latter^ low status position (except in the Himalayan foothills) resulted not only
fromm the fact that they had to compete with Muslim and Sikh leaders, but especially also because
theyy lacked the economic power which temples in Hindu dominated areas elsewhere in South
Asiaa provided. Much more powerful within the Hindu community were the commercial castes:
thee Khatris in particular, followed by Aroras (western Punjab) and Banias (eastern Punjab).
Accordingg to S.S. Thorburn, these commercial castes undeservingly profited most from the hard
labourr of the Punjabi peasant:

Inn some sense we govern India chiefly to their advantage, and are thereby jeopardizing the
stabilityy of our hold on the affections of the people, that is, on rural India, and thus
helpingg petty shop-keepers and money-lenders to exploit the country for their own
benefitt Throughout the Punjab, if not throughout India, with the exception of that serio-
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comicc phenomenon -the educated Bengali of the *young Bengal' school- they emphatically
derivee most profit from our rule, whilst contributing little to its expenses, and nothing to
itss strength.29

Underr colonial rule, however, their position was increasingly challenged by Rajputs and Jats,
whoo had become rich peasants or found jobs in the British Indian army.
Thee majority of the Punjab's population, nonetheless, was not Sikh or Hindu but Muslim (and,
ass opposed to what is generally thought, the Punjab army therefore mostly existed of west
Punjabii Muslim recruits instead of Sikhs). They were organized, as the British rightly observed,
onn a tribal basis of which the largest were again the Jats and Rajputs (being those Hindus who
hadd embraced Islam mostly between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries). Other important
tribess (besides the traditional Sayyid and Sheikh elites) were the Pathans, Awans, Biluches and
Gujars.Gujars. These tribes mostly were to be found in the western Punjab (being in fact nearly twothirdss of the region), where there also were large Muslim landowners. Yet, at the same time, it
hass to be stressed that particularly in rural Punjab, religious boundaries were extremely fluid.
Peoplee did not see themselves simply as Sikhs, Hindus or Muslims, on the contrary, these
categoriess often overlapped. Accordingly also when the leading ethnographer and administrator
off the Punjab, Denzil Ibbetson, directed the 1881 Punjab Census, he noted on the difficulties
whilee recording religious statistics:
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Yet,, with the single exception of caste, no other one of the details which we have
recordedd is so difficult to fix with exactness (as religion), or needs so much explanation
andd limitation before the real value of figires can be appreciated.30

Thee widespread influence of Sufism (the label given to Islamic mysticism) therefore remains a a
mostt interesting aspect of Islam in the Punjab. Especially in the countryside, all communities
regardedd SufiPirs as sacred without distinction. Almost every village in central Punjab contained
aa shrine dedicated to Pir Sakhi Sarvar (who was believed to be a patron of young children). In the
samee way, Punjabi (generally written in the Persian-Arabic Nastaliq script), in which such Sufi
poetss like Bullhe Shah (1680-1758), Sultan Bahu (1631-1691) and Shah Husain (1539-1593)
composed,, was both a literary and spoken language transcending religious boundaries. Members
off all communities shared in many of each others' celebrations, coming together, for example, at
thee urs (festivals reminiscing the death of a Sufi saint) of Baba Farid (1173-1265) of Pakpattan
andd Hazrat Datta Ganj Baksh (1009-1072) -whose recently renovated dargah remains the largest
andd most popular Sufi shrine in Lahore up to today. In addition, songs, proverbs and folk tales
providee further evidence of this shared popular culture. At the end of the nineteenth century,
Richardd Temple collected many of these among illiterate Punjabis, hearing numerous versions of
thee same stories in different villages.31 A more famous genre than these folk-tales were the
qissasqissas or tragic love tales of Hir and Ranjha, Sassi and Punnu and Sohni and Mahival. All in all,
rurall Punjab and in particular the central areas shared an overall popular culture through which
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thee majority of Punjabis lived and envisaged the reality around them. Standards of behaviour,
categoriess of thought, conceptions of time, notions of purity and impurity and of the sacred and
thee profane were not marked by great differences. Besides honouring Sufi Pirs and taking part in
eachh others' celebrations, many Punjabis followed common beliefs bordering on animism and
fetishismm and concerning, for example, different spirits, witchcraft, divine intercession, the need
too pay attention to omens and the merit to be gained through pilgrimage. These beliefs had been
theree for many centuries and were older than all formal theologies/"
Still,, the three greater Punjabi traditions and shared popular culture were stirred not only by
thee Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of authority but also by indigenous voluntarymovementss (which after having more or less settled in Lahore, Amriisar or other towns,
increasinglyy turned towards the countryside). The Arya Samaj obviously remains the best known
withinn the Hindu community and beyond, but will be extensively dealt with later. Most
influentiall among Muslims was the Anjuman-i-Islamia. It was founded in 1866 in Lahore by
followerss of the famous reformer, Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817-1898), who had established the
Aligarhh movement and in 1884 visited the Punjab to collect funds for this project and to deliver
speeches.333 It opened schools with an Anglo-vernacular curriculum (of which Islamia College in
Lahoree remains the best known), emphasized female education, loyalty to the British and subsequentlyy opposed the Indian National Congress. Another two important modern Muslim reform
movementss active in the Punjab were the Deobandi and Ahl-i-hadith (people of the tradition,

311 Richard Temple, The legends of the Punjab, 3 vols., 1886; repr. Patiala. The original handwritings of the
munshismunshis (scribes) employed by Temple to write down The Legends in the Punjab villages now are part of the
Richardd Temple papers (British Library, Oriental and India Office Collections: MSS Eur. F. 98/4).
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333 On the Aligarh movement: David Lelyveld, Aligarh's first generation: Muslim solidarity in British India,
Princetonn 1977.
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whoo declared to follow authentic prophetic traditions in preference to the four law schools). The
formerr followed the ideas of the reformist ulema associated with a theological academy founded
inn the town of Deoband (in what was until 1902 called the North Western Provinces) in 1867.34
Thee Ahl-i-hadith descended from the Wahabis of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid (1782-1831) and had
foughtt against the Sikhs during the 1820s. They were strict Muslims and opposed anyone (but
particularlyy Ahmadiyahs) indulging in taqlid or accepting religious authority from sources not
foundd in the Quran and the hadith. Indeed, compared to Muslim groups like these, Ahmadiyah
membershipp was small but the movement is worthy of study because of its very active
propagandaa in both the spoken and the written word and, closely related, particularly also its later
importancee as Islamic missionary movement.
Undeniably,, the Singh Sabhas were the most important reform movement within Sikh history.
Yet,, already there had been some religious ferment among the Sikhs after annexation with the
Nirankarii and Namdhari movements,35 who both established some influence in the countryside.
Thoughh these were two minor movements, they exist still today and therefore have to be mentioned,, especially also because they got their inspiration towards purification and the past from
Babas,, who were raised to the position of Gurus by their followers. As such both movements
producedd distinct successions of Gurus afterwards and thus clearly opposed the subsequent Singh
Sabhaa emphasis upon the Ten Gurus (as stressed in the 1925 Gurdwara Act for example).
Otherwisee interesting remains the fact that Baba Dayal Das (1783-1853), founder of the
Nirankaris,, like the Singh Sabhaites later, believed that the Granth Sahib should be the only
visiblee focus for the Sikhs. Also he rejected the militant Khalsa ideal as conflicting with the

344 On the Deoband movement: Metcaif, Islamic revival in British India.
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spirituall teachings of Guru Nanak and, as such, threatened the Sikh tradition as propagated by
Maharajaa Ranjit Singh. The millenarian Kukas were similar to the Nirankaris but unlike the latter
oftenn used physical force and so the colonial government closely watched them. Their leader.
Babaa Ram Singh (1816-1884), opposed the British at least for their killing of kine for beef and,
subsequently,, when in 1872 some Namdharis attacked Muslim slaughter houses and butchers'
shops,, more than fifty protestors were blown from the gun. Though Baba Ram Singh himself was
nott involved, he was exiled to Rangoon afterwards.35
Thee history of socio-religious reform in the Punjab started before the Arya Samaj, Singh
Sabhaa and Ahmadiyah movements, nonetheless, what makes the latter particularly interesting for
aa comparative historical study into the making of modern South Asian identities, is the fact that
thesee three movements from within three different greater traditions participated in a public
spheree as it emerged in one regional context. The next Chapter will describe how this public
spheree was formed in the Punjab, while afterwards Part II will focus in detail how the Arya
Samaj,, Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs stirred it up in turn. Previous to that, however, I want to
returnn once more to some wider processes, to place the later enquiry in the context of the
establishmentt of the Pax Britannica, during which nature and communities were shaped and the
'civilizingg mission' reached great heights.

355 The 1891 Punjab Census counted 10.500 Namdharis, who are also known as Kukas (shouters) because their acts
off worship often resulted in states of ecstasy in which they would dance and cry out (kuka).
Thee foundation and development of both the Nirankaris and Namdharis was significantly affected by caste. The
Nirankariss comprised mainly Khatris and Aroras. The Namdharis were either Ramgarhias or 'poor J als'. Today they
aree almost all Ramgarhias.
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4.. Shaping nature and communities

Throughoutt history, the drive to dominate nature has been synonymous with human civilizations
worldwide.. Nature always has been both an objective ecological condition and a field of
subjectivee experience for human beings. Or as Dietmar Rothermund put it:

Naturee sets limits, man transgresses them with his tools and his vision. Man progressively
createss a specific environment and makes history. In this process it is not only the limits
sett by nature which are transgressed but also the limits of human experience and
cognition.. From the elementary adaptation to the natural environment to the establishmentt of great civilizations, the horizon of experience and the regional extension of human
relationss constantly expand.37

Comparedd to what happened in other parts of the world, however, man's domination over nature
tookk a far-reaching different route in European history. First of all, the complex sixteenth century
processs commonly labeled the Reformation meant a crucial turning-point in man's understanding
off its relationship with the natural environment, while (as part of a long-term attempt to
Christianizee the masses) the Church tried to police popular belief in the enchanted natural
world.388 During the so-called age of Enlightenment (read: salvation through reason), early
modemm scientists then began to proclaim that it was the destiny of man (who after all was not an
animal)) to dominate nature. For them the natural world was governed by a limited number of
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universall laws that could and should be seized and rationally directed to serve man's needs.
Afterwards,, nature became nothing more than a quantitative and mechanistic mass; a resource to
bee exploited and its utility to be maximized through science and productive labour. Despite the
factt that by the end of the eighteenth century, as Keith Thomas brilliantly described in the case of
England,, 'a growing number of people had come to find man's ascendancy over nature increasinglyy abhorrent to their moral and aesthetic sensibilities',39 earlier Reformist and Enlightened
ideass already had become part of a wider ideology promoting 'improvement'. From now onwards,
thee level of control over nature through scientific investigation, the level of efficiency in using
naturall resources and the application of machine power, for most Westerners defined the status of
societiess worldwide.
Significantly,, in the colonial context all this meant that most British began to look at their own
Vastlyy superior understanding of the workings of nature' as the crucial justification for their
monopolizationn of leadership and managerial roles in colonized societies'.40 Hence the AngloIndiann colonial state underscored its power over nature and, importantly, as in the case of the
Punjabii 'tribe', over the customary communities of South Asian society (which after all belonged
too the natural environment as well). like the Punjab rivers, these communities had to be 'controlledd and guided, led and regulated' by scientific administration, Vather than as allies of governmentt in a common project of rational environmental domination'.41 So while the Anglo-Indian
coloniall state was backed up by modem disciplinary force (army and police), both the recognitionn and protection of a society composed of numerous 'traditionar communities was crucial to
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itss hierarchic system of authority. Moreover, it played a fundamental role in shaping the
introductionn of democratic institutions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For,
whateverr may have been starting principle, the introduction of electoral 'representation' surely
representedd one means by which 'traditional' communities were lured into the public sphere, if
nott the Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of authority. Penetrating deeply into
Southh Asian society to collect the land revenue, the Raj introduced local and provincial elections
too legitimate its position and maintain support among local elites. Though obviously this partly
alsoo represented a response to pressure from educated Indians, the central concern of the British
nonethelesss was the maintenance of the underlying structure of the Anglo-Indian colonial state.
Inn liberal democratic terms, therefore, the growth of electoral 'representation' did not emerge, as
inn Europe, in the context of a developing bourgeois public sphere but instead (and this is
essential)) as a mechanism by which the British sought to bring about a public sphere existing of
innumerablee traditional' communities.
Likee in Europe, the public sphere in South Asia increasingly became dedicated to an ideology
off Improvement': a program promoting the material and moral progress to which the British,
consciouslyy or not, were committed as part of the White Man's Burden. From the beginning of
thee nineteenth century, the British (utilitarian variety in particular) assumed 'rule by law' as
pivotall to any lasting change for the better'. In fact, by 1882, India's commercial, criminal and
procedurall law was completely codified, while, ironically, England still awaited a criminal code
andd the vast majority of English law remained non-codified, in the form of statute or common
law.. Indeed, the British often were able to do in South Asia what they were unable to do back
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home.. All in all, the Benthamite and utilitarian desire for unity, precision and simplicity in law
reachedd great heights in the subcontinent, making Anglo-Indian law far superior in order, clarity
andd system to its English counterpart. But what did this mean for Indian society? As said earlier,
thee Anglo-Indian colonial state primarily focused on inland government rule and, hence, the
lastingg influence of utilitarianism in South Asia is to be found in the colonial state's hierarchic
systemm of authority, of which the size and activities in the 1870s proved to be the nearest
realizationn in English experience of Bentham's vision of the administrative state of law and order.43 3
Nott that all this meant a complete transplantation of Western ideas to Indian ground. On the
contrary,, the British undoubtedly were influenced by the different working circumstances in
Southh Asia.44 For example, as utilitarian theory primarily touched Indian ground through the
land-revenuee while 'going native', they invented 'tradition' through Anglo-Indian law. As such,
thee British sought to preserve a conception of South Asian society as they first saw it, enforcing
valuess as seen rooted in religion from antiquity and placing the family and community above the
individual.. In this way, Anglo-Indian law accommodated both the assimilative ideals of liberalismm (with its optimistic assumption that South Asia could be transformed on an European
model)) and the 'excluding' insistence upon Indian 'difference' in a personal law defined by
membershipp of a 'traditional' community.45 What is more, instead of sharing a religious faith
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withh its subjects, the Anglo-Indian colonial state found its legitimacy in a moralization of law'.
Too complete the 'civilizing mission', as James Fitzjames Stephen put it firmly:

Thee establishment of a system of law which regulates the most important parts of the
dailyy life of the people constitutes in itself a moral conquest more striking, more durable,
andd far more solid, than the physical conquest which rendered it possible. It exercises an
influencee over the minds of the people in many ways comparable to that of a new
religion.... Our law is in fact the sum and substance of what we have to teach them. It is,
soo to speak, a compulsory gospel which admits of no dissent and no disobedience.46

Fitzjamess Stephen replaced Henry Summer Maine (1822-1888) as legal member of the Viceroy's
councill in 1869 and it was partly because of his experiences in India that he wrote Liberty,
EqualityEquality and Fraternity in reply to John Stuart Mill's On Liberty as mentioned in the
Introduction.. More importantly, he probably was the most outspoken exponent of the
authoritariann liberalism (India was to be ruled by a 'gifted few) that became the dominant
ideologyy during the period of "high colonialism' and paralleled the growing racism of late
Victoriann Britain. Yet while utilitarians held that human nature was the same throughout the
worldd over, other views had come up afterwards, which proved to be crucial to the invention of
"tradition'' through Anglo-Indian law. Evolutionary theorists, like Henry Maine, Vepudiated the
utilitariann vision of an infinitely manageable human nature' and argued instead that societies were
'different** but 'comparative' and had followed distinct historical paths (though progressively
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wentt through 'a movement from status to contract).47 What remains relevant to the colonial
context,, however, is that these 'comparative' and nistoricist' social theories of Maine and his
contemporariess were converted into moral and political ones and came to underlie the AngloIndiann colonial state's hierarchical system of authority and policies towards 'improvement'. The
factt that afterwards Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) and other Indian nationalists propagated the
ideaa of the Village community' (to give but one example) solely shows the adoption and
influencee of these social theories in the public sphere.
likee that of law reform, the creation of a public education system was surrounded by many of
thee same difficulties and contradictions. Obviously the colonial government could not introduce
thee teaching of Christianity directly into the schools it sponsored and instead therefore introduced
Englishh literature as the central element of the school curriculum to boost the "moral'. A remarkablee situation indeed, as early Victorian humanistic study in English schools centred on classical
literaturess -Greek and Latin- instead of English. As a result, as Gauri Viswanathan argued,
culturall value was handed over in the emerging South Asian public sphere, from belief and
dogmaa to language, experience and history'.48 Though the public education system (which will
bee more extensively treated in the next Chapter) only reached a small part of the population, I
nonethelesss want to stress that many of the "moral' ideas introduced through this system reached a
muchh wider circle afterwards through the educational activities (in both English and the
vernaculars)) of indigenous voluntary movements, which not only increasingly became active in
thee public sphere as part of the earlier mentioned urban competitive politics of faith' but later
alsoo penetrated the countryside. These indigenous voluntary movements were part of a process in
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whichh the establishment of the Pax Brittanica in the Punjab stood for the growth of a more stable,
settledd and hierarchical society at the expense of the unsettled, the popular and the fluid.
Forr undoubtedly the Punjab had been part of the larger Central Asian world of trade and
nomadismm for centuries and now, partly to counter the advent of the Russians in the region, the
Britishh attempted to encourage, sustain and control this network.49 Passes were opened, trading
postss established, banditry was controlled and the frontier tribes were pacified. Though
nomadismm continued, particularly in west Punjab many tribal traditions were uprooted. In the
samee way, British policies also changed the lives of the people living in the northern Himalayan
partss of the province. By the 1880s, the Gaddis (shepherds) and Gujars (cowherds) of Chamba
andd Kangra found that forests and "wastes' had become state property. From now on, their rights
weree defined, the rhythms of their movements controlled and their spatial mobility restricted.
Throughoutt the province, animals were enumerated, registered and branded, while in 1903 the
Punjabb Military Transport Act was passed, legalizing government rights over all transport
animals.. In the end, few Punjabis continued their earlier pastoral activities and most turned to
moree settled modes of life. Some nomads took to wage labour (earning small sums by digging
canalss or building roads); some became part-time peasants or expanded their cultivation to
supplementt a declining income, while others concentrated on trading activities. As was to be
expected,, particularly the construction of a system of canal irrigation and colonies in central and
southwestt Punjab changed much of the earlier existing pastoral economy. Here pastorals were
expropriatedd on a grand scale and for a prolonged period the janglis (uncouth folks) carried on a
battlee with the early peasant migrants. Yet they also would live in a Punjabi Village community'
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afterwards.. The days "when no one thought of wearing anything but a lungi (skirt) and pagri
(turban)'' were gone and from now onwards one would dress more civilized. Similarly, thatched
hutss which could be left behind, or moved, with every change of encampment were replaced by
cleann mud plastered houses, while the lambardar often would have a verandah supported on
masonryy pillars, to make clear his newly acquired position in society.50
Though,, like what happened in the Western tradition, pastoral life was romantically
immortalizedd in the Punjabi qissas, in many colonial writings pastorals were objects of contempt:
lazy,, improvident and wretched as cultivators, lawless, wild and generally cowards. The lazy
pastorall especially was defined in opposition to the sturdy and industrious Sikh peasant,
cultivatingg his field with care and yielding revenue to the state. Indeed, it is here again that
Europeann ideas about man and nature come to the front: notions about work and leisure, good
andd evil, order and beauty. Or as Malcolm Darling put it:

Inn the western Punjab conditions are dominated by a relentless nature. In the great canal
colonies...,, we feel everywhere the beneficient hand of man. In the former, life is the
immemoriall life of India, primitive, isolated, and fatalistic: in the latter, it is the new life
broughtt in by the Pax Britannica, prosperous, progressive, and modern. And not more
thann thirty years ago the two tracts would have been indistinguishable.51

Undoubtedly,, earlier mentioned late nineteenth century evolutionist ideas had strengthened this
associationn between the pastoral nomad and the primitive. The evolutionist scheme saw the

500 Darling, The Punjab peasant, 123-124. In his Introduction to the 1978 reprint, dive Dewey called this work
'simplyy the best book on peasant indebtedness ever written'.
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movementt from savagery to civilization as an evolution from tribe to state, where family,
propertyy and territory were established at different stages of this linear movement.
Throughoutt the Punjab, the Anglo-Indian colonial state opposed nomads, pedlars and pastorals
andd attempted to discipline and settle them. Watched, hounded, harassed and frequently prosecutedd by the police, nomads lived a life of endless persecution, particularly after the Criminal
Tribess Acts of 1871 and 1911 gave legal sanction to official actions against 'wanderers'. Again
seenn as a group phenomenon, 'tribes' stigmatized as "habitual wanderers' were expected to stay
confinedd to their Village communities', licences of leave were to be issued, but only to those
whoo pursued an nonest livelihood'. By 1881, the Census counted 16.039 individuals, belonging
too seven criminal tribes (when India gained independence it inherited, as a legacy of the colonial
period,, 3.5 million individuals belonging to 128 criminal tribes). Interestingly, the 1871 Act
includedd eunuchs as well. According to James Fitzjames Stephen (who as law member drafted
thee Act), there existed 'an organized system of sodomitical prostitution, of which these wretches
aree the managers', and that no measure to force them to adopt nonest pursuits' would be too
severe.. During the discussions preceding the Act, many resented the eunuchs' alleged kidnapping
andd castration of children, yet what disturbed the participants as much as criminal behaviour (and
whatt the Act hence forbade), was the practice of eunuchs appearing in public dressed in female
clothes.. For once and for all, one should not only live long and happily in some village, often
underr the supervision of the Salvation Army, but at the same time stick to one's sexual nature as
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well.. While for most Victorians (and increasingly elitist Indians) sexual ambiguity and a life of
\vanderingg without leave' were as disgusting and intolerable.52
Duringg the establishment of the Pax Britannica, the 'civilizing mission' in a sense reached a
climaxx with the emergence of reformatory settlements in the Punjab, where people would be
taughtt the virtues of discipline, hard work and cleanliness. The most incorrigible characters were
placedd in a central prison like reformatory, the reasonably well behaving in industrial settlements
andd the best behaving in new agricultural settlements in the canal-colonies. Significantly, besides
thee Salvation Army, indigenous voluntary movements like the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabhas and
Anjuman-i-Islamiaa responded positively to the government's invitation to become involved in
thesee reformatory settlements to produce 'moral' peasants. By the end of 1919, more than half of
thee agricultural and industrial settlements, were more or less administered by indigenous
associationss with government assistance. Though one should note that these movements did not
spendd anything more than the amount of the government grant and primarily were concerned
withh making converts and therefore particularly focused on the appointment of teachers and
establishmentt of mosques, gurdwaras and mandirs.53
Alternatively,, the softer side of the 'civilizing mission ' was to be found in the museums
openedd and exhibitions held by the British. In museums Indians were confronted with the
scientificc order of things as perceived by Europeans (who after all knew more about South Asia).
Ass such, they saw themselves represented as tribes and castes' living close to the soil and
followingg archaic and chaotic forms of knowledge. Though the famous Lahore museum
remainedd the 'wonder house' (ajaib ghar) for Punjabi common folk, those who had followed

522 James Fitzjames Stephen, Note of 4 July 1870, Home Judl., July 1870, no. 55-59; and Papers Relating to Act
XXVHH of 1871. As cited in Metcalf, Ideologies, 125.
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Anglo-vernacularr education undoubtedly were heavily influenced by the museum's orderly world
andd indeed often rejected the notion of their country as an ethnographic museum. Sayyid Ahmad
Khan,, for instance, when in the London India Office in 1869 and shown the photographs in The
Peoplee of India, was horrified to see his countrymen portrayed as the 'equals of animals'.54 Also
thee Lahore museum took its educational function very serious: apart from housing the Science
Institutee and allowing the Society for Promoting Scientific Knowledge to use its lecture hall, it
institutedd a series of Magic Lantern lectures.55 The best attended and historically more interesting
lectures,, however, took place frequently during the 1910-20s: the zanana lectures reserved for
purdahh clad women not only concerned science but travel and, indeed, the education of women
too.. Much in the same way, exhibitions instructed Punjabis how to improve agricultural
production.. At these exhibitions, indigenous products and knowledge were scientifically
classifiedd and organized in order to make clear their utilitarian value, while in turn the latest
gadgetss from the West were displayed so that Punjabis would know where they would be going if
theyy did their best (in fact, the Lahore museum originally was hastily constructed for the Punjab
exhibitionn of 1864).56
Havingg said all this, however, I want to stress that the establishment of the Pax Britannica
wass a multifaceted process, riven with contradictions. Overall the 'limited Raj' often was forced
too compromise as it worked in the context of Punjabi social classes and conditions. It was closely
relatedd to struggles inside society for status, privilege and power. Competing forces were not

533 Major, State and criminal tribes in colonial Punjab.
G.F.I. Graham, The life and work of Syed Ahmad Khan, 1885; repr. Karachi 1974,129. In 1868 the Government
off India published The People of India, an eight volume work of 468 photographs, each of which was accompanied
byy a brief account of what was supposed to be that group's essential character.
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establishedd solely by the British and hence simply to be put under the label of "Divide and Rule'
(whichh is politics anyway) nor were they controlled by them. On the contrary, the British
increasinglyy became busy trying to contain Punjabi forces and in the twentieth century became
moree reactionaries than initiators, when the niches within the public sphere inhabited by certain
groupss and interests (cutting into and contradicting the policies of the colonial state) had become
tooo large. Indeed, many aspects of pre-nineteenth century Punjabi civilization continued to exist,
albeitt as part of a new cultural configuration. Through simultaneous processes of acceptance,
accommodation,, adaptation and rejection, Punjabis 'rationally' redefined their traditions, while
incorporatingg European thought at the same time.
Withinn this new cultural configuration then there were three dominant interrelated continuities.. First, the formation of the Anglo-Indian colonial state that provided the spine to the
emergingg public sphere. Second, the idea that a 'rational' mode of knowledge authorized by
Westernn science came to dictate Punjabi society through modern disciplinary institutions and
practices.. And third, the tendency among leading Punjabis to organize themselves into newly
self-identifyingg voluntary groups. Indeed, perhaps the fast changes in society, alternatively, made
Punjabiss anxious for the re-imposition of some 'moral' order. This at least would partly explain
bothh the popularity of indigenous voluntary reform movements and the British Indian army as
'thee only kinds of order with which the villagers were familiar, above the level of the family; and
thee only kinds of order which were compatible with the patriarchal authority pervading the
averagee villager's day-to-day life'.57 In order to understand the activities explored by Punjabi
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voluntaryy reform movements such as the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs, however,
furtherr investigation into the creation of a Punjab public sphere remains crucial.
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CHAPTERR TWO

1.. Punjab evangelicalism and indigenous voluntary movements

Wouldd like to know what you are actually doing so as to give a more Christian stamp to your government, and
leavenn your people with Christianity. People in this country are watching your proceedings attentively, looking
uponn you as a worthy successor of John Lawrence, and in earnest in doing all you can to make known that only
namee whereby men can be saved. Whilst you have so much power, do, my dear friend, exert it to the utmost for
good. .

Mr.. Tucker of the London Church Missionary Society (CMS) in a letter to Robert Montgomery, dated 22 July
1861.1 1

Forr six years, the earlier mentioned Robert Montgomery was Lieutenant-Governor of the
Punjabb (1859-1865) and ever since a large district and its capital town (now in Pakistan) are
namedd 'Montgomery' in his memory. Earlier, he spent more than seven years as Collector in
Azamgarhh (near Benares) under the direct authority of James Thomason. The latter was
11 Robert Montgomery Papers (British Library, Oriental and India Office Collections: MSS Eur. D. 1019/5),
letterr no. 65.
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Lieutenant-Governorr of the North Western Provinces between 1843-1853 and became known
ass the co-founder of the earlier mentioned 'patronage bureaucracy' in north India. After the
annexationn of the Punjab in 1849, Thomason released twenty-eight officers to assist in the
settlementt of the region. More than half came from either Ulster or from Scotland and, like
Thomason,, all were Protestant evangelicals.2 Surprisingly, Montgomery was appointed
personallyy by Governor-General Dalhousie (1848-1856) himself. Thomason received the
followingg letter signed by Henry Elliot, Secretary to Dalhousie:

Governor-General'ss Camp
Allahabad d
12thh March 1848
Myy dear Thomason,
Willl you order up Montgomery from Cawnpore immediately? He will be a Commissioner of some sort, probably
off the Lahore Division, on Rupees 2,400 a month -the Board of Administration will consist of the two
Lawrencess and Mansel.
Yrs.. sincerely,
H.W.. Elliot.

P.S.. The G.G. will not declare his policy yet but within a fortnight I fancy you will receive a public letter calling
forr the selected Civilians. He will not take Temple.

Indeed,, one might expect that to be appointed by the Governor-General in this fashion meant
thatt Montgomery, like the men he had to work with, was a senior official, but, on the
contrary,, at this time his name was certainly unknown in England outside East India House in
London.. Hence also Elliot's postscript remains interesting, as Dalhousie definitely made clear
hee did not want such a senior official as Richard Temple.
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Montgomeryy succeeded John Lawrence as Lieutenant-Governor but, according to John
Beames,, he was 'a much milder, more refined and civilized man', who gradually mitigated
thee extreme rigour of Lawrence's system.4 Even so, throughout the second half of the
nineteenthh century, a quasi-official Christian evangelical administration ruled the Punjab.
Parallelingg liberal ideas about 'improvement', Protestant evangelicalism earlier experienced a
cruciall shift during the nineteenth century towards a social theology that made less of Biblical
doctriness of inherent personal sinfulness, guilt and divine punishment and instead more of
practicall service to others through the 'duty' of hard work as self-denial. Thus following a
muscularr Christianity, the British came as conquerors and rulers, not as traders to the Punjab.
Theyy were cock-sure, knew what they came for, and were determined to make this corner of
thee Empire conform to the standards of evangelicalism in Great Britain. In fact, as Jeffrey
Coxx put it:

Thee geo-political expansion of Britain awakened in missionaries a fascination for
strategicc advance that generated extraordinarily inefficient missionary strategies.
Robertt Clark, the pioneer CMS missionary in Punjab from the time of his arrival in
Amritsarr in 1852, spent much of the rest of the century in attempting to create a
frontierr "chain" of missions, as if missionaries were military outposts.5

Hencee thirty years later Robert Clark could report that the Church Missionary Society ran the
mostt extensive network of mission stations in the region, including 113 schools,6 where,
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importantly,, since 1890 the majority of the teachers were non-Christians.7 Moreover, many in
thee Punjab administration had a Protestant evangelical interest and hence missionaries
workingg in the region often received the support of the provincial government. As a result,
churchh and state together in the Punjab probably violated the traditional world more than
elsewheree in the subcontinent. Though the activities of the evangelicals can not be taken as
thee determining agency, they surely worked as a catalyst to the emerging militancy of Punjabi
traditionss during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
Att the heart of the muscular Christianity reaching the Punjab lay, as Anthony Copley put it,
'aa formidable, but intellectually narrow, millenarian, exclusive theology'.8 Yet, Punjab
evangelicalismm partly also was a response to the earlier British encounter with South Asian
societyy to which the crux of the problem lay in the conflict of values characteristic of any
coloniall rule. Initially, agents of the East India Company soothed Indian values in thee interest
off profitable trade and so it was not until the second half of the eighteenth century, with the
risee of a serious Parliamentary interest in Indian affairs, that the conflict came to the fore.
Followingg the strengthening of English territorial power and the general growth in confidence
afterr decades in the subcontinent, reforms were unleashed to bringg the Company's administrationn more into line with English standards. While sympathetic to British Orientalism,9
Comwallis'' Permanent Settlement (1793) can be taken as the first step towards Anglicism
withh its introduction of a Whig concept of private property protected by law in return for
revenuee liability and its liberal administrative reforms. Soon also the administration became
closelyy connected to the institutions of the major Indian traditions. This involved not only the
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collectionn of revenue and taxes but also the management of estates and participation in public
ceremoniess associated with shrines and temples.
Noo doubt missionaries were opposed to the way the East India Company took on the role
off regulator of Indian traditions. In their eyes the Company not only was tainted by such an
associationn (and hence sometimes called 'the dry nurse of Vishnu') but it also made their
attemptt to convert these heathen communities more difficult. Though initially missionaries
didd not have much influence within the Company, during the 1830s the all-pervasive
influencee of both utilitarianism and evangelicalism brought church and state together.
Followingg James Mill's History of British India (1818), the British increasingly started to
judgee Indian traditions negatively through European eyes. Reforms followed, often supportive
too the evangelical cause. A particular grievance among evangelicals, for example, was the
Company'ss protection of Hindu temples and hence evangelicals took it as a triumph when in
18400 the East India Company abolished the collection of Hindu pilgrim tax. If only, because
thee fact that Company's new policy left temple management in the hands of Hindus rather
thann British officials, by involved Hindus was taken as a threat to the status and efficacy of
thesee institutions and made them feel betrayed. Other pro-evangelical legislation the
Companyy was to introduce, for example, was the Emancipation Act of 1850, granting rights
off inheritance to Christian converts, and the permissive Widow Remarriage Act of 1856. The
relationshipp between church and state nonetheless remained antagonistic. Missionaries
generallyy distrusted the government and went their own way until the end of British rule,
thoughh at the same time they looked to the government to support them. As a result, the state
oftenn found itself in a complicated situation, especially as the evangelicals denounced
anythingg that stood in the way of the propagation of the Gospel as sin. For indeed, overall
missionariess followed a negative policy of reform: 'an opposition to slavery and paganism as
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muchh as to sexual wrongdoing and drunkenness'.10 Their stern moral absolutism was
immutable,, sacrosanct and certainly not open to negotiation. Moreover, over time, it was
'infusedd by secular Victorian values, the very uncertainties of which added an even more
compulsivee element to the quest for a more ordered, spiritualized society'.11 Most relevant to
thiss study, however, remains the fact that this conscience often also became the conscience of
Southh Asia towards matters of morality, as the process coincided with a commitment to social
reformm among a small group of educated Indians.
Implicitt in the East India Company's role as regulator of Indian traditions was the typical
nineteenthh century notion of 'neutrality' in religious affairs. Particularly after the dissolution
off the East India Company in 1858, it was argued that the power and authority of the
governmentt should never be used to promote missionary goals. Hence, the British made a
distinctionn between the public and private personalities of officials, restricting the public
personalityy to the observance of 'neutrality', while allowing the private personality the right
too follow the promptings of personal conscience. Yet much can be argued against this idea of
"neutrality11 by the state in South Asia. Queen Victoria's Proclamation of 1858 to the Princes,
Chiefss and People of India, for example, shows how Janus-faced the colonial policy towards
Indiann religions was:

Firmlyy relying ourselves on the truth of Christianity, and acknowledging with gratitudee the solace of religion, we disclaim alike the right and the desire to impose our
convictionss on any of our subjects. We declare it to be our royal will and pleasure that
nonee be in anywise favoured, none molested or disquieted, by reason of their religious
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faithh or observances, but that ail shall alike enjoy the equal and impartial protection of
thee law... And it is our further will that, so far as may be, our subjects, of whatever
racee or creed, be freely and impartially admitted to offices in our service, the duties of
whichh they may be qualified, by their education, ability, and integrity, duly to
discharge.12 discharge.12

Soo here, on the one hand, the principle of religious 'neutrality' and accordingly the
equalityy of all religions, and on the other, the public pronouncement that Christianity formed
thee foundation for British government in South Asia.13 But could it be otherwise? Culturally,
alll British (including the so-called secular ones) were Christians -as most Indians perceived
themm anyway, whatever the 'official' statement. Though they might not be actively devout
themselves,, they nonetheless had been brought up in a society that firmly believed the
Christiann way to be the only truth. Therefore, the complicating fact for late nineteenth century
Europee (in particular) was the claim that you could have a morality without Christianity (and
bee an atheist), while the morality which you must have in the end was Christian. The point is
that,, at one time or the other, the policy of religious 'neutrality' towards Indian traditions had
too conflict with the programme for promoting the material and moral progress to which the
Britishh were committed in the subcontinent and, hence, with the Christian faith which they
believedd to be the foundation for such progress. To be 'neutral' demands sympathy and no
doubtt this was difficult for a ruler convinced of his own righteousness and ability and often
alsoo 'morally' outraged by practices tolerated by Indian traditions. The policy of religious

122 Queen Victoria's Proclamation, 1 november 1858 in C.H. Philips, H.L. Singh and B.N. Pandey (eds.), The
evolutionevolution of India and Pakistan, 1858-1947: select documents, London 1962, 10-11. The Proclamation marked
thee dissolution of the East India Company, abdication of the Mughal Emperor (who until that time still had a
courtt in Delhi) and claim of absolute authority over the subcontinent by the Crown instead.
133 In this context also it was possible for the earlier mentioned James Thomason to declare himself officially
'neutral'' in religion and at the same time translate Church of England Prayer Book into Hindustani for Indian
converts.. In Richard Temple, James Thomason, Oxford 1893,129-30.
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'neutrality'' particularly was violated during the process of Anglo-Indian colonial stateformationn in the second half of the nineteenth century. By then, not only the British
intensifiedd their relationships with indigenous institutions and individuals, but, alternatively,
Indianss themselves increasingly also sought contact with the state for financial support and
legitimacy. .
Punjabb evangelicalism started when in 1834 American Presbyterians set up the first
majorr mission beyond Delhi in Ludhiana. It became the headquarters for later expansion into
thee Punjab and a center for education, publishing and proselytism. Naturally there were
almostt no Christians in the Punjab at the time, but this would soon change. To aid missionary
efforts,, British officials in 1852 helped the foundation of a Church Missionary Association in
Lahoree under the leadership of Sir Henry Lawrence. 14 The major missionary societies in the
regionn were well-established Protestant evangelical ones: the Church Missionary Society of
England,, Anglicans from the Church of England, Presbyterians from the Church of Scotland
andd two north-American Presbyterian denominations. With amazing speed they published
tracts,, pamphlets and works in Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu, Persian and Kashmiri: indeed, besides
grammars,, dictionaries and translations of the scriptures, especially also writings attacking
indigenouss beliefs and practices. An extensive network of mission-schools was established,
recognizedd and supported by the government and fundamental to the spread of Western
educationn and Christian ideas, if not a channel for catechizing. In addition, missionaries
openedd up well-equipped hospitals and orphanages, and regularly preached at the bazaar
(market)) and mela (village fair), where they were seen as a public spectacle, 'involving as

144 The latter was the elder brother of John Lawrence and already active in the Punjab for a long time. He had
alwayss opposed annexation, believing that the Punjab should remain a buffer state against the rowdy pathans of
thee north west frontier. As the permanent British Resident in Lahore after the first Anglo-Sikh war of 1846, he
wass virtually ruler of the province. During early British rule, Henry was John's boss in the three men Board of
Administrationn set up by Lord Dalhousie to govern the Punjab. While working together in Lahore, however, the
Lawrence-brotherss disliked each other so much, that eventually they refused to meet, and communicated only
throughh the third Board member, Robert Montgomery.
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theyy did camels, tents, magic lanterns, and in some instances women preaching in public to
women'. 155 Perhaps the best illustration of the direct link between government and mission
howeverr remain the Christian 'model-colonies' with modern farming facilities. Then again, it
didd not take long however before Punjabis reacted negatively to Christian conversions as
well.. When during the 1880s thousands of Punjabi men (and some women) began to demand
baptismm from missionaries (especially in the central districts around Lahore and Amritsar),
thiss alarmed indigenous leaders and led to anti-missionary feelings in the province. 16
Off more importance than these increasing emotional tensions, however, remains the fact
thatt the Christian missionaries introduced new forms of organization and action to the
region.. 17 Voluntary associations of course were not new to South Asia. For many centuries,
indigenouss movements had 'drawn individuals to them on the basis of belief rather than
birth'. 188 Yet, Christians 'carried with them the concepts and forms of weekly congregational
meetingss held by structured societies with formal membership and sets of written rules',19
whichh made a fundamental difference. Indeed, 'it was the presence of mission institutions that
sett off the most profound Indian reaction to the mission presence'.20 In fact, the Punjab was
thee first Province to have its own independent indigenous Christian Church Council in 1872.
Furthermore,, all this happened in the context of a politico-legal frame within which die new
organizationall forms could originate and sustain themselves. Associations registered with the
Anglo-Indiann colonial state had the legal right to own property and conduct business. A
complexx network of English oriented law came into being, which gave legitimacy and
permanencyy to an unfamiliar form of social organization based on voluntary membership and
individuallyy assumed contractual obligations. Fundamental to the whole process was the Re155
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gistrationn of Societies Act of 1860: conservative within the Western tradition this law was
revolutionaryy in the South Asian context. Modern Indian voluntary associations (called
sabhas,sabhas, anjumans and samajes) were established throughout the subcontinent, with officers,
constitutions,, by-laws and annual reports. In the Punjab, this first happened (as will be
explainedd below) mostly in Lahore, from where the different movements then spread their
messagee to a large number of provincial districts and towns.
Moreover,, while the Christian voluntary association provided Indian society with the
examplee of a new form of organization with a legalistic character, Christian missionaries presentedd new forms of action as well. Apart from educational and social work, missionaries
particularlyy were in search for converts and, continuously, often for local traditional leaders
againstt whom they could prove their one and only truth through polemical debates. Or as
Sayyidd Ahmad Khan put it in his well-known Urdu treatise on the causes of the 1857 Indian
Mutiny,, Asbab-e-baghavat-e-Hind (1859):

Thee missionaries took on new forms of preaching. They printed and circulated controversiall religious books, in the shape of questions and answers. Holy men of other
faithss were spoken of in these books in a most offensive manner. In Hindustan it was
thee custom that everyone preached and explained his views in his own religious place
orr house and if anyone wished he could go there to listen. But the method of the
missionariess was exactly the opposite. They used to go to public meeting grounds,
placess of pilgrimage and fairs, to preach, while no one hindered them solely out of
fearr of the authorities. In fact, in some districts it became the custom to escort the
missionariess with a chaprasi (peon) from the local police station. Besides, the

Cox,, Imperial fault lines, 1.
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missionariess were not satisfied to talk only about their New Testament, on the
contrary,, in violent and abusive language they began to attack die holy men and places
off other creeds, insulting die feelings of tiiose who listened to diem and so sowing die
seedss of unrest in die hearts of die pecple.21

Indigenouss movements nonedieless became used to these practices, copied diem and thus
seriouslyy compromised widi rneir opponents. It permitted, importantly, die growth of diverse,
specializedspecialized and autonomous associate groups, wherein action came to be based on pragmatic
wisdomm and techniques typical of successful entrepreneurship. Undoubtedly, die example
givenn by the Christian missionaries of die functioning (and success) of being organized into a
voluntaryy association remains seminal here. For when subsequentiy Punjabi voluntary
movementss increasingly confronted each otiier, Christian missionaries and die Anglo-Indian
coloniall state, tiiey surely created a disturbing legacy for Punjabi society.
Moree difficult to answer but central to this study remains the question how far Christian
'moralism'' influenced die 'moral languages' propagated by tiiese movements. What can be
saidd with certainty, however, is tiiat Christian missionaries first of all were institution
builders:: 'The overwhelming majority of missionaries were not wandering preachers in
searchh of converts but institution-builders presiding over churches, schools, and hospitals'.22
Itt was not in die open air, but mostiy in an institutional setting (still visible today) tiiat
Punjabiss met Christian missionaries. As such, particularly teachers and administrators were
responsiblee for the broader Christian 'moral' influence in Punjabi society. The fact mat, over
time,, die majority of diem were Indian (running schools such as Delhi's St. Stephen's College

211 Ahmad Khan, Asbab-e-baghavat, 42. At the time of writing this work, Sayyid Ahmad Khan already had
beenn employed for twenty years in the judicial administration of the East India Company. Loyal to the British, he
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andd Lahore's Forman College up to today) only makes clear the long-term effect. Conversely,
Chapterr Four will reveal how polemics as apologetic answers to the criticism of Christian
missionariess led to a 'comparative moral consciousness'. This was crucial, while according to
thee missionaries Indians generally failed to come up to the standard of Western
humanitarianismm and liberalism that Christianity had absorbed. In so far as the missions were
successful,, their attractiveness lay in this moral and humanitarian superiority: theology won
feww converts. The Christian polemic therefore should be seen as a highly concentrated and
specificallyy moral form of general infiltration of Western culture, which was decidedly
influentiall among Indian elites. The latter alone saw the point of the missionary attack and
hencee produced 'moral languages', while subalterns on hearing missionaries either paid no
attentionn or just joined the Christian fold. To restate my point, the Christian 'moralism' that
influencedd Indian reformers was not distinctively 'Christian' as it included the values of
liberall humanitarianism dominant in nineteenth century Europe, i.e. the 'civilizing mission'
too which alternatively the growing focus on and reorganization of 'education' was decisive.

2.. Anglo-vernacular education and print culture

Thee role of English language education unquestionably has been fundamental to the making
off modern South Asia. Everyone knows the importance of English as a link-language in
contemporaryy India as well as Pakistan, despite the fact that Hindi and Urdu are the 'official
languages'' of these countries. As far as early British policy is concerned, the debate between
Orientalistss (who wanted to continue instruction through the traditional classical languages:
helpedd evacuating European residents from the town of Bij nor during the Mutiny and, on behalf of the British,
evenn took charge of the district.
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Arabic,, Persian and Sanskrit) and Anglicists (who wished to use English) was crucial. More
important,, however, were the acceptance of Macaulay's Minute on Education of 1835, which
recommendedd the spread of Western learning through English,23 and Charles Wood's
Educationn Dispatch of 1854, which banned Bibles from the schools and decreed that
governmentt education should be exclusively secular. Eventually the Orientalists lost to the
Anglicistss at the level of higher instruction, while at the levels of primary and secondary
education,, they lost to regional vernaculars -which anyway remained inferior in status to
Anglo-vernacularr education.24 In reality, however, the role of the colonial government was
quitee limited. Though there was an attempt to organize a modem system of education, it was
principallyy (and this remains crucial) the result of private initiative. The colonial government,
instead,, confined its role to that of assisting private -mostly missionary- enterprise, hoping
thatt through educating the indigenous elite, modern knowledge would filter down to the
masses. .
Inn pre-colonial days, most Muslim mosques, Hindu mandirs and Sikh gurdwaras in the
Punjabb had a school attached. In the course of colonial state formation the British patronized
manyy of these institutions. One of the proposals of Charles Wood's Dispatch was to give
grant-in-aidd to schools carried on by voluntary effort, provided that they accepted government
inspectionn and guidance of the 'secular' part of their work. Indeed, what the British found
lackingg in Indian systems of education was 'moral' instruction and hence their policies
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favouredd the patronage of what was deemed to be 'secular' learning even in institutions they
definedd as 'religious' (though they allowed the management of the latter to give such religiouss instruction to their pupils as they thought appropriate). Nonetheless, in the end
Christiann missionaries took most advantage of government aid, especially in the Punjab
wheree in 1883, thirty years after the Dispatch, thirty of the thirty-one aided Anglo-vernacular
secondaryy schools -including all of the government aided high schools- were Christian
missionaryy institutions.25.
Besidess the dominance of mission schools, the introduction of Christian 'moralism' was
strengthenedd by the British adherence to Anglo-vernacular education. Wherever the public
educationn system was offered (in mission, state or later indigenous schools), in most places it
meantt a combination of knowledge of vernacular languages with that of English language and
culture.. As a result, a tiny but influential bilingual (if not polyglot) privileged elite was
educated,, for whom language skills were a form of capital. This remains crucial because it
offeredd to the new patron of learning (the so-called "neutral' Anglo-Indian colonial state) the
possibilityy to invent, as Gauri Viswanathan argued, an entire academic discipline for the teachingg of English literature as the formative 'moral influence' on a colonized elite, which
wouldd have far-reaching consequences for the emergence of new indigenous literary and
ll languages'.26 On the whole, a single vision inspired public education in India from its
beginningg and would continue to do so, as we all know, up to today. At the heart of it was a
belieff in the unquestioned superiority of Western culture and values: for Indian students,
salvationn lay only in the abandonment of their decadent traditions and acceptance of the
valuess of the West'.27 The textbooks invited students to identify themselves "not with the
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backwardnesss of the Indian past but with the enlightenment of the British present'.

Because

thee British had brought peace and justice to the subcontinent, it was argued, they were worthy
off imitation, being, with few exceptions, a noble, brave, and self-sacrificing people'.29 Over
time,, many Indian schoolboys and (to a much lesser extent) girls accepted the invitation. If
onlyy because, besides the prospect of financial prosperity (a working knowledge of English
meantt twice the salary), the completion of Anglo-vernacular education for them meant the
hopee of cultural enlightenment. Well-known in this context also are the Indian social
reformers,, who (since the beginning of the nineteenth century) glorified Western civilization
inn comparison to their own. In Musafiran-e-Landan (1869), for example, Sayyid Ahmad
Khan,, after his journey to London, not only universally praised the workings of British
society,, but decisively compared it with everything to be found in South Asia, as being the
differencee between a talented and beautiful boy and a wild and dirty animal in rags.30
However,, as the educated gained experience with the realities of British rule (especially the
raciall inequality within the Raj), gratitude often changed to bitter disappointment.
Importantly,, familiarity with Anglo-vernacular education at the same time also meant an
increasingg dependence on the printed word. The printing press came to the subcontinent as
partt of a full-blown technology and therefore did not take centuries to develop like in Europe.
Obviouslyy it overall led to a 'standardization' of languages as typography arrested linguistic
driftt (though the way this happened through local linguistic knowledge and scripts certainly
remainss an interesting subject to be studied). At the end of the eighteenth century, the first
dictionariess and grammars not only standardized Indian languages but also made it possible to
sett them in type. The casting of type fonts was completed soon afterwards and obviously
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quickenedd the production of inexpensive printed texts. Translations of scriptures and
commentariess into the vernacular languages now became available to a wider -though still
limited-- literate audience than could respond to works written in Sanskrit, Arabic or Persian.
Undoubtedly,, 'print culture' performed the role of a midwife in the process of intellectual
change.. The printed word increasingly became the norm, replacing the oral, person to person
andd often ritual, systems of transmission of knowledge, while people once prohibited by birth
fromm education (like women) now had access to knowledge formerly only studied by a small
elite.31 1
Byy and large, there emerged a concern for 'rationality' as opposed to rote learning or, to
putt it differently, for the 'meaning' instead of the 'sound' of a word. Like in the case of
Europee during the Reformation, therefore, the importance of 'print culture' can not be
stressedd enough in the making, acceptance and use of authoritative 'moral languages'. Not
onlyy there was a larger availability of printed works in numerous languages but one also
becamee more aware of language itself. Through grammars, dictionaries, etymologies and
otherr reference works (often produced by Christian missionaries) vernaculars became
standardized.322 Furthermore, under the influence of English modes of writing, new genres
likee the earlier mentioned biographies, novels and poems emerged, while one generally
becamee increasingly preoccupied with the 'rationality' of the language used (both in writing
andd speech). Well-known Urdu reformer, Muhammad Husain Azad (1830-1910),33 for
example,, was fed up with the extensive use of hyperboles or exaggerated statements made for
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effect,, not intended to be taken literally. Instead, properly in the Aligarh tradition, he
propagatedd a preference for 'natural' writings embodying an aesthetic of realism, whether in
itss depiction of history or the external world. Or as he put it in Ab-e Hayat or Water of life
(1880): :

Thee common principle of English writing is whatever thing or inner thought you write
about,, you should present it in such a way that you arouse the same state -of
happiness,, or grief, or anger, or pity, or fear, or fervour- in the heart as is aroused by
experiencingg or witnessing the thing itself.34

Inn 1911, nearly 600 books were published in Urdu, over 450 in Punjabi and about eighty
bothh in English and Hindi. These not only included traditional forms of prose and poetry but
alsoo new literary genres like the novel. The political and socio-cultural concerns of Punjabis,
however,, especially came to be reflected in their journalistic activity. A total of two-hundred
andd nine newspapers (though few were of real importance and many little more than advertisingg sheets) owned by Punjabis were published in 1903: 31 in English, 1 in English and Urdu,
1644 in Urdu, 6 in Hindi and 7 in Punjabi. The leading papers more or less were mouthpieces
off various groups criticizing each other and the colonial government in their editorial columns.. The Tribune and the Observer (both published in English from Lahore) respectively
weree the leading Hindu and Muslim papers. On the whole, more than half of printed
publicationss were published from Lahore (with Amritsar following after a wide margin).35
Thee point however is that newspapers framed opinion, impassioned it. The weight of the
presss was not argument but assertion; not the making of opinion but its strengthening.
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Undeniablyy new modes of 'communication' influenced the issues and strategies of those
involvedd in South Asian traditions. Indian elites increasingly became involved with both
Anglo-vernacularr education and print culture. As during the European Reformation, modem
printingg techniques led to a process of 'scripturalism'. Complex set of teachings were
summarizedd and put into print, furnishing a basic statement of belief for a particular
community.. Furthermore, as print shaped the popular dissemination of religious teachings and
ann entire style of religious education, it also fostered sectarianism. Printed works made room
forr internal debate, whipped up differences and generally advanced the extent to which
traditionn became part of debates in the new public sphere'. The importance of an oral debate
wass often found less in the event itself than in the formulaic presentation of the event in
publications.. Moreover, 'printed texts made possible ever more detailed standards for correct
knowledgee and behavior: the medium permitted the message'.36 Consequently, as in Europe,
printt culture disseminated elite norms through a widespread circulation of what might be
calledd high cultural texts and textual norms, particularly through the aspirations of upwardly
mobilee groups as part of the processes later described as Sanskritization and Ashrafization,
amongg Hindus and Muslims respectively.37
Alll the same, it should be stressed that 'print culture' did not influence Indian traditions
soo much as it did Western Christianity since the Reformation. A word of warning therefore
aboutt the stressing of uniformity and authority of the printed word in the dissemination of
well-definedd bodies of moral doctrines. For indeed up to today much of Indian traditions
continuedd to be transmitted orally and hence the way new ideas were spread, was far less
definedd or coherent. Personal discussion of ideas enabled Indians to make their own choices
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off the ideas they heard, to impose their own understanding on them, rendering the content of
thee message more diffuse and complex. Partly, of course, this could be compensated for by
thee skill of the reformer speaking, who might use rhetorical devices of repetition and
recapitulation,, and who sought to attract his audience back to hear further speech, in which
poorlyy understood points might be clarified or reinforced. Whether this was sufficient to
createcreate any uniformity of belief remains to be questioned. What is certain, however, is that it
createdd fervour and impatience for change.
Otherwise,, by the 1880s, there were only around 55.000 Indians (on a total population of
1955 million) who wrote and spoke English with relative skill and had at least a passing
familiarityy with the cultural assumptions and values of the West.38 In relation to this, two
contemporaryy Indian authors did not only describe how knowledge of English became a status
markerr but, more interestingly, also how in reality few Indians had a genuine proficiency in
thee English language, despite their confidence in it. In Dilli darbar darpan (1877), Bharatenduu Harishchandra comically describes how he witnessed at the Delhi darbar (where Queen
Victoriaa was declared Empress of India, Kaisar-i-Hind) the Nawab of Luharu unhesitatingly
rattlingg away in English doing a lot of damage to grammar and idiom.39 Similarly, Nazir
Ahmadd (1836-1912) voiced his criticism of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's Westernized way of life
andd belief in natural philosophy (necharal filasajï) in a satirical novel called Ibn~ul~vaqt or
Thee time server (1889). In it, for example, he describes how his main character, who thinks
hee has become quite an Englishman already, understands English in a most peculiar way and,
afterr desperate efforts to learn it, still could not converse in it without much difficulty at the
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endd of his life.40 Examples like these refer to a fundamental underlying process that took
placee during the last two centuries: how because of the linguistic knowledge of a small but
influentiall group of Indians, the English language as well as, more significantly, South Asian
languagess changed linguistically in some crucial ways during the colonial interaction.
Today,, the English spoken in South Asia obviously has traveled its own idiosyncratic
journeyy since the guardians of its purity left (anyone who has been there must have picked up
somee peculiar colloquial examples). Interestingly, as the British up to just fifty years ago had
theirr Anglo-Indian language of which Hobson-Jobson (1886) remains the legendary
memorial,, many English words, in turn, have taken on new Hinglish' meanings.41 'Indian
English'' indeed went through a similar development as American English, creating its own
grammaticall rules, syntax and vocabulary. Moreover, in course it produced a unique body of
literature,, from which for example a writer like Salman Rushdie frequently draws words and
phrases.. Yet, my point is that one should imagine how difficult it was during the early
coloniall interaction, to come to terms with a language created in a distant world. Driven by
curiosityy and the need to understand, Arya Samajists Pandit Gurudatta and Lala Ruchi Ram
Sahni,, for example, while both students in Lahore, wrestled with the foreign concepts in John
Stuartt Mill's Utilitarianism (1861):

Wee read and re-read Mill's small book line by line, or paragraph by paragraph,
discussing,, arguing, differing or agreeing in the end, as we went along. Now and
again,, we could not 'do' more than a sentence or two in the course of one hour, for
eitherr we could not agree as to what the author's real meaning was or, for some other
400 Ahmad, Ibn ul-vaqt, 8. Among many other things, Nazir Ahmad translated the Indian penal code into Urdu
andd wrote the first "novels' (which are in fact more reforming tales, written to illustrate a social or moral theme)
inn that same language.
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reason,, the whole time was taken up with the discussion about all the implications of
thee passage or how far we could ourselves accept his lead.42

Learningg a new language means learning to analyze one's experience of reality in a
completelyy different manner. Moreover, learning to read is different from learning by reading.
Whilee the role of works in English (and of course the English language itself) became
increasinglyy important in South Asia, it has to be stressed that there were many different
(oftenn imaginative) and conflicting readings of them. In the next Chapters, when discussing
thee making of the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabha and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages', I will give
somee examples of how each interpretation of English works was dependent on who was
readingg them, in what state, with what knowledge and with what purpose. Yet, first I want to
finishh my general description of the emergence of a Punjabi public sphere by turning to the
culturall and administrative center of the region, the city of Lahore, where there emerged a
subculturee of elitist Punjabi public men.

3.. A subculture of public men: the Brahmo Samaj and Anjuman-i-Punjab in Lahore

Britishh rule encouraged urbanization in the Punjab, especially in those places that became
administrativee centers for the Anglo-Indian colonial state. Much of it came in the new parts of
thee towns and cities, i.e. in the Civil and Military Lines outside of the old mostly Mughal city
walls.. Actually, the region counted only three cities, which controlled most of the long
411 Yule, H. and A.C. Buraell, Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of colloquial Anglo-Indian words and phrases... editedd by William Crooke-, London 1903. See further on both 'Hobson-Jobson' and Hinglish': Salman Rushdie,
Hobson-Jobsonn in Imaginary homelands. Essays and criticism, 1981-1991, New York 1991,81-83.
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distancee trade and some manufacturing: Lahore, Amritsar and Delhi. Smaller towns like
Rawalpindi,, Multan, Ambala, Jullunder, Patiala and Sialkot mostly served as centres of
specializedd manufacturing. Lahore was the centre for various engineering, educational, police
andd railroad administrative units; since 1867 an episcopal See of the Church of England; and
thee headquarters of an army division. Accordingly, the city attracted a constant stream of visitorss from other parts of India and Europe, many of whom spent their time there lecturing and
debatingg cultural, economic and political themes. After his visit to Lahore in 1867, twentythreee year old liberal and radical imperialist Charles Dilke (1843-1911), whose brilliant
politicall career ended prematurely because of a typical Victorian adultery scandal, wrote the
followingg interesting statement in his immensely popular Greater Britain (1868): 'Lahore has
beenn a British city for nineteen years. Bombay for two centuries and more; yet Lahore is far
moree English than Bombay'.43 Though this might seem a strange thought at first, Lahore was
aa city with large Civil and Military Lines where one clearly could see 'the complexities, the
internall stratification and the attitudinal differences that characterized British society at
home'.444 Naturally the city was much smaller than Calcutta or Bombay -though its population
hadd grown after annexation with sixty percent between 1855-1881 to 149.369 and
subsequentlyy reached 474.181 in 1901. Yet, because of its time of annexation, Lahore was an
Imperiall provincial capital, architecturally displaying the pomp and splendour of the Raj (as
stilll can be witnessed today in particular all along the Mall road -though now, of course,
renamedd Muhammad Ali Jinnah road- from the Civil Secretariat to the Lahore cantonment
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acrosss the upper Ban doab canal) and the center of cultural and intellectual life in northwest
India.45 5
Inn this urban setting, a crucial interaction took place between British from different social
andd professional backgrounds and an equally various indigenous elite. A whole 'subculture'
camee into existence dominated by a new Lahori elite, who had followed Anglo-vernacular
education,, immersed themselves in print culture and, generally, found employment in one or
thee other government institution. Or as Prakash Tandon put it:

Lahoree was the first town to start schools and Colleges, and although educational
facilitiess spread all over the Punjab, higher education in arts, science, medicine, law,
engineering,, teaching and veterinary science was concentrated in Lahore. Each generation,, my grand-uncle, father, uncle and we ourselves, studied at Lahore. When you
settledd in a profession or service, most of your colleagues were old friends from
Lahore;; you married into some family whose sons and daughters had been to Lahore.
Graduallyy people also began to retire to Lahore. Thus Lahore came to acquire a very
speciall position in our society. There was an overall class of Punjabi professionals
whoo had been educated in Lahore, and this was not a caste of birth and inheritance, for
inn many Colleges, especially those started by charitable trusts, there was a large
numberr of students from humble homes in towns and villages.

Memberss of this Lahore elite belonged to the upcoming Indian "public men', who together
formedd a power bloc the like of which had never existed in pre-colonial society.

Ann illustration of the growingg predominance of Lahore for example remains the fact that in 1877 the Punjab
governmentt closed Delhi College and so deprived the city of higher education.
Tandon,, Punjabi century, 192.
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Whilee the Anglo-Indian colonial state more and more penetrated Punjabi society and,
alternatively,, gained much knowledge of the region and its inhabitants, its workings
obviouslyy also became more bureaucratic, more reliant on the 'archive'. In terms of
intellectuall change, this undoubtedly was crucial to the making of the elitist Lahori subculture
mentionedd above, particularly as the creation and maintenance of the 'archive' gradually was
helpedd by private indigenous initiatives along government lines. On the whole, therefore, the
'archivall depth' of Lahori society (and thus of the Punjab at large) was reinforced with the
buildingg of public and private libraries, as well as all sorts of (mostly government) institutions
housingg an ever-increasing amount of documents and statistics. An impetus to the creation
off this 'collective memory' unmistakably was the remarkable growth of the legal profession.
Followingg colonial numbers and terminology, around the turn of century, the Punjab was 'the
mostt litigious province' of British India, relatively to the population: 'in 1901 the number of
suitss instituted was 11.4 per 1,000 of the population, the next highest figure being 9.6 in
Bombay'.488 Whatever the intensity of litigation in the Punjab, however, the point is that legal
casess led to a more widespread desire for written standard and documentation validated in
Anglo-Indiann courts.
Similarly,, in this Lahori version of the emerging world of Indian public men, scientific
knowledgee and standard time (as celebrated by the clock tower in cities and towns throughout
thee subcontinent) were internalized in ways that were qualitatively new. While, generally, the
differentt modes of knowledge and of spreading information speeded up the awareness of
time',, some among the Punjabi public men (indeed very few women) began to keep personal
diariess as a record of their division of time and a measure of the routines of their lives. Later
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thesee notes would develop into autobiographies, introducing a new literary genre. In an
interestingg study, Judith Walsh studied over a hundred of these autobiographies written in
English,, groping after *the psychological consequences of growing up in British India for
thosee who had to combine the heritage of their traditional world with the pressing realities of
foreignn power and Western education'.49 While documents and statistics can give us facts of
change,, these autobiographies -despite their obvious limitations- tell us much about what it
alll meant from the inside1 for those involved: how one began to make archives of one's own
lifee and how, at least in the reconstructed sphere of self-identity, Macaulay was beginning to
winn the day.
Still,, more intriguing in relation to the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah
movements,, remain the activities of those public men who were specifically religiously
involved.. As such, there emerged so-called lay leaders' within the different traditions, who
oftenn had urban professions in the field of law, journalism and teaching, while the more
successfull among them were able to support themselves simply by either their managing,
writingg or preaching activities. They came to be seen as experts, even though they did not
receivee traditional teaching or initiation like the mahants, ulama and Brahmans (heirs of the
traditionall mainly orally transmitted modes of learning). These lay leaders were crucial, as
theyy were not just engaged in aping the West but also in exploring and constructing avenues
too come to terms with the altered historical situation. Though they would replace traditional
leadership,, characteristically, they identified with communities rather than with the Westerneducatedd class as a whole. Of course, such patterns of participation more or less reflected
existingg identities but now membership of one of the newly emerged voluntary associations
strengthenedd that identification. Even so, during the 1860s and 1870s, some of the associationss established in the Punjab were joint societies (between Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs),
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whilee on the whole Muslims (unlike in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, the majority in the
region)) were more involved than Hindus and Sikhs in associations during this initial period.500 Rapid social change, however, made that all this would soon belong to the past, as
Sikhss and Hindus became more and more active in public life and the perspectives of the
differentt communities on both themselves and one another shifted.
Lookingg back, the Brahmo Samaj (dominated by Bengalis) and the Anjuman-i-Punjab
(beingg a mutual effort of Punjabi elites and the British) were the two most important movementss during those early decades of colonial rule. They were at the heart of the process of
comingg to terms with the changing cultural environment and, as such, provided the platforms
wheree influential Punjabis could hone their skills at oratory, public campaigns, government
lobbyingg and so on. Bengalis followed in the footsteps of the British into the Punjab. Most of
themm settled in the towns, where they, often as members of the Brahmo Samaj,51 came to
dominatee the social and intellectual world. Or as one contemporary Sikh (thus no Hindu or
Bengali),, Bhagat Lakshman Singh (1863-1944), put it:

Too belong to the Brahmo Samaj or to rank amongst its sympathizers was to belong to
thee intellectual aristocracy of Lahore. The Brahmo Samaj mandir was, thus, the only
placee where one could hope to meet Indians of advanced views on religion and social
reform.52 2
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Thee 'society for the transcendent deity' (Brahmo Samaj) was established in Calcutta by
Ramm Mohan Roy (1772-1833), who clearly was a precocious young man, for already at a
youngg age he wrote a Persian tract which criticized idolatry and polytheism and echoed the
rationall deistic thought imbibed during his earlier Islamic study in Patna. Afterwards, Roy
becamee acquainted with the Serampore missionaries: he learned English, helped them with
thee translation of the New Testament in Bengali and set himself to study Christianity
(especiallyy its Unitarian variety) seriously. In fact, in 1821 Roy started a mission for the
propagationn and defense of Hindu Unitarianism, which nonetheless had little success and
soonn was dissolved. Though influenced by Christian Unitarianism, at the same time he felt
thatt Hindu 'scriptures' contained all fundamental truths. What remains crucial, however, is
thatt on the basis of his own individual 'rational' judgement, Roy chose to substitute some of
thesee works (while relying heavily on the Vedas and the Upanishads) for priests as the
sourcess of proper knowledge. Subsequently, translations of them in printed vernaculars as
welll as English circulated widely in Bengal and eventually beyond. Ram Mohan Roy establishedd the Brahmo Samaj in 1828 but soon after that left for England, where he died three
yearss later. The movement remains one of the first signs that Indians (in this case Hindus)
'rationally'' reassessed their heritage as part of their interaction with the West. Its members
weree theists and opposed idol worship, emphasizing spiritual devotion to God rather than
elaboratee external ritual, while at the same time they appreciated Western science and
especiallyy Christianity. Over time, however, the Brahmos, first under the leadership of
Debendranathh Tagore (1817-1905), separated from the mainstream of Hindu society and
practice,, developing into a distinct community of faith governed by its own marriage laws
andd famous for its activities in the field of social reform.
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Thee Lahore Brahmo Samaj was founded in 1863 and was an offshoot of the earlier
movement.. Besides the missionaries and the government, they were the first to own a printing
presss for the propagation of their ideas. Despite being Bengali speakers. Brahmo Samajists
weree willing to make use of Urdu and Punjabi but preferred Hindi in the Devanagari script.
Nonetheless,, while being outsiders and mostly in government service, Brahmos faced similar
problemss as the missionaries in attracting Punjabis to their program. Though Bengalis
providedd a lifestyle and Brahmos the specific institutions for adaptation, Bengalis remained
alooff from Punjabis and especially the Brahmo Samaj generated much criticism from local
Hindus.. Founded before Christianity was an integral part of the British government and
beforee there were any clear cut ideas about the Empire, most Punjabis rejected the Brahmo
Samajj because of its tolerance towards other faiths and particularly its use of Christian moral
overtones.. Such mixing of faiths especially gave little support to Hindus surrounded by
proselytizingg traditions and fearful of Christian conversion. Instead, Punjabi Hindus as well
ass Sikhs were much more attracted to the Arya Samaj.
Quitee different from the Brahmo Samaj was the Anjuman-i-Punjab which existed principallyy in Lahore between 1865 and 1888 as an important voluntary association of both Europeanss and indigenous elites. Lieutenant-Governor, Donald McLeod,53 did the original call for
membershipp but Dr. Leitner undoubtedly was the pivotal character behind the movement.
Leitnerr was an Hungarian who had lived in Turkey, received a Phd. from the University of
Freiburgg in Germany and lectured in Arabic, Turkish and modern Greek at King's College,
Universityy of London.54 In 1864 he came to Lahore and became Principal of the Government
College.. With McLeod's backing, the association soon consisted of over three hundred
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members,, mostly drawn from the Punjab's major towns and cities. A Parliamentary report on
thee Punjab University movement states that the Anjuman officially was founded for the
diffusionn of useful knowledge, the discussion of subjects possessing literary and scientific
interestt and for the free expression of native opinion on questions of social and political
reform'.555 Accordingly, one of its first important projects was the establishment of a Free
Publicc Library during a time when printed books still were scarce.
Yett from 1865 upto 1882 the central issue of the Anjuman remained one of higher
education:: the so-called 'Oriental movement' for the creation of an Oriental University in
Lahoree (the Prince of Wales, who then was the President of the London Sanskrit Text society,
becamee the patron of the association). Overall the movement wanted to reinvigorate
indigenouss learning and spread Western knowledge through the vernaculars. Nonetheless,
whilee it sought patronage and support for its Orientalist ideas, the government of India did not
intendd to establish an Oriental University in Lahore and instead founded Panjab University in
18822 (with indeed Dr. Leitner as its Registrar). The University was recognized by Calcutta
Universityy as an English language medium institution but offered Asian language degrees as
well.. In fact, being the fourth University in South Asia (after Bombay, Calcutta and Madras
Universities,, which were all three founded in 1857), Panjab University was somewhat ahead
off its time. Until 1904, the former three Universities solely examined aspiring degree candidates.. They offered no courses and, instead, let students fulfill the required classes at any
numberr of University affiliated colleges, before presenting themselves for examinations.
Panjabb University, on tiie contrary, was a teaching University, though things further mostly
weree the same: Europeans obviously ruled it at the top, while according to Bhagat Lakshman

544 On Leitner: J.H. Stocqueler, Review of the life and labours ofDr, G.W. Leitner, Brighton 1895.
555 Leitner, History of indigenous education, v.
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Singh,, Indians working below them solely were jo hukm huzurs (those who did whatever the
Europeanss wanted), serving as pawns in the game.56
Mostt probably the establishment of an Oriental University in Lahore was too much for a
governmentt commited to spread 'useful' learning through education in India. For Dr.
Leitner'ss initiatives undoubtedly were against this policy as he made clear himself in his
somewhatt sarcastic illustration of education in government schools presented before the
Punjabb Education Commission in 1884:

Afterr leaving the middle school, a boy... knows arithmetic, Urdu and Persian, if not a
littlee English, all of which may be said to be "useful" to him, whilst he has acquired
somee information regarding history, geography, and elementary science, which, also,
cannott be affirmed to be "useless". He has also learnt the elements of mensuration,
whichh is a "practical" acquirement for him, especially if he wishes to become a suboverseer,, overseer or engineer. He has also, if he has studied English, read
Cunningham'ss Sanitary Primer, and if he has practiced the lessons contained in it, that
knowledgee too is "practical".57

Byy the time a student completes high school, Leitner continues, he has acquired more
informationn but otherwise has become 'less suited for a "useful" and "practical" career, than

566

Generally I -akshman Singh was not too happy with the new mode of higher learning, writing forty years after
completingg his education in Lahore: 'even at this long distance of time I can not find words to give adequate
expressionn to the absolute cussedness and fatuity which had led to the conception and adoption of one uniform
schemee of studies for youngsters of different tastes and intellectual developments... I can say that I have not
benefitedd in the least from my study of the aforesaid subjects, with the exception of English and history, which I
couldd have as well learnt privately with self effort' in Autobiography, 71-72.
5151
Anonymous, Report by the Punjab provincial committee with evidence taken before the committee and
memorialsmemorials addressed to the education commission, Calcutta 1884, 369-370.
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whenn he passed the middle school. His distaste to all physical exertion, except to that of the
pen,, has grown, and he is more unwilling than before to return to his father's shop'.58
Moree important, the Punjab government came to appreciate the Anjuman-i-Punjab as a
dependablee loyal representative of public opinion and a deposit of "native' knowledge. While
too some extent the movement was a reaction against the loathing of everything coming from
thee East as put into words by Macaulay, the Anjuman clearly belonged to its times and was
warmlyy welcomed by the British in their quest for knowledge of India to rule 'for the better'.
Mostt issues brought before the Anjuman by the government reflected some current need for
confirmingg the native' viewpoint on cases such as: the prevention of female infanticide; an
inquiryy from the Punjab Census office how best to determine the age of Hindu and Muslim
youths;; the availability of Persian literary works for government publication; the marriage of
minorr girls or widow remarriage.59 Undoubtedly, the earlier mentioned, Muhammad Husain
Azad,, played a crucial role during these discussions. He was a very active member of the
Anjuman-i-Punjabb and in 1869 Dr. Leitner appointed him assistant Professor of Arabic at the
Governmentt College. He presented twenty-two papers before the Anjuman meetings
discussingg a great variety of subjects (eventually the Anjuman published a total of 142
papers).. Yet one of his lectures turned out to be the most memorable and controversial
meetingg in the Anjuman's history. On May 9, 1874, Azad straightforwardly called for the
reformm of Urdu poetry based on English models, aiming at "moral' instruction and presenting a
"natural'' picture of feelings and thoughts. Supported by the Director of Public Instruction,
Colonell W.R.M Holroyd, he proposed to start a Victorian style new mushairah series (a mushairahhairah is a gathering at which poets read their verses, which are usually, by pre-arrangement,

599 J.P. Perrill, The Anjuman-i-Punjab as a common interest association and symbol of social change in
nineteenthh century Punjab in Punjab Past and Present, 16,1982, 347.
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formallyy identical ones, before an audience of connoisseurs and patrons). However, instead of
settingg the traditional formal pattern line to which all the poetry should conform, the
Anjumann invited poets to compose on such themes as Hope', 'Patriotism', 'Justice' and
indeedd 'Civilization'. Undoubtedly, these meetings symbolize Lahore's uniqueness in terms
off the colonial interaction and, importantly, as significant center for the development of
modernn Urdu (and Punjabi, but this will be further treated in Chapter Four).60
Alll in all, the Brahmo Samaj and the Anjuman-i-Punjab can be seen as experimental
voluntaryy movements organized mostly by early Lahori public men. The Brahmo Samaj was
dominatedd by Bengalis and the Anjuman-i-Punjab by traditional Punjabi elites working
togetherr with British officials (though over time some Anjuman members -especially through
Dr.. Leitner's newspaper: the Indian Public Opinion- became somewhat -indeed not
downright-- critical towards the government and began voicing their own felt needs). Nonetheless,, the two associations soon were to be replaced by other voluntary movements more suited
too the fast changing Punjabi context. In hindsight, the most important role of the Brahmo
Samajj and Anjuman-i-Punjab therefore was giving other Punjabis the opportunity to perceive
neww forms of organization and debating which, alternately, inspired them to start off movementss by themselves, catering more to the needs of the different communities.61 Obviously
thee Arya Samaj, Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs were among them and the next Part will
finallyy turn to them.

600 Pritchett, Nets of awareness, 32-34.
611 A more straightforward political movement was the Lahore Indian Association, which had moved to the
Punjabb from Bengal in 1877 and was dominated by Hindus. It criticized the British through the (Brahmo Samaj
dominated)) Tribune newspaper but initially did not found much response among the educated Punjabis.
However,, when in 1883 the government tried to authorize the Dbert Bill, many Punjabis assembled to support
thee Indian Association. The Bill would permit Indian magistrates jurisdiction over Europeans and thus met much
oppositionn from Europeans, who demonstrated and formed defence associations. In turn, the Indian Association
accusedd the intolerance of Europeans.

PARTT n - THE INTELLECTUAL TEXTURE:
MORALL LANGUAGES STIRRING THE PUBLIC MIND

Ill l

CHAPTERR THREE

1.. Lay leaders criticizing tradition and society

Thoughh comparability does not mean sameness, a comparative term like 'moral languages'
clearlyy cannot do full justice to the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj, Ahmadiyah or any other nineteenth
centuryy reform movement, as each must be understood in terms of its own context, ideas and
actions.11 Yet, while I acknowledge many differences at the surface, I think the underlying
historicall parallels in terms of the colonial interaction are much more interesting. To criticize
contemporaryy society obviously remains an attitude common to all times. Just like during the
Europeann Reformation, Indian reformers wanted clarity in thought and behaviour. Singh
Sabhaites,, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs argued that the state of their respective traditions had
degeneratedd and society in general was corrupt. In the name of truth, the distortions of

11
So far the movements more or less have been discussed separately in Jones, Arya dharm; Lavan, The Ahmadiyah
movementmovement and Oberoi, The construction, but little in comparative terms, stressing the importance of the nineteenth
centuryy colonial interaction in relation to the making of modern Punjabi identities.
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contemporaryy religion had to be purified in order to have something worth living for as individuall or community. While arguing like this, the reformers not only referred to a pure past that was
lostt and needed to be revived (the so-called Golden Age) but, somewhat contradictorily, also
soughtt to construct a 'tradition' in terms that would make sense to the late nineteenth century
Punjabi.. Critical here then remains the fact that reformers not so much stressed change in
'theology'' but in practical moral behaviour. On the basis of 'rationally' redefined traditions, their
messagee was individualistic and aimed at adaptation to the changes in society through voluntary
communityy practices. Alternately, these identities then have to be seen in the context of the
'civilizingg mission' with its ideology of 'improvement' as dominantly propagated by the British
inn the public sphere.
Off the three movements discussed, only the Arya Samaj did not originate in the Punjab but
wass established in Bombay (1875). Yet, because of being at the right time and place, it was very
successfull in the region and during its early Punjabi decades went through some of its most
importantt ideological and institutional developments, providing (just like the Christian
missionariess and the Brahmo Samaj) a blueprint for subsequent reform movements. Influenced
byy blind Guru Virjanand Saraswari, the founder of the Arya Samaj, Dayanand Saraswati (18241883),, 'rationally' challenged contemporary Hindu practices, especially the caste system and
Brahmanicall authority.2 He preached monotheism and rejected the justification of caste by birth,
whichh instead should depend on a person's qualities and qualifications.3 His inspiration mainly
camee from the Vedas, which according to him contained the pure' religion to be revived. This

22 An interesting linguistic spin-off of Protestant missions: in vernacular Arya literature Brahmins are denounced
withh the English word pope' as supposed mediators between God and men.
33
Jordens, Dayananda Sarasvati, 63.
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gavee broad scope for social reformation as all beliefs and customs could be abandoned if they
weree solely sanctioned by later 'degenerate' texts.
Moreover,, while believing in the total separation between God and the human soul, the
Swamii placed great emphasis on the freedom of human will and continuously the moral responsibilityy of man. He put the full burden of man's destiny on the shoulders of man alone and as such
hiss repeated attacks on Advaitavedanta (as he knew it) were motivated by the view that it tended
too draw man away from action and the world. Punjabi elites found this core message of activism
andd involvement most attractive.4 At the 1877 Delhi darbar, Dayanand was invited by Sikh and
Hinduu leaders (primarily Brahmo Samajists). In the Punjab, he preached and gave specific
lecturess on Islam, the Brahmo Samaj, the Sikhs and, indeed for the very first time, on
Christianity,, which altogether led to passionate reactions from the different communities.
Saraswatii crisscrossed the province for more than one year and was very successful in the
regjon.55 In Lahore he attracted a group of dedicated disciples (most of whom were students and
graduatess of the local Colleges), who established the Lahore Arya Samaj on 24 June 1877 and
afterwardss rewrote the earlier long and detailed 28-point Bombay creed into the ten simple
principless which were followed ever since.6

44
J.T.F. Jordens, Dayananda Sarasvati. Essays on his life and ideas, New Delhi 1998,61-62.
55 Peter van der Veer has argued that the Arya Samaj was so successful in the Punjab because 'the attack on image
worshipp fell on fertile soil, prepared by centuries of Sikh traditions of imageless devotion' in Religious nationalism,
666 (and again in Imperial encounters, 51). Here, however, he overlooks the importance of Punjabi popular culture
ass described in Chapter One. Sikh gurdwaras, for example, were often run by Hindu priests and more often than not
containedd images and not only in the countryside, for also anyone walking around the Golden Temple in Amritsar
att the time would come across miscellaneous idols near the steps of the sacred tank, representing non-Sikh deities.
Hencee also one of the main programs of the Singh Sabhaites (as van der Veer also states himself on p. 74 of
ReligiousReligious nationalism) was to get rid of these images.
66 J.T.F. Jordens, Dayananda Sarasvati. Essays on his life and ideas, New Delhi 1998, 62.
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Thee establishment of the first Singh Sabha in Amritsar (1873) was partly the result of both
Hinduu and Christian missionary activities in the Punjab. While re-absorption into 'Hinduism' had
alwayss been a perceived threat to many Sikhs, they saw Christian evangelicalism in the Punjab as
yett another danger. Though the elitist Amritsar Singh Sabha remained at ease with portraying
Sikhismm solely as an Hindu reformist element, later lower caste and professional Singh Sabhaites
ledd by the Lahore Singh Sabha (1879) were more active and radical in restoring the Sikh tradition
too its supposed original purity, free from Hindu influences. This vision of the Sikhism came to be
knownn as Tat Khalsa: the word Tat' stands for the unalloyed elements out of which the universe
iss created and 'Khalsa' in popular usage signifies pure'. Tat Khalsa followers fiercely started to
attackattack Punjabi popular culture, preaching an end to the caste system (according to them,
untouchabless could enter the gurdwara any time) and worship of saints (Sufi Pirs) or descendents
off the Ten Gurus. While penetrating the Punjabi countryside more than other reformers, they
weree often banned from meeting in local gurdwaras (especially those dominated by Hindu
priests)) and subsequently erected gurdwaras served by Sikhs who accepted the Tat Khalsa
ideology. .
Inn 1880, the founder of the Ahmadiyah movement, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1835-1908),
begann the publication of his major work, Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah (Proofs of Ahmadiyah). In it, he
stressedd what he called the 'true' principles of Islam and the duties of all good Muslims. The work
wass well-received by Muslims who felt harassed by both Christian missionaries and (Arya
Samaj)) Hindus. like other Muslim reformers, Ghulam Ahmad was convinced that Islam had
fallenn in his times to unprecedented depths. Agitated by the lethargy of the ulema and the
continuouss Christian missionary criticism of the Prophet and Islam, he argued that the situation
hadd reached such proportions that only a divinely inspired leader could obstruct the process of
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declinee and restore Islam to its supposed pristine purity. He himself of course was the (super)man
calledd upon to perform this task and soon afterwards the Mirza claimed he received divine
revelationss telling him he was a a mujaddid (renewer of faith), masih mauwud (Promised messiah)
andd mahdi (rightly guided one). Obviously, these claims were not accepted by the orthodox
ulemaulema and hence Mirza Ghulam Ahmad became involved in many polemics with them.7
Ass Yohanan Friedmann argued persuasively, these concepts were adopted from medieval
Islamm but transcended their earlier meaning through Ghulam Ahmad's interpretations.8 The
Mirza'ss most moderate claim was to be the mujaddid (renewer of Islam). Numerous Muslim
leaderss earlier had claimed or were awarded the title and now Ghulam Ahmad claimed the title
forr himself. He pointed out that the hadith predicted the appearance of the centennial mujaddid
andd they indeed appeared at the expected times. While the mujaddid had appeared regularly since
thee emergence of Islam, nobody claimed the title on the eve of the fourteenth century A.H.
(whichh started on November 12, 1882). His most controversial modification of the classical
concept,, however, was his idea that there was an affinity between the mujaddid and the Prophet.9
Muchh more central to Ghulam Ahmad's world remains the idea of masih mauwud (Promised
Messiah).. Both the Christian and Islamic traditions followed the idea that Jesus had been alive in
heavenn since his mission on earth had ended and would descend for another (final?) performance
att the end of time. While the comparison between the living Jesus and the deceased Muhammad

77

See further on these polemics: Lavan, Polemics and conflict.
Friedmann, Prophecy continues.
99
In a similar way, Ghulam Ahmad treated the less conventional claim to be a muhaddath, a person spoken to by
Allahh or an angel. The classical hadith was the authority that provided legitimacy for Ghulam Ahmad's use of the
titlee but, like with his treatment of the concept of mujaddid, he transformed a personality of limited importance in
88
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hadd been used in Christian polemics against Islam since medieval times, Ghulam Ahmad turned
itt all around (as he regularly did) to counter Christian arguments. Accordingly nearly the whole
off his apologetic is built up with the object of proving himself to be the fulfillment of the 'second
coming'' of Christ. As such, he undermined the Christian view of Jesus and introduced substantiall changes into some prevalent Muslim beliefs concerning him, like claiming to possess Jesus'
spiritt and power and to be the Promised Messiah for both Christians and Muslims. Moreover,
Ghulamm Ahmad reconciled the idea of resembling the Christian Messiah with that character of
violencee and blood, the mahdi, by declaring that traditions speaking of the mahdi as a man of
violencee were all forgeries and the 'rightly guided one' was to be a man of peace. 10
Whatt remains crucial in this criticism from pious lay leaders towards the state of
contemporaryy Punjabi society is the fact that reformers came to echo many of the missionaries'
criticismss of South Asian society (like for example, idol worship, priestly domination, child
marriages,, purdah and the degradation of widows). Furthermore, that they for the first time
organizedd themselves into voluntary movements. Goals were stated in purposive rather than
termss of creed. Reformers became preoccupied with technical and financial questions and rules
weree created to bring order into the patterns of behaviour for community members in- and outsidee their modern disciplinary institutions. Like for the Christian missionaries, 'education' became
thee keyword and accordingly Punjabi reformers established educational institutions wherein they
couldd prepare their brethren for the future and make them aware of their past. Individuals

classicall thought into a recipient of divine revelation, entrusted with a crucial role hardly inferior to that of the
Prophet. .
100 And yet Ghulam Ahmad was not satisfied with the role he saw for himself in the world, for towards the end of
hiss life he also claimed to be an incarnation {avatar) of Vishnu, Krishna. The claim, however, was found so
offensivee even to his closest followers that they quietly dropped it. Also he had argued earlier that Sikh Guru Nanak
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(includingg women) were encouraged in speech and countless 'how to behave' manuals to
cultivatee personalities based on moderation and relentless self-control. Undoubtedly all this was
boostedd through the rapidly emerging *print culture'. Most Punjabi reformers set up their own
printingg presses which not only made possible the cheap production of texts but also furthered
'standardization',, while the wider availability of both indigenous and European texts encouraged
thee development of new intellectual combinations.
Afterr the death of Dayanand Saraswati, the Arya Samaj went through some of its most
importantt institutional developments. Arya Samajists sought to honour their departed teacher
throughh the foundation of a school that would impart his Vedic Hinduism. Plans were drafted for
itss establishment, the Anglo-Vedic trust and management society was set up to raise funds and in
18866 the (first) Dayanand Anglo-Vedic school was opened in Lahore with Lala Hans Raj (18641938)) as headmaster.11 The school became a college affiliated to the Punjab University, where a
curriculumm was taught similar to the government schools but without government support or the
participationn of Englishmen on the faculty. 12 But as the Dayanand Anglo-Vedic college

wass a Muslim saint on the basis of a cloak (embroidered with the Muslim creed and the opening chapter of the
Quran)) found in a village in Gurdaspur village and which supposedly belonged to the Guru.
111

Still in 1886 Indian headmasters were few. The headmaster of the Anglo-Oriental Muslim school in Aligarh for
examplee was British, even though the avowed intention of the institution was to reconcile Muslims to the study of
Englishh and Western science. Hence the College was, as Wilfred Cantwell Smith put it, 'distinguishable from a
Christiann missionary college only by the substitution of Islam for Christianity as the religious extra' in Modern
Islam,Islam, 14. Lala Hans Raj, nonetheless, was the first Indian to assume the headmastership of a high school under
purelyy Indian management.
122 See Lai Chand, Rules and bye-laws for the Dayanand Anglo-Vedic college society and managing committee
andand the rules and regulations for the management of the boarding house attached to the Dayanand Anglo-Vedic
highhigh school, Lahore 1888. In fact, the Dayanand Anglo-Vedic trust and management society not only was the first
centralizingg organization within the Samaj but also gained control of a significant pool of capital well before the
developmentt of Punjabi banking. Though this body of power, wealth and prestige included representatives from
manyy branch Samajes, it remained dominated by Lahori Arya Samajists and the subsequent foundation of a
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progressedd from a set of ideals to their concrete expression, earlier organizational developments
weree followed (as common to most reform movements) by internal tensions and by 1893 the
Aryaa Samaj was formally divided. Pandit Gurudatta (1826-1890) led one party and for him the
movementt first of all was a religious experience, i.e. Dayanand a rishi and his Satyarth Prakash
(Lightt of truth) a text that had to be taken literally and could not be questioned. Hence he wanted
thee college to focus on the study of Sanskrit and the Vedic scriptures. When this proved to be
impossible,, he and others such as Pandit Lekh Ram (1858-1897) and Lala Munshi Ram (18561926)) gained control over most of the local Arya Samajes, the Punjab Arya Pratinidhi Sabha and,
importantly,, started to emphasize proselytism and preaching. The other group of Arya Samajists,
whoo solely saw Dayanand as a great reformer, concentrated on the managing committee and the
college.. They established rival local organizations and in 1903 founded the Arya Pradeshik
Pratinidhii Sabha as their own provincial representative body. Overall, Anglo-vernacular
education,, safe from non-Hindu influence, but still relevant to government careers, remained
theirr primary cause. Not that Gurudatta's Aryas did neglect education, on the contrary, in the
1890ss they founded an educational institution strictly for girls: the Kanya Mahavidyalay.
Moreover,, Gurudatta's dream of a school system modeled after the ancient Hindu Universities
survivedd his death and in 1902 the Gurukul Kangri opened in Haridwar as a school where
studentss would follow a life of celibacy, discipline, and Vedic learning (with Munshi Ram as its
managerr and moral guide).13 By 1912, the two wings of the Arya Samaj had founded one

provinciall representative body (the Punjab Arya Pratinidhi Sabha) as third center of power (after the managing
committeee and Lahore Arya Samaj) did not reverse this situation.
133 See Arya Pratinidhi Sabha, The rules and the scheme of studies of the Gurukula, Lahore 1902 and on Lala
Munshii Ram (better known as Swami Shraddhanand): J.T.F. Jordens, Swami Shraddhanand. His life and causes,
Neww Delhi 1981.
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college,, eight Gurukuls, sixteen high schools and a large number of middle and primary schools.
Alreadyy for some time then also Arya Samajists were influential partners of Hindus and Sikhs in
publicc institutions such as the Punjab National Bank and the Bharat Insurance Company.
Fromm the beginning, the Amritsar Singh Sabha clearly was a modern voluntary association. It
hadd a constitution, a managing committee and arranged regular elections. As it expanded,
differentt kinds of functionaries were appointed. The Sabha came together regularly and produced
income-- and expenditure-records as well as annual reports. To provide a central organization for
alll Singh Sabhas, the Amritsar Khalsa Diwan was established in 1883. It included around thirtysixx different Singh Sabhas, including the Lahore association. Yet also this effort at unity did not
lastt long. In 1886 the Lahore Singh Sabha created its own Khalsa Diwan. Only the Sabhas of
Faridkot,, Amritsar, and Rawalpindi allied with the original Diwan, the rest turned to the more
fanaticc Lahori lay leaders. However, despite the differences in membership, ideology and
programss between the two Diwans, they did cooperate (supported by the colonial government) in
establishingg a Sikh College. Meetings were organized telling Sikhs that the Arya Samaj had its
institutionss to teach Sanskrit and the Vedas; the Muslims had made the provision for the teaching
off Arabic and the Quran in Aligarh; but the Sikhs had no institution for the study of Gurmukhi
andd the Granth Sahib. A decision was issued from the Golden Temple, requesting each Sikh to
givee a tenth of his income for the College project and in 1899 Khalsa College was established in
Amritsarr (which is still impressive today, being built, like many official buildings at that time, in
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Indo-Saracenicc architectural style). By 1900 there were almost a hundred Singh Sabhas and
relatedd societies scattered across the Punjab most of them allied to the Lahore Diwan.14
Meanwhilee leadership shifted and Sikh leaders once again attempted to unite the diverse
organizationss through the foundation of the Amritsar Chief Khalsa Diwan in 1902. Only twentyninee of the then existing 150 Singh Sabhas agreed to join this organization, which nonetheless
becamee the major spokesman for the Sikhs. It mobilized financial and human resources and
foundedd institutions. According to its ideology, Sikhism was a separate tradition with its own
ritualss and history. The Sikh identity was defined stricter than ever before, as only amrit-dhari
Sikhss could become members. The Chief Khalsa Diwan further promised to cultivate loyalty to
thee Crown, to safeguard Sikh rights vis-a-vis other communities and to fight for adequate
representationn of Sikhs in governmental services. Between 1890 and 1910, about a dozen Singh
Sabhaa allied associations were founded like the Gunnat Granth Pracharak Sabha of Amritsar
(publishingg society), Gurmat Granth Sudharak Sabha of Lahore (reformist association), Khalsa
Tractt Society, Central Khalsa Orphanage, Punjab and Sind Bank, Khalsa Pracharak Vidyalay
(missionaryy college) and, most importantly, from 1908 onwards, the Sikh Education Conference,
whichh came together every year to take stock of the progress of literacy in the community and
collectt money to build schools.
Thoughh in reality each Arya Samaj and Singh Sabha tended to mirror the concerns and
personalitiess of local lay leaders, at least in theory each regarded itself as the representative of the
respectivee communities. What (in spite of rivalries) held these essentially different groups and
institutionss together, was a developing sense of a distinct identity, including an image of the past

uu
The Bhasaur Singh Sabha led by Teja Singh was the most fanatic in propagating the Tat Khalsa ideals. See
further:: McLeod, Sikhs of the Khalsa, 173-177.
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andd a vision of the future. Moreover, as to be expected, voluntary movements like these were
characterizedd by enthusiast participation, especially from those who joined them straight from the
collegess and were extremely willing and without any inquiries. 15 Yet at the same time all this
wass part of the newly emerging modes of 'communication', expressing 'moral' indignation on
behalff of ideas that often remained misty. As such, for example, both Arya Samajists and Singh
Sabhaitess declared caste either wrong, or of no consequence, for both caste mattered. In the case
off the Singh Sabhaites Khatris and Aroras heavily influenced a Panth consisting largely of Jats.
Thee Arya Samaj then consisted largely of Khatris and to a lesser degree Aroras. Otherwise, in
general,, one followed strategies of compromise and flexibility, as propagating specific rules or
defendingg precise answers to controversial questions would have alienated both financial support
andd manpower. Accordingly also there were limits on the interpretation of the Hindu and Sikh
traditionss as serious questioning of certain texts, rituals or values could mean ostracism, personal
attackss and, moreover, an end to British patronage. For without doubt there was a shared view
amongg Punjabi reformers of how personal or institutional struggles related to British authority.
Acceptingg the official view of the government as the ma-bap, the parental source of justice and
patronage,, reformers emphasized 'their own loyalty and attachment to the Raj, while
simultaneouslyy tarring opponents as "seditious" or "trouble-making'".16 Supposedly, British

155 Hence also it did not come as a surprise when over time these voluntary movements confronted the British and
laterr governments in South Asia. For as Owen Chadwick put it: 'Though religion is important to government, it
doess not value excess of religion. It is happy with general morality, reasonable and moderate, but is uncomfortable
withh too much enthusiasm' in The secularization of the European mind, 117.
166
Barrier, Sikh politics, 169.
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alliess would be protected and given aid (land, financial support, quotas and so on), 'whereas
opponentss would be injured by government fiat'.17
Comparedd to the Arya Samaj and Singh Sabhas, the Ahmadiyah movement was much smaller
and,, initially, more locally based in the birthplace of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the little town of
Qadiann in rural Gurdaspur.18 Nonetheless it clearly showed the features of a modem voluntary
association.. Soon after its establishment a middle school was established in Qadian but education
especiallyy was vigorously pushed forward later through the Anglo-vernacular high school: it
containedd about four hundred students in all grades and was affiliated to the Punjab University.
Qadiyann also had a madrassah for the study of Arabic and the Quran, which turned out
missionariess (like was done after Partition, until the Pakistan government forbade them to do so,
att the madrassah in Rabwah). Subsequently, primary schools were opened in other districts and
too propagate their version of Islam further a-fleld, the movement started to publish its first periodicals:: the Urdu weeklies al-Hakam (1897) and Badr (1902), and the Review of Religions (since
19022 in English and Urdu). Particularly important to the movement was Ghulam Ahmad's alWasiyahWasiyah or The Will (1906) in which he made clear how the movement was to be organized after
hiss death. Hence, for example, the institution of the Khalifah as elected spiritual successor to the
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Ibid.
188 Though Qadian was looted and sacked after Partition, a few hundred Ahmadiyahs remained there to take care
off the former headquarters (now reduced to a small part of town). After Partition, many Ahmadiyahs settled down
inn Rabwah near Chiniot in Pakistani Punjab. Initially the influence of most famous Ahmadiyah Zafrullah Khan
(whoo later would be president of the International Court of Justice in The Hague in the Netherlands) postponed
persecutionn of Ahmadiyahs there, but after the 1975 declaration in Mecca of Ahmadiyahs being non-Islamic, the
Pakistanii government started to persecute them. Subsequently, not only many Ahmadiyahs drifted back to Qadian
but,, more importantly, the Khalifah moved to London which can be taken as the movement's headquarters ever
since. .
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founderr was agreed upon, while the initiation ceremony or baiat was decentralized and thus no
longerr the exclusive prerogative of the leader. 19
Too finance the goals of the movement heavy taxes were imposed on Ahmadiyah members,
whoo cheerfully paid ever since. As such, for example, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad made it obligatory
forr members of the community to donate a part of their income to the movement. In al-Wasiyah,
Ahmadd also had pleaded for the establishment of a behishti maqbara (celestial cemetery) in
Qadiyan.. Those who wanted to be buried there had to pay contribution and leave at least one
tenthh of their property to a specific anjuman, turning the graveyard into an instrument for longtermm funding (it is still there, though financially the larger cemetery in Rabwah is more important
now).. The money collected then was to be spent:

Onn the propagation of Islam, on spreading knowledge of the Holy Quran and other
religiouss scriptures, and on preachers appointed to administer to the spiritual needs of the
movementt and mankind in general... In these funds there shall also be a share for the
orphans,, the needy, and the new converts who may not have adequate means of livelihood
whilee they are members of the movement. And it shall be permissible that the funds
shouldd be strengthened by investing them in some profitable enterprise.20

199 When Ghulam Ahmad decided to accept baiat in 1889 he meant it in the way it was done to a Khalifah in
SunniSunni Islam. Although Ahmad received revelations and won followers through his charismatic preaching and
writing,, he never claimed, as one perhaps would expect in the Punjab case, to be a Sufi Pir.
200 Ahmad, The Will, 4 0 ^ 3 .
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Too take care of community dealings, two crucial anjumans were founded over time (the first by
Ghulamm Ahmad and the second by the first Khalifah Nur al-Din, who was one of Ahmad's
earliestt supporters and confidents). A central committee, the Sadr Anjuman-i-Ahmadiyah (with
memberss appointed for life), looked after the executive and educational necessities of the
community,, while the Society for the advancement of Islam, the Anjuman Taraqqi Islam, took
caree mainly of missionary activities.
Thoughh based in rural Qadiyan, the Ahmadiyah movement did not differ much from the Arya
Samajj and Singh Sabhas in terms of lay leadership. Like the other two movements, the
Ahmadiyahh community had a bipolar character from the beginning. Roughly the teachings of
Ghulamm Ahmad first appealed to affluent Muslims but especially later also attracted people
amongg the illiterate poor. Among the literates were doctors, attorneys, landowners and businessmen,, who generally remained somewhat aloof from the growing number of poor rural members.
Againn comparable to what happened to both the Arya Samaj and Singh Sabha movements, after
thee death of Nur al-Din, the Ahmadiyah movement was divided into two factions in 1914: the
Qadiyanii and the Lahori. The most crucial issues for this split were about the institution of the
KhalifahKhalifah as community leader and the fact that Lahori Ahmadiyahs took themselves as not so
differentt as the Qadiyani faction from mainstream Sunni Islam. Undoubtedly of great importance
heree was article published a few years earlier by the second Khalifah, Mahmud Ahmad, in which
hee declared that all non-Ahmadiyah Muslims were kafirs (heathens).21
Criticismm of tradition and society propagated through modem disciplinary institutions and
practicess were the distinct characteristics of Punjabi lay leaders in the emerging public sphere.
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Nott that these lay leaders took over traditional leadership overnight, on the contrary, that never
happenedd and especially the early histories of Singh Sabhas, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyahs remain
fulll of negotiations and confrontations between the old and new spokesmen. It is interesting, for
example,, that the Arya Samaj managed to achieve in barely fifteen months on several fronts
(includingg a new ideology, organization and membership) what the Amritsar Singh Sabha had
failedd to attain in six years. The explanation for this then is that the men behind the Amritsar
Singhh Sabha were part of the traditional elite, while the Arya Samaj attracted both Hindus and
Sikhss who already felt much more comfortable in the public sphere. Otherwise the success and
growthh of the Arya Samaj in the Punjab obviously was the result of the specific 'colonial culture'
withh its ever-growing subculture of public men. All in all, the fast changing circumstances made
clearr to Punjabi lay leaders that 'rational' choices were to be made. Criticizing contemporary
traditionn and society much in the same way as Christian missionaries, they spoke of going back
too and revive the Golden Age when their tradition still was 'pure'. Also reformers organized
themselvess into voluntary movements, registered with the colonial government and began all
sortss of modern disciplinary institutions and practices. By doing this, importantly, they tacitly
acceptedd some essential assumptions of the 'civilizing mission', whatever the anti-colonial
rhetoricc later. Again like the Christian missionaries, reformers increasingly stressed the
importancee of 'education' as a cure for all diseases and that the masses of society needed moral
andd physical 'improvement', likewise, importantly, Arya Samajists, Singh Sabhaites and
Ahmadiyahss retreated into their respective communities to redefine doctrine, conduct and rite,
creatingg 'moral languages' stressing employment of human will in disciplining mind and body on
thee way.
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2.. Defining doctrine, conduct and rite

Althoughh the understanding of 'faith' as popularized since the Protestant Reformation through the
ideaa of Sola Fide always has been a starting point within the Christian tradition, this notion never
wass essential to non-Western traditions. Instead, 'conduct' in accordance with traditional law and
rituall made up the most crucial aspect of, for example, the greater traditions of Islam, Hinduism
andd Sikhism. What is more, opposed to the Reformatory tradition of Sola Scriptura, this 'conduct'
nott necessarily had to be traceable in some scripture. Nonetheless, many things changed in the
non-Westernn world following the interaction with Western (Christian) ideas, opening up new
'rational'' ways of looking at one's own tradition and, continuously, transforming the texture of
"tradition'' in society. Increasingly, leading Singh Sabhaites, Swami Dayanand Saraswati and
Mirzaa Ghulam Ahmad appealed to tradition in a Reformatory way, by picking out concepts and
changingg their meanings into new contextual terminology. Sacred works were central to the project:: the Granth Sahib for the Singh Sabhaites, the Vedas for Dayanand and the Quran for
Ghulamm Ahmad. For indeed something new happened during the nineteenth century in terms of
'rationality',, as an increasing amount of lay leaders claimed their public 'right' to study and
commentt upon these works. While scriptural commentary earlier was regarded (much like what
nowadayss is called post-modern) as an esoteric venture and intellectual subtlety, for the
reformerss conceptual clarity seemed to be the ultimate goal.
Followingg the establishment of the Amritsar Singh Sabha, some elitist Sikhs began to perceivee their tradition anew and, consequently, the codification of morality, which earlier had no
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definitee shape, attained fixed form. They 'rationally' construed the rahit-namas (manuals of
RahitRahit principles) within a far narrower framework, eliminating Hindu elements and
'superstition'.222 The goal of the Singh Sabha reformers was to write down for once and for all the
rightright way of conduct, supposedly restoring the Rahit to its 'pure' form as delivered to the Panth
byy Guru Gobind Singh. Obviously this was a complicated process but, ultimately, Sikh leaders
agreedd in 1945 upon one version, the Sikh Rahit Maryada, published in 1950 under the
patronagee of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPQ. Moreover, Singh
Sabhaitess turned towards the important task of reinterpreting the Granth Sahib. It was argued that
thee latter contained the Sikh way of life and as such was authoritative. Hence, in hindsight, the
Sikhh tradition started with a human Guru, continued during a period of duality in which there
weree human Gurus and a collection of sacred writings and ever since the Singh Sabha movement
aa situation wherein the Granth Sahib is authoritative. Influenced by the studies of European
(missionary)) scholars, commentaries on the scripture came up for the first time in the Sikh
tradition.. Singh Sabhaites aimed to establish the strict moral meaning of scriptural word or
phrasee in terms that were principally Tat Khalsa. Especially it was stressed that these meanings
weree independent of Hindu learning.
Whilee in theory (but not in practice) Singh Sabhaites rejected the caste system and rituals performedd simply for the sake of spiritual purification, they produced a vast amount of polemical
literaturee arguing that ritualism originated from Hinduism and was untrue to the Tat Khalsa.

222
The word Rahit derives from rahana, to live, and remains a crucial word within the Sikh tradition meaning the
codee of belief and discipline to be obeyed by Khalsa members. Since the eighteenth century Sikhs often attempted
too write down the Khalsa way of life in manuals called rahit-namas. See further: McLeod, Sikhs of the Khalsa.
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liberationn could not be reached merely through ceremonial acts. Instead, they argued that the
Granthh Sahib could perform all the functions not only of traditional religious experts but also of
exorcistss and other popular healers. Hence, when in emergency, an individual was to turn to this
sacredd repository, while each verse was endowed (like a mantra or incantation) with special
power.. This changing perception of the Granth is reflected for example also in one novel by
leadingg Singh Sabhaite and most well-known Sikh author, Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957).23 In
BabaBaba Naudh Singh (first serialized from 1917 to 1921 and subtitled A study in moral and
spirituall awakening), a reading from the Sikh scripture leads to the desired objective of stopping
incessantt rainfall.24 In fact, Vir Singh's novels Sundri (1898), Bijay Singh (1900), SatwantKaur
(1900)) and Baba Naudh Singh generally propagated Tat Khalsa ideals. They were very popular
duringg the first decades of the twentieth century and in them Sikhs could read about the right
Sikhh code of conduct. Accordingly also the repeated emphasis on the initiation rite and the five
K'ss in these novels and the Singh Sabha literature in general succeeded in turning initiation into
thee most salient of the Sikh rites de passage.25 Something more or less similar took place among
thee Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs through the introduction of respectively the Ten principles
andd the baiat. Indeed, importantly, opposed to what is commonly thought, it was only with the
Singhh Sabha reformation that the five K's became part of the Rahit:

233 Bhai Vir Singh went to the Church Mission high school in Amritsar. He started his career with the Khalsa
Tractt Society, which propagated Singh Sabha ideas, acquired a majority share in the publishing house Wazir-i-Hind
(whichh published all his novels) and managed the journal, Khalsa Samachar.
** Vir Singh, Baba Naudh Singh, Singh, 39.
2525
Oberoi, The construction, 332-333. The five K's are Kesh (uncut hair), Kangha (comb), Kara (steel bangle),
KirpanKirpan (sword or dagger) and Koch (breeches).
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Guruu Gobind Singh did not include them in his instructions at the founding of the Khalsa;
theyy do not appear during the following century and three quarters; and they make their
appearancee only when Singh Sabha reformers were convinced that the Guru must have
introducedd them.26

Onn the whole, an all out campaign was launched to abolish the so-called Hindu customs and
replacee them with strictly defined Tat Khalsa rites de passage. Between 1884 and 1915 at least
twenty-fourr manuals were produced to decide what sort of life cycle rituals (most of them on
marriage)) should be performed.27 In order to encourage the acceptance of these changed rituals,
theyy were published in the leading Sikh newspapers. What initially were changes introduced by a
smalll minority thus gradually came to be accepted by the Sikh public at large. The controversy
generatedd over the passage of the Anand Marriage Act remains crucial to the process. At the turn
off the century a growing number of Sikhs performed their marriage ceremony according to the
newlyy defined Singh Sabha norm. Yet it suddenly became clear to the Singh Sabhaites that this
modee of marriage had no legal recognition, as until then Sikhs officially were supposed to have
Hinduu weddings. This led to endless problems over the status of children, distribution of wealth
andd inheritance. The government, however, was so much impressed by the support that was
givenn by the Sikh community to the Singh Sabhaites that in 1909 the Anand Marriage Act was
passedd in the Imperial Legislative Council.28 It states that all Sikh marriages conducted according
too the Anand marriage ceremony (requiring couples to walk round the Guru Granth Sahib instead
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off a Hindu sacred fire) should be recognized as valid from the day of their solemnization as well
ass giving it legal status for the future.29
Inn 1925 the Tat Khalsa ideology gained somewhat more ground when the Gurdwara Act
placedd the management of Sikh shrines in the hands of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committeee (SGPC). Then in 1931 a meeting was held at the Golden Temple where it was
decidedd to draw up a code to regulate individual and community life. Singh Sabha laymen like
Tejaa Singh, Bhai Vir Singh, Jodh Singh and Bhai Kahn Singh (who assisted Max Arthur
Macauliffee in his study of the Sikh tradition and unlike most Singh Sabhaites was a Jat) were
presentt and influential. Subsequently in 1945 the Rehat Maryada (a guide to the Sikh way of life)
wass approved by the SGPC, being a crucial landmark within the whole process of defining the
Sikhh tradition since the establishment of the Amritsar Singh Sabha. In it, a Sikh was strictly
defined.. How one should behave as individual and community member; what and where one
shouldd study and sing; what one should not say about the tradition in the gurdwara; which rites
dee passage should be followed; and (indeed like within the Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah
communities)) what kind of community service should be performed.
Muchh more ardently than the Singh Sabhaites, Dayanand Saraswati opposed contemporary
Hinduu practices from within. His thinking took a crucial turn after his visit to Calcutta in 1872
whenn he gave up the dress of a mendicant and started to speak in Hindi instead of Sanskrit to
reachh a wider audience. Calcutta had confronted him with the world of reform. There he saw how
thee Brahmo Samajists propagated their ideas to the public through institutions, public speeches,
numerouss writings and how they compared Hindu practices with those of other traditions as well

Ibid.,, Fromritual,152-153.
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ass Western reason and Christianity. His main ideas were published for the first time in 1875 in
thee Satyarth Prakash and it has been argued these ideas were very similar to those propagated in
BrahmoBrahmo dharm by Debendranath Tagore.30 In the Satyarth Prakash, Dayanand worked out his
conceptt of true Vedic Hinduism and condemned all that he thought to be false, i.e. all non-Vedic
versionss of Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism. He further argued
(indeedd like Europeans since the eighteenth century) that Sanskrit was the mother of all
languagess and generally stressed the importance of education.
Lookingg at his ideas, however, the Swami (like the Singh Sabhaites) clearly was not a great
theologian'.. His personal life reflected that he was more interested in the struggles of man than in
thee mysteries of God. Initially he was devoted to reaching moksha but later he devoted his life to
thee regeneration of Arya varta (Aryan land).31 In fact, the Swami (probably partly because of his
ShaiviteShaivite background) had imprinted on his mind the idea of a personal God, which after discussionss with Christian missionaries and his stay in Calcutta developed into a clear doctrine of
monotheism.. Crucial also remain Dayanand's ideas about the Vedas and their relation to God. He
adoptedd the view that true' religion must come directly from God in the definite form of a book
andd combined this with the dogma of the superiority of Vedic Hinduism. He believed that God
revealedd 'truth' in the Vedas, which therefore constituted the only real divine revelation. All other
sacredd Hindu books as well as the 'scriptures' of other traditions merely were man's imperfect efforts.. It was the first time in Hindu tradition that this concept of revelation was found.
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Earlier, the founder of the Nirankaris, Baba Dayal Das, revived the practice of marrying in the presence of the
Granthh Sahib.
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Dayanand'ss limited concept of 'true' religion as one of the final word, undoubtedly was inspired
byy the way Protestants viewed the Bible (and probably too a lesser extent, Muslims the Quran).
Evenn so, he went further than any Christian fundamentalist probably would dare, by claiming that
thee Vedas contained the totality of all knowledge: spiritual, moral, social, political and scientific!32 2
Ass said earlier, while he believed in the total separation of God and the human soul, Dayanand
greatlyy emphasized the moral stature and responsibility of man, whose salvation was to be
achievedd by nothing else than his own works. Action through reason was the basic duty of
anyonee reaching out for moksha and, accordingly, Aryas stressed personal virtue and the
performancee of good works. All this then was to be regulated by the law of karma, an inexorably
justt law that man never escaped from, not even in mokshal Although this law was to be executed
byy God, he never interfered with the laws of nature, for both these laws were perfect from the
beginning.333 For Dayanand, freedom, activity and involvement in the world constituted the basic
pursuitt of man and in relation to this he stated in the Satyarth Prakash:

Hee is called a free-agent who has the body, the vital forces, the senses and the mind
subordinatee to his will. If the soul were not a free-agent it would not reap the fruits of its
deedss -good or bad... In other words, the soul is a free-agent in so far as the performance
off deeds is concerned but it has to submit to divine laws in the matter of suffering pain
andd misery for its sins.34

Ibid.,, 279-280.
Ibid.,, 282.
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Noo other Hindu 'theologian' had elevated human will to such a rank in the scale of human effort,
farr above the powers of ritualism, the raptures of mysticism or the effectiveness of devotional
lovee as common for example in the bhakti tradition.35 Parallel to his ideas on the freedom of
humann will, Dayanand developed the concept of dharm or the duties man has to perform to
achievee his worldly fulfillment. He elevated man to a position of complete freedom and responsibility.. Stressing moral action (dharmachar), every individual had to live a morally good life, selfcontrolled,, always active and in search of knowledge, governed by reason and duly assessed by
thee law of divine justice and reward. Although he argued that the state had to be the guardian of
dharm,dharm, the state's effectiveness depended on the righteousness of all its members, from the ruler
too the common man.36 Compared to earlier interpretations, this earthly exposition of dharm no
doubtt brought Dayanand into confrontation with the caste system.
Too affirm their position within the larger Hindu tradition, Arya Samajists (like their Sikh
counterparts)) created their own rites de passage. To preach change meant little when no birth,
deathh or marriage ceremony could be performed outside the world of orthodoxy. Accordingly,
Saraswati'ss Sanskar Vidhi (1877) provided Aryas with the five principal sacred practices to be
observedd everyday and sixteen life cycle rituals, beginning with conception and ending with
cremation.. Arya replacement of life cycle ceremonies not only threatened existing beliefs, yet at
thee same time struck at the economic position of the Brahmans, as Arya ceremonies did not
employy them but were conducted by Arya pandits or even, though not often, Samaj laymen
instead.. Generally Arya rituals were practical and could be performed without having to spend
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tooo much money, while emphasizing the 'pure' and simple Vedic rites, without elaborate rituals
commonn in the Hindu tradition or the fireworks and dancing girls found at more popular
meetings.37 7
Byy definition a good prophet is a bad 'theologian', as he speaks in inspiration and rapture
withoutt putting his ideas together in a clear system. Yet, though most of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's
ideass concern prophetology, he also had some thoughts on conduct or adab. This is crucial since
inn Islam 'conduct' in accordance with the body of rules of the shariat (worked out through the
disciplinee of fiqh) remains a sine qua non of salvation.38 However, instead of following interpretationss of the hadith, Ghulam Ahmad (resembling Singh Sabhaites and Dayanand Saraswati)
arguedd that this 'conduct' had to be strictly traceable in the Quran:

Thee movements of our soul depend upon those of our body and if the body is drawn in
anyy direction the soul must follow... The Holy Quran has, therefore, applied itself
abundantlyy to the reformation of the physical state of man's life. It gives us the most
valuablee and minute directions on all matters of importance with which man is concerned.
Alll his movements, the manner of the satisfaction of all his requirements, his family,
sociall and general connections, health and sickness, are all regulated by rules and it is
shownn how external order and purity have their effect upon the spiritual state of man.39
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Throughoutt the history of Islam, the Quran of course had proclaimed its moral authority on the
basiss of its being the very word of God (for in Islam God revealed himself not in any historical
personagee but in a book). Yet what Ghulam Ahmad did was following a specific mode of
thinkingg which would be increasingly common within modern Quran interpretation. As J.M.S.
Baljonn put it:

Inn the writings of the modem Quran expositors one meets sundry objections against the
classicc interpreters, serving as favoured grounds for justification for adding one more
commentaryy to the hundreds existing. First and foremost we find the postulate of the
Reformationn that everybody is allowed to reflect on the purports of the Holy book.40

Hence,, as an example of how Mirza Ghulam Ahmad interpreted the moral values contained in
thee Quran, more than half of his Islami usul kifalasafi (1905) is devoted to religious 'conduct'. In
it,, Ghulam Ahmad stressed that:

Faithh without deeds is useless, and good deeds not actuated by faith are mere show. The
Islamicc paradise is a true representation of the faith and good deeds of this world. Every
man'ss paradise is an image of what he has done here below. It does not come from
withoutt but grows from within a man himself. It is his own faith and his own good deeds

reprintedd in English under the above title and The teachings of Islam (subtitled A solution of five fundamental
religiouss problems from the Muslim point of view).
400 Baljon, Modern Muslim Koran Koran interpretation, 16.
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thatt make the form of a paradise for him to live in and its delight is tasted in this very
life.41 1

Accordinglyy also he advocated the importance of knowledge through experience:

Wee are told that our morals are not actually formed unless they are proved by sufferings
andd trials which stand to them in the relation of practice to knowledge... Knowledge
whichh is at its best in practice is a source of blessings, but that which never passes into
thee domain of the practical has no value.42

Noo doubt these ideas were central to the world of nineteenth century reform, both within Islamic
andd other traditions, but Ghulam Ahmads ideas especially have to be seen in the wider context of
modernn Muslim Koran interpretation. The noun 'aql, for example, was used with growing frequencyy in the sense of 'rationality' in many places within the nineteenth century Islamic world.43
Undoubtedly,, as a result of the confrontation with the West, it referred to what came to be known
ass the 'greater' jihad or the "unceasing effort to discriminate the boundaries made clear in the
Qurann and relentless self-control in eschewing excess and living within them',44
Alll in all, Singh Sabhaites, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs defined themselves as followers
off the Granth Sahib, Vedas and Quran. Crucial here of course remains the inclination to

411 Ahmad, The philosophy of Islam, 8-9.
422 Ibid.. 188.
433 Baljon, Modern Muslim Koran interpretation, 21. This very same stress on 'aql or 'rationality' one for example
alsoo finds in contemporary works such as Altaf Husain Hali's Musaddas, Nazir Ahmad's 'moral' tales and Ashraf
'' Ali Thanawi's Bihisti Zewar, all of which will be dealt with later.
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'rationality'' and the increasing number of commentaries by 'lay leaders' on these works. As a
result,, importantly, these 'scriptures' became eternal referents of transcendence and as such the
coloniall interaction (and that with Protestant evangelicals in particular) caused them to loose
theirr implicit normative functions. On the basis of their 'scriptures', reformers explicitly made
clear,, what one had to do, where one was coming from and was heading for. Nothing exceeded
theirr ideas and experiences, for they were utterly sovereign subjects who could define themselves
whilee absorbing 'the other', even if this meant a denial of transcendence. For indeed, often not
evenn God escaped the 'rationality' of the reformers, while the 'moral imperative' they followed
existedd less because God commanded it than because they 'willed' it,45 integrating, as Jan
Heestermann put it, 'the mundane and the transcendent into one explosive reality'.46 Personal
standardss in ethics and worship were 'rationally' enjoined, so that religious life became more
congruentt with a more mobile and urbanized society. Complex customary observations of
funeralss and marriages tied to specific times and places were de-emphasized and instead an
internalizedd religion of individual responsibility was propagated. 4 7 Hence, similar to the 'thisworldly-asceticism'' of the European Reformation as argued by Max Weber, Singh Sabhaites,
Aryaa Samajists and Ahmadiyahs sought to control the flux of the contemporary world with
Puritanismm and restraint. The ultimate cause of the present was attributed to one's own individual
morall corruption and therefore salvation was a personal and internal struggle, a feat of will.48
Alternatively,, the fact that more and more people claimed the 'right' to participate in the
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redefinitionn of tradition, brings us to the relationship between 'rationality' and the growing
authorityy of Western science.

3.. The authority of Western science

Overr centuries the Vedas were transmitted first orally and, subsequently, both in terms of archive
ass well as in language used, on the basis of some unorganized manuscripts. Hence when
Europeanss in eighteenth century South Asia found themselves wondering whether the Vedas
reallyy existed since no one seemed ever to have seen or known a copy of them, they were often
toldd by Brahmins: Veda is whatever pertains to religion; Veda is not books'. The case of the
Sikhss was somewhat more organized. They considered the Granth Sahib as their sacred work.
Yett when in 1859 the Punjab government instituted a program to preserve and translate an
authenticc version of it, finding copies was difficult: 'the original copy was in the possession of
onee family, but after intense negotiations, that Granth was copied, and the manuscript shipped to
thee India Office'.49 Much indeed changed when Europeans started to translate and comment upon
Indiann sacred works. Their Protestant notion of scripture, as it were, set a precedent in replacing
thee scripture-tradition pair (Quran-Sun/w/i, Sruti-Smrti, Granth Sahib-Gurus) with a Sola
Scripturaa proposal that was more or less followed by many since Ram Mohan Roy, including as
discussedd above the Singh Sabhaites, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs. Crucial to the process
wass the body of Western Orientalist knowledge of Indian traditions, while in general Western
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sciencee increasingly became authoritative and often worked as a catalyst in the process of
redefinition. .
Overalll the acceptance of the authority of Western science and technology rested upon its
functionalism:: it worked, both mind and machine. The valid conclusions of science, the sphere of
thee empirically demonstrable, finally enforced its claims of acceptance, regardless of cultural
origins.. Science and technology indeed posed few problems for traditional Indian thinkers: 'If all
truthh rested in the scriptures or in the teachings of an inspired master, and if science was itself
true,, then no contradiction could possibly exist'.50 Compared to the church in the West it seems
Indiann traditions were much more able to incorporate science, especially also while the remaining
'moral'' problem was easy to overcome. For one just incorporated 'the other': in the case of the
Aryaa Samaj, for example, through belief in the Hindu origin of science. Accordingly, 'rational'
polemicss emerged through which Indians tried to counter Western scholarship but, ironically,
simultaneously,, often cited Western works to authorize their points. Or as, leading Arya Samajist
andd Professor of Physical science at Lahore's government college, Pandit Gurudatta, described
thiss tension in one of his texts:

Iff we have purposely avoided mentioning ancient eastern authorities on the subject, it is
forr the plain reason that that India of the present day derives its intellectual activity, faith,
belieff and conviction mainly from civilized occidental England. Had we, in the very
beginning,, culled evidence from the ancient Sanskrit authors just to prove even these very y
positionss literally, there is no doubt that these remarks would have been unhesitatingly
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pronouncedd as superstitions, whimsical, unscientific and old-grown; although, even after
thee best evidence from Western authors on the subject has been collected, there is not to
bee found that systematic, exhaustive enumeration of evidence which is the characteristic
off a settled or decided opinion.51

Moreover,, though 'rationality' was taken as syntax for reform to establish firm identities and
'science'' increasingly became a catchword on the way, in the colonial context the universal
claimss of science first had to be represented, imposed and, difficult enough, translated into
vernacularr terms .52
Punjabii traditions were described and explained by the British first in travelogues and later
especiallyy in the numerous ethnological descriptions formalized in the District Gazetteers and
Censuss Reports. As far as the Sikh tradition is concerned, Joseph David Cunningham's A history
ofof the Sikhs (1849) marks the beginning of the writing of Sikh history. More relevant, however,
weree two other works published afterwards: one by German missionary and linguist, Ernest
Trumppp and, more importantly, one by Max Arthur Macauliffe. Trumpp was entrusted by the
Indiaa Office with translating the sacred scripture of the Sikhs into English (published in 1877 as
TheThe Adi Granth or The Holy scripture of the Sikhs).53 According to him. Sikhism was a sect
whosee separation from Hinduism occurred in the post-Guru period and generally was not of
muchh interest:
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Thee greatest part of the Granth contains a sort of devotional hymn, rather poor in conception,, clumsy in style, and wearisome to read... The writings of the old Hindu bhagats (or
devotees)) are on the whole far superior to those of the Sikh Gurus themselves as regards
contentss and style, especially those of Kabir from whom Nanak and his successors have
borrowedd all they know and preach. In fact so much is clearly seen from the Granth itself
thatt the Sikh Gurus taught nothing new whatever, and if a separate religion and a partially
neww nationality was in course of time sprung from it, this was not owing in any way to the
doctrinee taught by them, but to their financial and political organizations which they gave
theirr disciples.54

Obviouslyy Trumpp did not endear himself to the Sikhs by insulting remarks like these and others
prefacingg his translation of the Granth Sahib: 'With an egotism reflecting his missionary
backgroundd and rigorous training in linguistics, Trumpp felt he knew more about the meaning of
thee Sikh scriptures than those who revered them'.55 Hence also he did not work together with
Sikhss themselves but instead prepared his translations with the help of Hindu informants and
sporadicc advice from members of the Anjuman-i-Punjab. Yet, the point is that Trumpp's
translationn led to responses from the Sikh community and others (like the Arya Samaj) and hence
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openedd up the modern discussion about the Sikh tradition.56 In the wake of his translation, Sikh
scholarshipp took upon itself the task of reinterpreting the Granth Sahib with vigour and devotion
andd as such established the foundations of today's Granth Sahib studies. An early key work, later
criticizedd by Singh Sabhaites,57 was the Sri Granth Sahib jiAdi Satik (better known as the Faridkott Tika). In 1877, Raja Bikram Singh, ruler of the Princely State of Faridkot, commissioned a
full-scalee commentary on the Granth Sahib in Punjabi. The Faridkot Tika certainly marks a turningg point in the history of the delineation of the Sikh tradition, not only as a rebuttal of
Trumpp'ss work but particularly also because through its publication earlier interpretations of the
Sikhh scripture were categorically superseded.
Opposedd to Trumpp, Max Arthur Macauliffe thought it was not right to translate Sikh scripturess without asking the assistance of Sikhs themselves. Macauliffe worked on a translation of the
Adii Granth with the help of Sikh scholars from 1893 to 1909 and completed it to the satisfaction
off many.58 Completed sections were circulated for comments and eventually sent to a committee
formedd by the Amritsar Singh Sabha. Thus, in essence, bis work reflected the Tat Khalsa
ideology,, arguing that Sikhism had been distinct from Hinduism since the time of Guru Nanak.
Yet,, to conservative Sikhs an English translation was an act of desecration, as it would be carried
aroundd like any other book and treated without respect. As a result, Macauliffe had to be satisfied
withh publishing his monumental The Sikh religion: It's Gurus, Sacred writings and authors
(1909)) instead. By that time, however, the Sikhs already had moved beyond trying to
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demonstratee the distinctiveness of their tradition through reference to doctrine, conduct and rite
and,, instead, were far more busy facing the troublesome task of defining the implications of
beingg a Sikh in particular ways and in specific institutional settings.
Thoughh Dayanand Saraswati had been traditionally educated, he often confronted Western
reasonn and Christianity during his life, fa fact, the first Rg- Veda he ever saw was a copy edited by
Maxx Muller (1823-1910) and in the possession of Reverend J. Robson in Ajmer (1866), while
untill that time he knew only the Yajur-Veda.59 He often met Christian missionaries, who gave
himm a copy of the Bible, and he also ordered books from Germany.60 In Calcutta, he came to
knoww many Brahmo Samajists, visited the Royal Asiatic Society and generally became familiar
withh modern disciplinary institutions and practices. On his way from Calcutta to Bombay,
Dayanandd met some British officials in Farrukhabad and Sayyid Ahmad Khan in Aligarh. In
Bombayy he had many discussions: both with the local elite, which led to the establishment of the
Bombayy Arya Samaj, and some European scholars. It was shortly hereafter that he started to learn
Englishh from a Bengali scholar in order to read Max Mullerls translation of the Vedas but he
soonn gave up. Especially while in the Punjab, Dayanand did his best to keep abreast of what
Europeann scholars were publishing and hence most contemporary European (Vedic) scholars are
mentionedd in his writings during this period.

commissionedd by the colonial government to translate school textbooks from Urdu into Punjabi. See further:
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However,, probably the best example of an Arya Samajist interacting with Western science
duringg the early decades of the movement remains the earlier mentioned Pandit Gurudatta
Vidyarthi.. According to him, interpretations of the Vedas by European scholars were false:

Itt is this want of Vedic scholarship among European scholars, this utter ignorance of the
Vedicc language and philosophy that is the cause of so much misimpression and prejudice
evenn in our own country. We are, indeed, so often authoritatively told by our fellowbrethrenn who have received the highest English education, but are themselves entirely
ignorantt of Sanskrit, that the Vedas are books that teach idol-worship or element-worship,
thatt they contain no philosophical, moral or scientific truths of any great consequence,
unlesss they be the commonest truisms of the kitchen.61

Gurudattaa was especially irritated by the respect shown to Max Muller. When in 1895, for
example,, a debate was held in a north Indian town between Arya Samajists and an orthodox
PanditPandit on the rationality and legitimacy of shraddha (the ritual of ancestor worship) and the two
sidess could not come to an agreement, they forwarded their argument to Max Muller for
arbitration.0 0
Generally,, Vidyarthi argued, European Orientalists misunderstood Vedic Sanskrit grammar.
Accordingg to Max Muller, for example, certain terms mentioned in the Vedas still were in a fluid
state:: 'they never appear as appellations nor yet as proper names; they are organic, not yet broken
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orr smoothed down'.63 This made the Pandit furious and once more he made clear the difference
betweenn the East and the West by stating that terms occurring in the Vedas could not be taken as
nounss as they were yaugika. That is rich in synonyms and conveying a derivative meaning
consistingg of a reference to its root together with the modifications effected by the affixes'.64
Accordingly,, Gurudatta replaced parts of Western translations of the Vedas with his own, which
off course were completely different. Whether his translations provided the real meanings of the
Sanskritt terms remains irrelevant; the point is that the Vedas were infused with the authority of
Westernn science (though filtered through the vernacular idioms). In the same way, when the
Bodenn Professor of Sanskrit at Oxford's Balliol College and fanatic evangelical, Monier MonierWilliams,, was degrading the hymns of the Vedas (like Ernest Trumpp did with the Sikh scripture)) as being "too often marked by tedious repetitions, redundant epithets and far-fetched
conceits'.655 Gurudatta's reply remains typical of how many contemporary Indians approached
Westernn civilization when confronted with its knowledge and achievements*.

Inn Sanskrit there is not to be found that coldness and severe simplicity which
characterizess an Englishman's writings. He lives in a climate too cold to admit of Oriental
warmthh of style. He is surrounded by too severe and simple a civilization in England to
admitt of the gentle but complex civilization of India. The standard of judgement set upon
Indiaa differs very much from that set upon England.66
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Characteristicc to the emerging mode of 'rational' argumentation also remains the refuting and
ridiculingg of opponents, in the case of Pandit Gumdarta Vidyarthi to prove the supremacy of the
Vedicc tradition. When Monier-Williams, for example, argued that the Vedas were 'unwritten'
knowledge,, as opposed to the revealed 'written knowledge' of the Bible and the Quran,
Gurudatta,, like other Aryas, emphasized the revealed and infallible nature of the Vedas.
Moreover,, he started to attack the Western Professor by questioning the overall possibility of
'written'' knowledge, while any revelation always involves somebody and thus by definition is
'unwritten'' knowledge:

Thus,, then, the Bible revelation is also an unwritten knowledge, and Professor Williams
cannott in any way free himself from the dilemma that either Bible revelation itself is an
unwrittenn knowledge and in that case does not differ in any way from the revelation of the
Vedass which is also unwritten knowledge, or that the Bible is a mere record not felt in
consciousnesss but made to descend just as the Quran descended to Mohammed,
Mohammedd himself became illiterate, not understanding it but only being specially
directedd and empowered by God to commit it to writing for the spread of the faith. In this
case,, the Bible is no more a revelation. It is a mere dead-letter book sent miraculously
throughh people who themselves did not understand it. Can Professor Williams get rid of
thiss difficulty?67
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Obviously,, today these are difficult discussions to read and understand. Nonetheless, their
importancee lies in the fact that they show us how Indian reformers defied Western scholarship,
whilee 'rationally' reviving their own tradition at the same time.
Comparedd to early Singh Sabhaites and Arya Samajists not so much is known about Mirza
Ghulamm Ahmad's interactions with Western thought. His stay in Sialkot, however, seems to be
thee starting-point. There he worked at the law court, most probably learned some English, met
Christiann missionaries and became acquainted with the ideas of Sayyid Ahmad Khan.
Afterwards,, Ghulam Ahmad refuted the pro-Western Aligarh position. Not only because of its
adherencee to natural philosophy (nacheral filasafi) but particularly because of its apologetic attitude:: 'as if there were anything in Islam that could not hold its own in the face of modern
knowledgee and science'.68 The other way around, however, Ahmad Khan found the Mirza a
fraud.. When, for instance, he was told that someone wanted to write a treatise against Ghulam
Ahmad,, the Sayyid replied:

Howw did you get the fatal idea to wish to write a treatise against Mirza Ghulam Ahmad?
There'ss nothing in this preposterous movement and I shall never take the trouble to write
somethingg about the re-appearance of the Messiah which is based on merely forged
stones. .
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Alsoo crucial in terms of interaction with Western thought were the Mirza's meetings with
Brahmoo and Arya Samajists, which (more than the Christian missionaries) made clear to him the
advantagess of being organized as a voluntary association, the possibilities of modern printing
techniquess (though his Barohin-i-Ahmadiyah was published by a Christian press in Amritsar),
publicc lecturing and educational institutions. Into the bargain, Ghulam Ahmad learned of course
howw tradition could be 'rationally' reinterpreted and revived without succumbing completely,
likee Sayyid Ahmad Khan, to Western reason.
Increasingly,, the Mirza presented himself to Punjabi society through his lectures and
writings.. He not only criticized the ulama, Christianity and Hinduism, but in particular the Arya
Samaj.. In one of his major works dealing with me Arya Samaj, Surma-chashm-i-Arya (1886),
Ghulamm Ahmad employed the authority of science to validate an otherwise fundamentalist
approachh to the Quran. Indeed much in the spirit of what was happening in both nineteenth
centuryy South Asia and Europe, hi Europe for example, as Owen Chadwickput it:

Historianss of the later Enlightenment made themselves ridiculous by explaining wonder,
byy unquenchable prosiness, by "rationalizing" the "sandwiches" of five thousand or the
walkingg on the water; reaching peak in the "scientific" corrections of earlier hymns, as
withh the editor who was shocked by the hymn of Gerhardt "Now all the woods are
sleeping"" and to correspond with truth, amended it to the line "Now half the woods are
sleeping".70 0
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Similarly,, Mirza Ahmad devoted most of Surma-chashm-i-Arya to show that such a miracle as
thee rending of the moon in the Quran presented no real conflict with science as 'no one has yet
exhaustedd the knowledge of the working of nature'.71 Otherwise, while reacting to Dayanand
Saraswati'ss abusive writings on Sikhism (which surely echoed those of Trumpp and to which
Sikhss themselves did not reply), Ghulam Ahmad wrote his Sat Bachan (1901) to protect the
honourr of Guru Nanak. For, as said earlier, Ghulam Ahmad believed that the latter was a Muslim
saintt and so now he only had to convince Sikhs that for them he was the Promised Messiah as
well.. Whatever the Mirza wanted, the point is that to state his case he used the works of Trumpp
andd Macauliffe.72
Inn the end, it has to be stressed that early reformers, while thinking through the vernaculars or
theirr interpretation of English, most probably did not see much difference between the traditional
conceptss of 'rationality' and Western reason. No doubt, in the emerging forms of 'rationality',
traditionall concepts were imbued with Western reason to invoke the authority of science, yet it
remainss unlikely that reformers conceived of these new forms of knowledge as an alternative
truthh arrived at through verification. To many Arya Samajists, for example, it remained
unthinkablee that science might produce a truth superior to Vedic revelation. On the contrary, it
seemss much more plausible that the entire thrust of Dayanand Saraswati's reaction to Western
sciencee and technology was to capture and incorporate it, not to refute it. Nonetheless, since the
Britishh started their 'civilizing mission', science gained cultural authority. Hence, the more
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indigenouss voluntary reformers became active in the newly emerged public sphere, the more they
interactedd with 'the authority and application of science as universal reason'.73 Alternatively,
whilee Indian reformers became aware of Western Orientalist studies and afterwards regularly
citedd them as authoritative sources, though often to counter the claims of science, it is here also
thatt one should position the importance of the so-called Orientalist discourse in the making of
modernn South Asian traditions.

4.. Directing the ideal Punjabi woman

II then tried to find some kind of book -well stored of course with moral instruction, and which should improve
theirr ideas and correct their habits in respect of those affairs which a woman encounters in her daily life, -and in
which,, by reason of their romantic notions, or through ignorance or perseverity, so many women are overtaken by
disasterr and sorrow -and yet which should be in a form sufficiently attractive to prevent their being discouraged or
dismayedd by its perusal. But though 1 searched and searched for such a book through a whole library of volumes,
nott a trace of one could I find.
Nazirr Ahmad in Mir'at-ul-urus (1869).74

Traditionally,, women were prohibited from being introduced to bookish learning in South Asia.
Inn fact, far from being privileged carriers of sacred traditions, Indian women generally were not
evenn allowed to hear the sacred texts in public. Yet during the nineteenth century the education
andd hence supposedly moral growth of women became a crucial focus of reform movements
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throughoutt the subcontinent. Women became central to the newly defined "moral languages' as
guardianss of morality against a supposedly encroaching and dangerous outside world. In the
Punjab,, the British (strongly in favour of educating and unveiling Indian women) opened several
girls'' schools as early as 1855 but except for the central districts female education hardly took
roott during the next few decades. As one Punjabi schoolmaster stated:

Somee progress has, of course, been made by the department instituting female schools,
andd the instruction given in them is the same as in the schools for boys. This kind of
instruction,, however, is not suited to female schools; there should not be any Persian in
themm and not so much of arithmetic. Female education in this country is purely and
simplyy a forced thing, and almost a farce, because girls cannot stay long on account of
earlyy marriage; because some instruction in their own religion is of necessity to be given
themm in the school hours, otherwise they would not attend; and because efficient teachers
(females)) cannot be readily had for them.75

Clearlyy the majority of women still were taught (if at all) an almost exclusively religious
educationn privately at home. Indeed, the tradition of purdah (seclusion) also kept most women
outt of reach from Christian preaching until it was decided about 1870 to send zanana
missionariess to Punjabi women in the seclusion of their homes. Visiting during the day when
menn (who overall resented the zanana missionaries for tampering with their womenfolk) were in
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thee fields, missionaries gained access to a small but important number of secluded women,
discussingg health, education and sanitation.
Byy the end of the nineteenth century, Punjabi reformers established the first girls' schools but
thee lack of qualified women teachers remained a great obstacle for the coming time. Central to
thee whole process was the development of educative literature and teaching materials in the
vernaculars.. Reformers argued that through education women got a chance to stand on their own
feet,, an invitation which was received with enthusiasm at least among some elitist Punjabi
women.. Female education was meant to inculcate in women the partly traditional and thus
pseudo-Victoriann virtues of orderliness, thrift, cleanliness and a personal sense of responsibility,
thee practical skills of literacy, accounting, hygiene and the ability to run the household efficiently.
Inn this way, however, the bodies and activities of women came to be directed through the "moral
languages'' newly defined by male reformers as part of the larger 'civilizing mission'. This
patriarchyy combined coercive authority with the subtle force of persuasion, expressed most
generallyy in the inverted ideological form of the relation of power between the sexes. Indeed,
muchh like in the Indian tradition through the toadyism of woman as goddess or as mother.76
Nazirr Ahmad published his first three 'novels' (including the first ever written in Urdu)
betweenn 1869 and 1874 as a syllabus for the instruction of women, which were influential in
spreadingg the reformist message among a wider public. Generally appreciative towards British
culture,, the three novels earned rewards from the government, partly because the "new patron of
learning'' had earlier declared, that books suitable for the women of India particularly would be
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acceptedd and rewarded.77 Moreover, importantly, Ahmad's books were

successfully

disseminatedd through state educational institutions as their idiomatic style made them 'very
suitablee for use as textbooks for examination for the examinations in Urdu taken by British civil
servantss and military officers, for whom a number of annotated editions and translations were
prepared'.788 Some major and indeed not so uncommon concerns in Nazir Ahmad's fiction were
thee uplift and problems of women, proper upbringing and the importance of the family for the
'improvement'' of society. Unlike people such as Sayyid Ahmad Khan (and most European works
att that time), Ahmad saw women as coequal with men in most matters. Remaining differences
couldd be equalized by education:

Hence,, except reading and writing, there is positively no method by which you can
developp your intellects. Indeed, if you compare them with men, the need of education for
womenn is even greater. For since men admittedly live an out-of-door life, they will pick
upp the experience they want by associating with other people. But you, who sit at home
alll day long -what will you do? Will you fish out a little packet of common-sense from
yourr sewing-bag, or fetch a napkin full of experience out of the grain closet? Learn to
read;; and while you are seated behind the purdah you may make a tour of the whole
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world.. Get knowledge; and without going outside the house you may become acquainted
withh what has happened in all ages.79

Somee decades later, the famous Deobandi Maulana Ashraf 'Ali Thanawi (1863-1943), listed
Nazirr Ahmad's three novels as "harmful' books in his influential Bihisti Zewar (Heavenly Jewels)
off ten volumes.80 Unsupported by the British, Thanawi rivaled Nazir Ahmad in spreading the
reformistt message among women. Though his Bihisti Zewar also treats women and men as
essentiallyy the same, the work was solely directed towards Muslim women and, in fact, was often
givenn to girls as part of their dowry. First published in 1905 but still read by Muslims throughout
thee world, it may be the first book of its kind in Islamic adab literature and definitely played a
significantt role in disseminating modern Muslim self-consciousness in South Asia. It was written
whenn female education already had made some progress and Muslim women themselves
increasinglyy were playing an active role in that process. This is worth mentioning, as the Singh
Sabha,, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah attitudes towards female education more or less paralleled
Thanawi's.. Nazir Ahmad had followed a too cosmopolitan adab for most reformers, who were
criticall of Western morality (not of science and technology) and already had turned inwardly,
glorifyingg their traditions through their 'moral languages1. Otherwise, though one preached the
upliftt of women, the reforms advocated solely were justified in terms of women's traditional
roles.. There was no talk of a Western style curriculum, higher education or of tearing down the
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curtainss of purdah. According to the newly defined "moral languages', women had to stay at home
too take care of the 'inner domain' of the community. The inclusion of women in the newly defined
teachingss thus simultaneously meant the constricting of cultural behaviour in formerly female
domainss by male standards.81 Besides, the cultural weight placed on women and the home not
onlyy fostered a shared range of texts and values for women and men but also produced a
discussionn on women being 'different'. Also interesting remains, as Christopher King put it, the
genderizationn of polemics in the vernacular languages. Increasingly, in the colonial context,
communitiess mutually reproached each other with being effeminate, turning vernaculars into
symbolicc women. While Queen Devanagari was the image of the ideal Hindu woman, Begam
Urduu was the unreformed and uncontrolled Muslim woman.
Fromm the very start, the Arya Samaj focused on female education, setting women up as
symbolss of Vedic virtues to be revived. Several schools for girls were founded where one not
onlyy learned a limited curriculum in Hindi of reading and cyphering but also the 'useful' arts of
sewingg and knitting. Yet as female education advanced, some male Arya Samajists found
themselvess caught between the desire to reform women and the fear of the possible impact
educationn might have on women and their relationship with men. One Arya Samajist for example
wrotee in the Tribune:
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II hold that the character of girls' education should be different from that of boys in many
essentiall respects. The Hindu girl has functions of a very different nature to perform from
thosee of a Hindu boy and I would not encourage any system which would deprive her of
herr national traits of character. A smattering of reading and writing, the most that can be
expectedd for some time in many cases, would be a poor substitute. We cannot be too
cautiouss in this matter. The education we give our girls should not unsex them.83

Thee Arya Samaj also published journals addressed to women and mostly directed at health,
educationn and sanitation. One such journal was Panchal Pandita, which started in 1897 as a
bilinguall English and Hindi periodical but became an exclusively Hindi publication in 1901. It
focusedd on diffusing modern knowledge authorized by the invocation of the Vedas and published
articless on, for example, health diets, cleanliness and hygiene, the care of children and the follies
off astrology. Around the same time, women societies (stri samajes) were established, as well as
homess (ashrams) for widows, while increasingly female missionaries (updeshaks) began to travel
aroundd the Punjab.
Perhapss most important however remains the Arya Samaj's dedication to and advocating of
niyogniyog or widow remarriage. Controversial within the Hindu tradition, Arya Samajists wrote about
itt extensively and launched societies to support such marriages in practice, making it into one of
thee most important acts towards social reform by the movement.84 In his Chapter on married life
inn the Satyarth Prakash, Dayanand Saraswati cited passages from the Vedas to authorize his
argumentt for the possibility of widow remarriage, to put family life in a modern context and
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particularlyy as a reply to the Hindu practice of sati. As he made clear, however, there was a
differencee between niyog and remarriage, as the former was to be performed solely by widows
andd widowers and not between "bachelors and virgins'.85 Interestingly, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
attackedd niyog in his tract Radd-i-niyog or Rejection of niyog (1895). According to Ahmad,
niyogniyog was nothing more than an excuse for transgressing exactly what the Vedas forbid,
remarriagee (though he was willing to offer -as he regularly did- 500 Rupees to anyone who could
disprovee his position).
Sincee 1892 the Ferozepore Singh Sabha ran the local girls' school, the Sikh Kanya
Mahavidyalay.. The curriculum was largely made up of instruction in Gurmukhi, readings from
thee Granth Sahib and lessons in embroidery and cooking. All this to create the ideal Sikh woman,
whoo could read and write, was knowledgeable about the scripture, able to perform all household
duties,, respectful and obedient to the wishes of her husband and able to bring up children in
accordancee with the Tat Khalsa ideology. The rising popularity of the school attracted students
fromm as far as Agra and Rawalpindi (during 1908-1914, a staff of 45 persons taught a total of
16088 students) and it became a model to later schools for female education, turning out females
stampedd with a distinctive Tat Khalsa image. As such, male Singh Sabhaites possessed a
powerfull resource to discipline women, whom they always considered more open to the
influencee of popular as well as Hindu and Muslim cultures, while with the same purpose they
startedd two new papers focusing on female education: Istri satsang and Punjabi bhain.
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Interestingly,, the main characters in Bhai Vir Singh's epic poem Rana Surat Singh (1905)
andd pseudo-historical novels Sundri and Baba Naudh Singh are strong women in search of truth.
Inn Sundri for example the protagonist appeals to the men around her:

II entreat you to regard your women as equal partners and never ill-treat them. If you
regardd them as inferior to you, you will treat them with harsness and cruelty... In the
Hinduu Shastras (scriptures) the woman is treated as shudra (an outcaste). In the Guru
Granthh Sahib, woman has been eulogized and she has been given equal right of worship
andd recitation of the Holy name.87

SundriSundri was based on a popular north Indian song describing the capture of a young girl by a local
Mughall ruler. Most of the incidents described in the novel were based on historical facts Vir
Singhh collected from (Orientalist) books or tales he had often heard from old Punjabi 'women'.
Inn the end and for example compared to Nazir Ahmad, however, Vir Singh in his writings
undoubtedlyy remained much more within the greater South Asian tradition, while his female
protagonistss in the end always find their consolation in the devotion of their male beloved.
Inn the Rahit literature it is stated that: 'Women should never be trusted. They should be
regardedd as inherently deceitful, and Khalsa Sikhs must never confide in them nor rely on
them'.888

Yet, like in most (if not all) modern traditions, equality officially was never denied to

Sikhh women and hence the Rahit Maryada also states there are no functions that women cannot
perform.. Nonetheless the position of women remains problematic, as practice has rarely

877 Vir Singh, Sundri, 114.
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confirmedd the ideal. Most probably there never has been a female granthi (one who reads the
Granthh Sahib, though nowadays also custodian of gurdwara). On the contrary, it seems much
moree likely that women in the gurdwara content themselves with singing gurbani (hymns from
thee Granth Sahib) and serving in the langar (distribution of food).85 Similarly, as in the Hindu
tradition,, to this day neither the dowry system nor female infanticide (which both were
condemnedd by the Gurus) have been completely eradicated. Generally still in Punjabi (and
Hindu)) culture a girl is the property of others. More than her husband, her father is responsible
forr her. She is never her own person but a costly expense to her parents, as a dowry will be
expected,, and after they have spent everything on her the benefit is enjoyed by the family she
marriess into. The rest of her life will be spent with them! Though today broader views are
emerging,, until pension schemes replace the dependence of parents upon their sons for security
inn old age, change is likely to be slow and limited.
Inn his book on the Ahmadiyah movement, Christian missionary H.A. Walter wrote that among
thee Ahmadiyahs 'the status of women, on the whole, seems to be above the standard obtaining in
Islamm generally'.90 Mirza Ghulam Ahmad preached to change the social position of women and
accordinglyy they were educated within the community at purdah schools. He thought that
women'ss inferior social status particularly was caused by their economic dependence on men and
hencee he argued that women should be given their dowry as a free gift and that women's property
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shouldd not be taken out of their hands by their husbands.91 As such, the Ahmadiyah case clearly
fittedd in the pattern common throughout the Islamic world, wherein modern reformers advocated
women'ss 'rights' provided in Quranic teachings in some specific legal areas (especially property
andd marriage). Comparatively, however, the Ahmadiyahs, as defenders of purdah and polygamy,
clearlyy were at the puritanical side. Also the community refused to marry its womenfolk to other
Muslimss outside the fold. AU in all, like in the case of the Arya Samaj and Singh Sabha
communities,, Ahmadiyah women accepted the authority of men as propagated through 'moral
languages'' and, accordingly, had to keep themselves to purdah in the home (as well as separate
femalee schools) as their ideal.
Thoughh purdah generally was part of Punjabi culture (though it was followed more among
Muslimss than Sikhs and Hindus), during the end of the nineteenth century it became closely
connectedd with the changing hierarchies in society. The more strictly a family confined its
women,, the higher its status (izzat). Hence, as a marker of the influence of 'moral languages', an
oldd Punjabi captain born in 1857 told Malcolm Darling, how during his youth women enjoyed
muchh more freedom to move around the countryside but that since then a lot had changed:

Thee children are better cared for, the house is better run, and needlework is done instead
off cutting grass. There is modesty, too. Before they could be seen by anyone of their own
tribe,, but now only by those of their own village. When they go farther, they wear burqa
unknownn in the old days... Before we did not know the world, but we went forth serving
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inn the army and we saw other countries. Now we have civilization: (we do) what the
Qurann orders.92

Overalll it seems women enjoyed less freedom but perhaps they chose this voluntarily, otherwise
itt remains difficult to understand how half of the population could have been confined (with
manyy recruited men away) without their consent. Obviously, in a rural, violent and poor society
likee that of nineteenth century Punjab, seclusion had its attractions, as a women's segregation
fromm unrelated men entitled her to a much higher degree of protection from the men to whom she
wass related. The alternative, for example, as in the Muslim districts in the south (which produced
noo recruits), was to be as liberated as the most ardent feminist:

Heree women could come back to their ostensible husbands after an absence of a few
years,, present them with a couple of strange children, and say 'God has increased your
honour*.. But they could also be bought and sold; they were expected to redeem bad debts
byy extending their favours to moneylenders; 'no girl was safe' from the local landlords;
andd they were constantly abandoned in ill-health and old age.93

Alll in all, however, Malcolm Darling was told by different informants that ever since men joined
thee army and saw the world the position of women proved to be better. Marriages had become

922 Malcolm Darling, Travel diaries (1929-1932). As cited in Dewey, Some consequences of military expenditure,
111. .
933 Ibid., 152-154.
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moree companionable and accordingly there was less wife beating: now only 'childless wives'
weree beaten, while the tyranny of the mother-in-law also was coming to an end since young
wivess 'took their mothers-in-law by the ears' while their soldier husbands looked on.94
Inn fact, the notion of the ideal Punjabi woman remains much similar to that of the ideal
imagee of the Christian wife and mother projected by Protestants, especially in terms of the
Victoriann cult of domesticity (except in the Cambridge mission, male missionaries in the Punjab
'weree meant to be married').95 Though it is often said that by doing so, Protestants raised the
statuss of women, it can also be said that to have narrowed the range of acceptable female
identities.. As such, for example, the choice of an independent and celibate vocation in which a
womann might develop her own talents was removed. Instead, it was replaced by the ideal of the
pastor'ss wife, to be executed within the patriarchal context, wherein the wife further of course
hadd the Christian 'duty' to fulfil her husband's demands, for otherwise he might fall into sin. Yet,
interestingly,, the colonial context opened up new possibilities for British women. Not only
'missionaryy wives carried out their own partly autonomous professional responsibilities to a far
greaterr extent than clergymen's wives at home' but, more importantly, at the beginning of the
twentiethh century 'unmarried women, appointed as independent missionaries, would outnumber
ordainedd males'.96 Indeed, all together, missionary wives, independent female missionaries and
Europeann and Indian female staff 'transformed almost every mission in the Punjab into a
predominantlyy female organization'.97
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Inn sum, while delineating some of the characteristics of the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and
Ahmadiyahh 'moral languages', one should begin by stating that the colonial encounter led to an
inclinationn to 'rationality' among the Punjabi reformers. Alternatively, this fell together with
criticismss towards contemporary social circumstances that, importantly, besides being common
too all times and places, partly also developed under the influence of Protestant evangelical
criticismm of Indian society. All this was part and parcel of the wider changes in society following
thee emergence of modern disciplinary institutions and practices in the new public sphere under
supervisionn of the Anglo-Indian colonial state. For the propagation of their message, reformers
establishedd their own educational, printing and other institutions and so not only became
voluntaryy participants in the public sphere but also redefined their identities when encountering
boundariess set by the dominant colonial state. Moreover, their employment of the human will in
discipliningg mind and body undoubtedly was part of a dominant 'social consciousness'. Indeed,
ass part of the 'civilizing mission', comparable to the Victorian modes of orderly and disciplined
behaviourr in general and muscular Christianity, with its characteristic adherence to the idea of
'duty',, in particular.
Ass said several times before, significant to the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah
'morall languages' was an urge to revive the past Golden Age to cope with present conditions.
Obviously,, 'rational' criticism had been practiced in South Asia long before the coming of the
British,, but the point is that elitist reformers now felt impelled to reinterpret öieir sacred texts and
castt them in the language of Western science. As such, South Asian sacred works became
'scriptures',, while generally the reinterpretation of Indian traditions became closely connected
withh the Western scientific study of the subcontinent (the so-called Orientalist discourse). As
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Gyann Prakash put it: 'The emergence and existence of India is inseparable from the authority of
sciencee and its functioning as the name for freedom and Enlightenment'.98 All in all, everything
dealtt with in this Chapter more or less concerned the making of 'moral languages' but equally
importantt was the functioning of them in the public sphere through modem disciplinary
practices.. For though the definition of 'moral languages' more or less led to 'canonization', these
undeniablyy were ideal types that had to adapt to competitive political circumstances and this is
whatt concerns the next Chapter.

Prakash,, Another reason, 3.
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CHAPTERR FOUR

1.. The emergence of a comparative moral consciousness

Inn pre-colonial Punjab, traditions frequently conflicted with each other. Predominantly this
concernedd the control of buildings and land, though festivals regularly also were
accompaniedd by violence. However, while conflict seemed accidental and implicit in precoloniall society, particularly since the 1880s, traditional identities received more 'loyalty'
thann ever before, especially among urban Punjabis. Moreover, activities that in the past
incidentallyy had resulted in violence, now consciously were practised and showed off in
public.. In 1882, for example, one could often find Arya Samajists of the Arya Updeshak
Mandalii (Aryan Missionary Circle) marching like the Salvation Army (though without
uniforms)) to Lahore's famous Anarkali bazaar during the evening to preach against
Christianity,, while singing hymns and prayers on the way.1 Otherwise, Swami Dayanand
Saraswati'ss Satyarth Prakash, wherein he violently attacked adversary traditions and sects,
representss not a solitary peak but, on the contrary, a large and crowded plateau.
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Generally,, strife grew within a polemical atmosphere, as members of different groups
soughtt to project their own truths against that of others, both within their own tradition in
rivalryy for internal leadership and beyond. It seems as if polemics satisfied those involved. In
mostt writings one feels an element of enjoying the position of being unique, of being
misunderstood,, of being wronged by the whole world but knowing what is morally right and
superior.22 Propaganda surely played a part in arousing militancy. It incited people to action
onn behalf of one or the other community, depicting with approval those who took violent
stepss against one's own tradition and other communities. Lay leaders themselves often gave
thee example, if not always through their own militant behaviour in public speech and print.
Theyy too incited their followers to militant behaviour through provocation: disruption of
meetingss that did not preach 'truth', ceremonies, processions, personal abuse of other
communities'' members, and attacks on their persons and property. Perhaps the fast changing
conditionss played a role here. For even when belonging to a minority, one at least now had
thee 'right' to differ in public while 'officially' the government gave indiscriminate protection
byy law. Accordingly, appeals often were made in terms of narrowly defined 'numerical'
strengthh while ideals and values generally were seen within a limited scope, serving the wellbeingg of the community and those trying to break away from existing societal norms.
Besides,, what should be more often stressed is that increasingly reformers 'rationally'
tookk a comparative moral stand. A crucial feature of the colonial interaction remains the
fixationn of some kind of standpoint in regard to Christianity, its 'moralism' towards Indian
societyy in particular. Sayyid Ahmad Khan for example was the first Muslim anywhere to
writee a Bible commentary, Tabyin al-Kalam (1862),3 wherein, interestingly, as Wilfred

22 Metcalf, Islamic revival in British India, 357. Ironically, while the art of manazara (polemics) was
developedd and taught at Deoband to confront Christian missionaries, it was used as much by Muslims against
Muslims. .
33
Though a fragmentary piece of work, it remains the first attempt to take seriously the claims of Christianity
andd as such, if only in terms of the 'colonial interaction', it may be viewed as a follow up to Ram Mohan Roy's
TheThe precept ofJesus (1820) written as a contribution to the theology of Christian Unitarianism.
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Cantwelll Smith put it: 'he arrived at the key unit concept of "religion" itself, as that which is
commonn to all, a practical morality'.4 Yet, while Ahmad Khan's commentary was not
negativee towards the Bible, other reformers denied the supremacy of Christian doctrines in
theirr writings and speeches (indeed, not so much working practices or moralism, on the
contrary).. Arya Samajists were at the vanguard and many of their arguments were drawn
fromm the Satyarth Prakash wherein Dayanand discussed Christianity and its errors (partly in
responsee to Christian missionaries who had rejected his form of Vedic Hinduism, though he
alsoo had read the Bible in Sanskrit and Hindi translations).5 Many concepts were unknown to
thee Swami, like for example the creation of the universe (srishti); God's creation of man in
hiss own image; and the concepts of inherited sin and immaculate conception. No doubt one of
thee most repugnant Biblical customs to Saraswati and upper caste Hindus in general,
however,, remained the eating of meat (the Cain and Abel story). Often Dayanand responded
withh a degree of practicality as well as condemnation to these unfamiliar ideas (indeed a
practicee all communities, including Christian missionaries, followed towards each other).
Hencee a description of circumcision again demonstrated to him that the Christian God lacked
foresight.. Why otherwise would he first create foreskins and afterwards declare them
unnecessaryy and to be removed? Also Saraswati could not understand why Christians
dependedd on such a powerless figure as Jesus Christ who failed to protect himself or others
andd accordingly the Last Supper (prabhubhojan) was most repugnant to him: disciples do not
eatt their Gurus!6
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AA typical Dayanand polemic was held at the 1877 Chandapur mela. There, the Swami
tookk part in a shastrarth (religious public discussion) together with two Christian Reverends
andd some Muslim maulvis. For two days they discussed topics like the creation of the
universee and salvation. As so often Saraswati's main method of attack existed of a simplistic
literall interpretation of Biblical passages (indeed in sheer contrast with the 'rules of
interpretation'' he suggested in the introduction of the Satyarth Prakash). Here, for instance, a
partt of the discussion between Reverend T.J. Scott and the Swami about man as a free agent
onn the way to liberation, starting with the former:

Pandit-jiPandit-ji has defined mukti as emancipation from pain. But I hold it to consist in
avoidingg sin and attaining heaven. God created Adam immaculate, but Satan tempted
himm to commit sin. By his fall all his descendants have become corrupt. As the
watchmakerr does not interfere with the working of a watch, but allows it to go on
withh its work without imposing upon it any restraint, so has God made man a free
agent,, and he commits sin of his own accord. He cannot, by his own exertions, attain
salvationn or escape pain in any way. Salvation is, therefore, impossible without faith
inn Lord Jesus Christ. The Hindus say that Kaliyuga is an era of sin and corruption and
thatt men cannot, in this age, obtain salvation. But, I say, they can, if they will only put
theirr faith in Jesus.7

Naturallyy Saraswati had heard the key Christian doctrine of redemption ('faith' in Christ as
thee only means of securing salvation) earlier and criticized it in turn, especially because of the
forr him unacceptable idea of sin through the temptations of Satan:
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Thee illustration of the 'watch' is correct, for all are free agents, but carrying out the
Willl of God is synonymous with the performance of the noble acts and with avoiding
doingg evil ones. The statement that the attainment of heaven is salvation, and that men
aree unable to shake themselves free from sin owing to the temptations of Satan, is
unfounded;; for every men is free to act, and Satan is a myth. You can, by shaking
yourselff free from the hold of sin and by the grace of God, attain salvation. Adam ate
wheatt -the only sin he committed, and was driven away in consequence from
paradise.. I ask, when the mere eating of wheat involved Adam in sin, and resulted in
hiss expulsion from heaven, will you, who long for the attainment of heaven, abstain
fromm the use of these things in that place? If not, won't you be sinners and driven
awayy from paradise, in consequence?8

Similarly,, Saraswati could not cope with the idea of Satan as the tempter:

Iff Satan is everybody's tempter, who was Satan's tempter? If you reply, that he was
temptedd by himself, then I say that the same could be said with equal force in respect
off human beings. In such case, it is useless to believe in Satan as the tempter.9

Furthermore,, Saraswati asked, if Satan was tempted by someone else (i.e. God), then who
wouldd be the saviour? Such a thing is 'against the divine nature, for God is just and true, and
hiss actions are always just, and he can never be a tempter'.10 As part of the newly emerging
modess of 'communication', polemics like these were crucial to the making of 'moral
languages'.. One experimented with ideas, which afterwards, while being sharpened, often
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weree put into print and, what should be stressed more often, 'read' in public. In this way,
reformerss not only consciously defined themselves and others but also created specific forms
off 'rationality', if only while being constrained by both thinking through the vernaculars and
traditionall morality. Indeed, more often than not, 'communication' means firmly making a
pointt (i.e. to be biased but strong instead of open and amenable), not to communicate but to
gainn authority and influence. Perhaps because of the cultural unfamiliarity between Indians
andd the British during the nineteenth century, nonetheless, it seems all this came out more
straightforwardd than before in public on both sides (for no doubt especially Christian
missionariess knew what they stood for and wanted for the 'improvement' of South Asia).
Interestingly,, while Christianity and Islam had a long history of polemics, Mirza Ghulam
Ahmadd not only used many of the arguments against Christianity as put forward by
Dayanandd Saraswati in the Satyarth Prakash, but for his «interpretation of Islam went one
stepp further than other Muslim polemicists by accepting and revising parts of the Christian
tradition.. Probably the best example here remains the one about the death of Jesus in Kashmir
(inn connection to the 'second coming' of Christ and Ghulam Ahmad's claim to be the
Promisedd Messiah). Ahmad argued that Jesus did not die on the cross, rose from the death
andd ascended to heaven. According to him the Gospels were corrupt: Jesus was taken down
fromm the cross seemingly dead but in reality in a swoon, recovered from his wounds and after
aa long journey ended up in Kashmir (India: where else!), where he led a normal life until his
death.. To prove all this, the Mirza identified the tomb of Yus Asaf in Srinagar as the place
wheree Jesus was buried. 11 Otherwise, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad kept himself to discussions
characteristicc of the times. In How to get rid of the bondage of sin, for example, he
straightforwardlyy bashed on Christian Europe:

111 Ahmad, Jesus in India. One can still visit the place today. In fact, one could do it while going to the famous
Hazratt bal Mosque outside Srinagar on the same day. It is said, the Mosque possesses hair (bal) of the Prophet
Muhammad,, which has been stolen a few times but always was returned afterwards.
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Nineteenn hundred years have elapsed since the blood of Jesus was first introduced
intoo the world as a patent sin-healing remedy, but instead of doing any good it has
provedd harmful to society and intensified the evil which it affected to mitigate. Are
wee still to believe that faith in the blood of Jesus delivers man from the bondage of
sin.... The two great vices in which grow up all carnal passions are drinking and
prostitution,, and it is in Christian nations that we find their worst development. The
majorityy of the inhabitants of Europe are involved in these two vices, and there is no
exaggerationn in the assertion that in drunkenness Europe beats all the vastly populated
countriess of Asia, and a single city of Europe has a larger number of public-houses
thann the total number of shops of all sorts in an Asiatic town.12

Alll in all, Ghulam Ahmad continues, it is about time for Christians to grow up and leave
behindd their archaic doctrines:

Thee true salvation of mankind has no relation to the crucifixion of Jesus, and even if a
thousandd Messiahs be crucified that object can ever be attained. Only a perfect love of
Godd can deliver man from the bondage of sin. As to the death of Jesus upon the cross,
itt is not a true statement in the first place and has, moreover, no connection with the
assuagingg of sin. It is an obscure assertion with no foundation and no results.
Evidencee does not support it, nor does experience bear it out. The suicide of a
Messiahh has no conceivable relation to the remission of another man's sins.13
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Comparedd to the Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs, Singh Sabhaites developed a much
betterr relationship with Christian missionaries. Sikhs were rewarded for their 'loyalty' during
thee Mutiny, crucial to the British Indian Army and overall praised by the British for being
veryy hard workers, likewise, because the first Christian missions in the region specifically
focusedd on the (then still ruling) Sikhs, a close relationship between Sikhs and Christian
missionariess existed already before the firm establishment of British rule. Most members of
thee Amritsar Singh Sabha (for whom Anglo-vernacular education was a matter of principle),
forr example, were educated at the local Church Mission School. Afterwards Singh Sabhaites
andd missionaries often also worked closely together in the reinterpretation of the Sikh
tradition.. Because of this close relationship with both the government and the missionaries,
Singhh Sabhaites were not much involved in polemics against Christianity and instead focused
moree on defining the tradition in opposition to Punjabi popular culture and Hinduism (read:
Aryaa Samaj). All the same, however, in the earlier mentioned novels of Bhai Vir Singh, the
Sikhh tradition is always portrayed as superior to other faiths and Christians, Hindus and
Muslimss inevitably ended up embracing the Sikh faith.
Inn addition to that of the Christian missionaries, the presence of the Arya Samaj
acceleratedd the emergence of a 'comparative moral consciousness'. Their polemics against
Islamm led to much Hindu-Muslim antagonism, while an increase in rioting often brought
Hinduss and Sikhs together and widened the gulf between them and Muslims. Between 1883
andd 1891, for instance, there were about fifteen major riots, for which the foundation in many
townss of societies for the protection of cows (Gauraksha Sabhas) by Aryas and other Hindus
weree partly responsible.14 Increasingly die slaughtering of cows became a burning issue often
accompaniedd by violence, particularly as there were three years (1885-1887) in which the
celebrationn of the Hindu Ramlila coincided with the solemn Muslim Muharram. Riots
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followedd after Muslim and Hindu parades met each other in the streets or Hindus came to
knowknow about the slaughtering of cattle, while the fact that through the new modes of
'communication'' news and rumours circulated fast, only drew more people in.
Althoughh the main targets of Swami Dayanand Saraswati were orthodox Hindu practices
andd Christianity, he dedicated more space in his Satyarth Prakash to attack Islam than any
otherr tradition. He further contributed to anti-Islamic agitation when he published his famous
statementt on cow protection, Gokarunanidhi (1880), interestingly based on economic rather
thann spiritual grounds.16 like Christianity, Dayanand argued, Islam knew a greater God, sin,
judgement,, salvation and miracles and both therefore were superstitious faiths unfit for
modemm man. Unlike later Arya Samajists and Hindu nationalists, however, Dayanand did not
mentionn the historic confrontation between Islam and Hinduism in negative terms but
characteristicallyy limited himself to the literal interpretation of the scriptures. In turn,
importantly,, large portions of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah argued
systematicallyy against the statements of the Arya Saraaj, especially as proclaimed by
Dayanandd in the Satyarth Prakash. In fact, he even wrote a letter to Saraswati offering him to
sendd a copy of the Barahin-i-Ahmadiyah to debate over the truth of Islam and its superiority
overr Hinduism. Dayanand however did not respond and some time later Ghulam Ahmad
reportedd a dream (as he regularly did) in which he saw Dayanand dying (as happened soon
afterwards).. Before that time, nonetheless, Ahmadiyahs already were considered major
enemiess of Punjabi Aryas, resulting in the fierce polemic relationship between Pandit Lekh
Ramm and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.17
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Inn 1885 Lekh Ram first wrote to Ahmad from Amritsar that he would like to come to
Qadiyann to see Ahmad perform heavenly signs. Afterwards a polemic relationship started betweenn the two, ending in the murder of one of them twelve years later. Though born as a
BrahmanBrahman in the Jhelum district, Lekh Ram was educated in Urdu and Persian by Muslims and
subsequentlyy used his knowledge of these languages and Islam to condemn everything
Islamic.. Lekh Ram became an important Arya Samaj spokesman and he wrote numerous
bookss and pamphlets on such issues as cow-protection, the need of niyog, salvation and the
promotionn of Hindi. Yet his real struggle was with Islam and Ghulam Ahmad in particular. In
18877 he attacked the latter for the first time in Takzib-i-Burahin-i-Ahmadiyah or Refutation
off Ahmadiyah arguments with the provocative subtitle A Gunfire to break the flanks and
tyrannyy of Mohammad's Islam. Subsequently a tract warfare followed between the two
reformerss in which each subsequent tract led to a counter attack.
Lekhh Ram's most famous polemic tract nonetheless was against Islam in general: Risala-ijihadjihad yarn din-i-Muhammadi Id bunyad (Jihad or the basis of Muslim religion), published in
Lahoree in 1892 . In it, he drew on paragraphs of the Satyarth Prakash charging Islam with
violence,, slaughter, and a love of loot. Unlike Dayanand, Lekh Ram also turned to 'history'
forr ammunition, blaming all India's ills on the devastation of the early Muslim invader,
Mahmudd of Ghazni. While the Pandit's controversies with Ghulam Ahmad had only limited
effectss outside Ahmadiyah circles, his Risala-i-jihad irritated a wide section of the Muslim
community.. Overall Lekh Ram's activities contributed greatly to the growth of polemics in
thee Punjab and soon he was attacked in Muslim, Sikh and Christian newspapers. Finally it
wass violence that brought an end to his career when he was assassinated on the 6th of March
1897.. Immediately a debate followed between the different communities, as Aryas celebrated
himm as a shahid or martyr whose crusade had to be continued. Ghulam Ahmad put some coal
onn the fire by thanking God for the fulfilment of his prophecy ten years earlier that Lekh Ram
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wouldd die a violent death. 18 Several newspapers angrily suggested Ghulam Ahmad's
complicityy in the event because of his prophecy and the rumour spread that he had asked the
governmentt (instead of God) for protection because he feared an Arya plot against his life.
Riotss followed as throughout the province it was said that all leading Aryas would be assassinated,, Muslims were conspiring to kill Sikh and Hindu leaders and the latter would seek
revengee in return. Within three months, nonetheless, life returned to its normal pace, though
controversyy between the Ahmadiyahs and the Arya Samaj continued during the lifetime of
Ghulamm Ahmad and after.
Comparedd to Christianity and Islam, Dayanand Saraswati was much less interested in
Sikhismm and accordingly in a few pages of the Satyarth Prakash dismissed the tradition as
beingg just one of the many Hindu cults. Even so, not all Aryas thought as easily about
Sikhismm as Dayanand. Instead, they saw the tradition in comparative terms as paralleling the
Samajj in its aim to purify the Hindu tradition from idolatry, caste and the evils of

BrahmanicalBrahmanical dominance. Alternatively, partly perhaps while Muslims were the traditiona
enemiess of the Sikhs, some young educated Sikhs reacted to the Samaj with interest, until in
18877 Aryas started to interfere directly in internal Sikh affairs and boundaries were drawn
betweenn the communities. By then Arya Samajists not only wanted to have a voice in the
locationn of Khalsa College but also started to convert Sikhs (often in public ceremonies
whichh included cutting hair) and generally unleashed a campaign of criticism (questioning the
validityy of the Granth Sahib and spreading abuses on the Gurus). The whole process was
boostedd by the critical speech Pandit Gurudatta gave on Sikhism to the assembly at the
Lahoree Arya Samaj anniversary celebration on November 25, 1888. Afterwards, Sikhs who
earlierr had been sympathetic to the Arya Samaj turned their back on the movement and
joinedd the Lahore Singh Sabha, becoming fanatic defenders of the Tat Khalsa. Singh

188 Bharat Sudhar, March 13 1897, Selectionsfromthe Punjab Vernacular Press, 1897,180.
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Sabhaitess held a large protest meeting, condemning the Aryas and specifically Pandit
Gurudattaa and soon the Arya-Sikh controversy moved to the press, where Sikh and non-Sikh
paperss denounced the Samaj for its habit of aggressively condemning other traditional leaders
andd doctrines.19
Inn sum, Singh Sabhaites, Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs increasingly asserted
themselvess in public, creating and stressing stereotypes of 'the other' at the same time.
Indeed,, the fact that reformers more and more said what they found necessary, once more
makess clear the significance of voluntarism to the modern public sphere in South Asia.
Alternately,, it might be that, because the Raj exercised such tight control over access to state
institutionss (through educational requirements for example), perhaps elitist Indians
concentratedd instead on demonstrating their prestige in public arenas through voluntary
activitiess involving polemic discussions about sacred space, conduct and rite. Also it might
bee that the law protection 'officially' given by the state played a role. Whatever the full case,
decisivee here remain the activities and polemics of Christian missionaries, boosted by those
off the Arya Samaj. Once again, Punjab evangelicalism was provocative and disruptive. Under
thee banner of the 'civilizing mission', local traditions were to be attacked and the Christian
wordd to be spread. This had profound consequences, as Punjabi reformers (with Arya
Samajistss in the vanguard) polemically reacted in turn.
Undoubtedlyy the emergence of a 'comparative moral consciousness' was heated up by
'printt culture' and the growing tendency to 'rationality'. In general, one knew more about
eachh other, as more information became available and 'officially' was made public.
Nonetheless,, at the same time, the growth and style of polemics showed communities
becomingg more inward looking. In many instances open books indeed led to closed minds.

199 See for example on the reaction in pamphlets by Bhai Ditt Singh: N. Gerald Barrier, Vernacular publishing
andd Sikh public life in the Punjab, 1880-1910 in Jones (ed.), Religious controversy, 212-213.
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Overalll scriptures of other traditions were read literally, as one had no wish to discover
positivee qualities in them nor to discuss points of mutual concern or elements of similarity.
Forr how could the other be right, if oneself clearly possessed the truth? Indeed surprising in
relationn to this adherence to scriptural literalism, remains the fact that it never occurred to
polemicistss that 'those most thoroughly committed to their faith would be the least likely to
abandonn it'.20 Otherwise the question remains to what extent the creation of a public sphere
backedd by the Anglo-Indian colonial state played a role to this atmosphere of growing
fervour,, impatience, militancy and turbulence. For undeniably when one 'rationally' played
thee 'politics of difference' well, perhaps there would be government reward at the expense of
'thee other' in terms of 'representation' or acts of positive discrimination. All of course only if
thee game was played fairly and for that purpose 'loyalty' to the British obviously was
favourable. .

2.. Loyalty to the government and beyond

Howw did the British gain the 'loyalty' of Indian subjects? In government like in many other
spheress of life 'possession is nine-tenths of the law' (as lawyers say) and hence many Indians
barelyy thought about me legitimacy of British rule. They were accepted because they were
theree and apparently successful, while the Mughals had lost credibility as they lost power.
Thee reverence for the Mughal ruler was transferred to Queen Victoria when she became
Empresss of India, Kaisar-i-Hind,21 and in a sense replaced the Mughal at the apex of the
existingg hierarchical social structure in which Indians lived. Especially also because from the
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veryy beginning, the British had been sensitive to the problem of their public image, of the
visiblee demonstration of authority, with their insistence on status (izzat), meticulous attention
too rank and precedence and its public display (as described by Bernard Conn for the 1877
Delhii darbar and Douglas Haynes for public rituals in Surat).22 Furthermore, while
prominentt local men participated within the Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchical system
off authority, the British could assume that the clients and social inferiors of such men would
followw suit.
Byy and large, the British received 'loyalty' from their Indian subjects in two crucial
ways.. First, rather unconsciously, through participation in the public sphere and, second,
moree significantly and consciously, through politics structured on 'representation'. For now
thatt the Anglo-Indian colonial state had made political arrangements that gave subjects a
voice,, one had to step forward and claim the 'rights' of the community in order to be
authoritativee and influential. In result, Indians often accepted the liberal democratic uniform
andd bureaucratically useful categories of 'difference' as defined by the British: one either
belongedd to a number of Hindus, Muslims or Sikhs and had to be 'loyal' both to the
communityy and to the political structures created by the state. Liberal democratic politics thus
automaticallyy helped to solve the problem of how the Anglo-Indian colonial state could
acquiree legitimacy in the eyes of its subjects, even if these were disaffected.23 Over time,
importantly,, because tradition and patriotism often found each other in a moral attitude,
Indiann nationalist forces (more able to mobilize people) increasingly competed for the
'loyalty'' of which the state claimed to be the only legitimate repository.
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Duringg the period of 'social reform', however, the political spirit in South Asia still was
veryy much that of 'loyalty' to the British. The general idea among elitist Indians was that the
coloniall state provided security and justice, and guaranteed equal access to education,
eliminatingg the inequalities of the caste system for example. The 'civilizing mission' was
particularlyy accepted in the idea that it was education that fostered a true community spirit,
guaranteedd 'improvement'. Equally this resulted into a dominant 'social consciousness' of
beingg independent, strengthening of will as individual and community. Illustrative here is the
casee of the famous literary figure of the Aligarh movement, Kwaja Altaf Husain of Panipat
(1837-1914),, better known as 'Hali', his pen name or takhallus and meaning 'modern' or 'up
too date'.24 In his most famous work, Musaddas (1879),25 Hali straightforwardly evokes the
blessingss of British rule:

Thee government has given you all kinds of freedom. It has completely opened up the
roadss to progress. From every direction these cries are coming, "From prince to
peasant,, all men prosper". Peace and security hold sway in all the lands. No caravan
hass its way blocked.26

Moreover,, according to Hali, there could be nothing worse than being a burden upon the
state,, whatever might be the generosity of the rulers:
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Interestingly, it replaced the earlier takhallus 'Khasta' or the 'exhausted', 'distressed' or 'heartbroken' and,
hence,, this change in pen name can be taken as symbolically imperative to the change in South Asian 'social
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Evenn though the Empire is entirely benevolent, itself aiding the training of its
subjects,, yet there is no condition worse than the community becoming as complete
burdenn upon the Empire, and its subjects being in its hands like a corpse in the grasp
off a body-washer.27

Muchh of the moral polemic of the Musaddas indeed stresses those very virtues which
promulgatedd the contemporary spirit of the 'civilizing mission'. While the shariat and hadith
aree seen to prefigure significant aspects of the European liberal rhetoric of 'improvement',
likewisee values such as 'self-help' are seen to be foreshadowed by the morality of the
Prophet'ss message, i.e. 'legitimized and re-deployed in the figure of the Prophet'.28 At least
inn this case, therefore, the Musaddas appears to be rebutting the stereotypes of Orientals
lackingg the individual and community virtue of self-discipline, which the British so much
pridedd themselves on, by re-inscribing that virtue as part of the Prophet's original message.
Thee final message of the poem, nonetheless, remains that the ultimate solutions to the
community'ss problems lay not so much in education and industrious self-help as in a renewal
off the Islamic faith through passionate devotion to the Prophet.29 Yet, in practice, in line with
thee British 'civilizing mission' in general and the newly defined 'moral languages' in
particular,, Indian reformers increasingly stressed the idea that 'one should not be content with
one'ss own welfare alone, but should look for one's own welfare in the welfare of all'. Many
devotedd themselves cheerfully to the service of their community (called seva by Hindus and
Sikhs),, conscious that the community also was serving and supporting them. Likewise, social
workk became a competitive exercise, as such practices as orphan and famine relief always
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weree connected with the compulsive desire to contest conversion and activities of other
communities,, especially Christian.
Alll these activities have to be seen in the context of a liberal democratic public sphere
thatt epitomized values such as 'self-discipline' and 'duty' and above all also became
dominatedd by 'rationality', as to be found for example in the ever-increasing adherence to
numbers.. In relation to the latter, the Census operations done under authority of the AngloIndiann colonial state in the Punjab since 1853 obviously were crucial.30 While a normal
functionn of any modern government, mostly to make taxation more effective, what needs to
bee stressed is that the Indian Census was dominated by the category 'religion'. This was not
thee case in Europe for example, where 'language' was the focus.31 Accordingly, the decennial
Censuss became a crucial reference point for Indian reformers, as it recorded and showed the
progresss or decline of each community, and was eagerly awaited, closely read and cited.32 In
fact,, Indians not only used these British defined categories but indeed also played a central
rolee in the further definition and spread of them, Gurukul Arya Samajists like Pandit Lekh
Ram,, for example, rejected the name 'Hindu', feeling that it was a derogative label given to
themm by the followers of Islam. Instead they wished to be known as 'Aryas' and hence
instructedd their followers to write 'Arya' instead of 'Hindu' in the 1891 Census
questionnaires.333 In the same way, after the 1891 Census reported the numbers of Ahl-ihadithss and Wahabis for the Punjab but did not mention the Ahmadiyahs in spite of their de-

300 Conn, The Census, social structure and objectification in South Asia in An anthropologist, Kenneth W.
Jones,, Religious identity and the Indian Census in N. Gerald Barrier (ed.), The Census in British India, New
Delhii 1981 and the additional Chapter in the 1992 edition of Benedict Anderson, Imagined communities:
reflectionsreflections on the origins and spread of nationalism, London 1983.
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322 In 1867 the Indian Legislative Council passed the Act for the regulation of printing presses and newspapers,
whichh required publishers to submit editorial information and copies of their papers to the government. These
materialss plus information gathered by the police department served as raw materials for the Selections from the
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scriptionn in the Gurdaspur district Gazetteer, Ghulam Ahmad wanted his followers to be
enumeratedd separately (as happened) under the category of 'Ahmadiyah' in the next Census.
Otherwisee changes in Census definitions often also boosted animosity. Until the 1901
Census,, for example, in line with the Tat Khalsa ideology only Khalsa Sikhs were defined as
'Sikhs'. 344 Hence, when the government expanded this definition with the 1911 Census, it not
onlyy led to a considerable expansion of the number of 'Sikhs' at the expense of 'Hindus' but,
moree importantly, vehement reactions from Hindus (under Arya Samaj leadership) as well.
Concerningg political 'representation', the Punjab bureaucracy became a focus of
antagonismm during the 1880s. Anglo-vernacular education was crucial for the stringent
requirementss for admission to government services (indeed comparable to the Civil Service
Examinationn system dominating South Asian university life still today). Yet, as each
communityy increasingly offered Anglo-vernacular education in its own environment to
providee the necessary skills, it not only strengthened awareness of 'difference' but,
importantly,, also contributed to an oversupply of candidates for government employment.
Clearlyy Muslims lagged behind in the race for education and employment and accordingly
theyy hoped that the 1881 Sir William Hunter Education Commission would lead to
scholarshipss and other favours on behalf of their community. The reaction of the 'neutral'
governmentt nonetheless was the same as always: every Punjabi had equal opportunities and
iff Muslims could not compete they must 'go to the wall'.35 As riots heated up the situation,
somee Punjab officers suggested that more 'qualified' Muslims be brought into the
administrationn to prevent total Hindu domination, reduce Muslim militancy and instead create
circumstancess in which Hindus and Muslims could constantly observe and check each other's
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actions.. Accordingly in 1899 a programme was secured to raise the number of Muslims in
severall government posts until it equalled that of Hindus.
Graduallyy the Punjab government furthered political 'representation' through the
introductionn of 'separate electorates': first in the municipal committees and in 1909 in the
Punjabb Legislative Council (the scope of which was extended by the 1919 and 1935
Governmentt of India Acts).36 In fact, with the Indian Councils Act of 1909, better known as
thee Morley-Minto reforms, the government openly declared that it was determined to help
Muslims.. Accordingly, the latter expected favouritism and protection up to Partition, while
Hinduss became increasingly embittered by official efforts to maintain equal 'representation'.
Interestingly,, in the Punjab the British always rejected the introduction of 'separate
electorates'' for the rural district boards, while stability of the rural areas from where recruits
forr the British Indian army were drawn was too important. This refers to the rural politics of
'mediation'' mentioned in Chapter One: the protection by the British of 'tribal' identities and
interests.. As such, the 1900 Alienation of Land Act 'formed the basis for a rural political
hierarchyy in which religious solidarity was relegated to a secondary role'.37 Moreover,
followingg the 1935 Government of India Act the borders of the constituencies in the
countrysidee were redrawn 'so that they coincided with tehsils strengthening the importance of
thee 'tribal' idiom of politics'.38
Indeed,, though the creation of 'separate electorates' has been discussed much, the fact
thatt they were vital to the relationship between the seemingly discordant idioms of 'moral
languages'' and identity politics of 'belonging' (i.e. commonly put under such labels as
'patriotism'' or 'religious nationalism') remains understudied. As David Gilmartin put it: 'The
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electionn process was, in fact, critical to the re-conceptualization of community that made the
mergingg of religious and national visions of community possible'.39 'Elections' formed a
neww public arena to be exploited through new forms of political rhetoric to get people in line.
Nott only they were important as a straightforward political act but particularly also for their
rituall and ceremonial aspects. As a result, communities came to see each other in liberal
democraticc terms as 'majority' and 'minority'. A process to which undoubtedly the presence
off Muslims as a 'minority' community in the subcontinent was crucial. Furthermore, divisive
overtoness gained strength when 'electorates' increasingly appealed to a transcendent idea of
communityy and gave the idea that the community's highest principles were at stake. While
'rationally'' reaching out for the transcendent, members of the community not only had to be
'loyal'' but increasingly also confront the other in public. Most probably the idea of Pakistan,
forr which the 1946 elections laid the foundations, remains the best example here.40
Accordingly,, there emerged a distinctivee image of the relationship between the individual and
communityy in terms of 'loyalty', 'duty' and 'sacrifice'. At the same time, importantly, this
'moral'' appeal, as in such cases as the Hindu Gauraksha Sabhas, the Sikh Akali movement
(seee paragraph on the Sikhs below) and Muslim Khilafat movement (featuring Indian
Muslims'' pan-Islamic sympathies for the Ottoman Khalifah following the defeat of Turkey
duringg the First World War) opposed the 'objective morality' propagated by the British
throughh state institutions.

399 Gilmartin, A magnificent gift, 415-417.
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Overalll the British authorities faced an increasing stream of petitions for arbitration from
thee different communities.41 These ranged from issues such as 'representation' and 'rights',
thee establishment and management of educational, publishing and other institutions,
processionn routes, killing of cows, playing of music anywhere at any time (Hindus in front of
thee mosque on a sacred Islamic day for example) and language to be used in school. Though
thee Punjab government 'officially' remained 'neutral', it obviously became involved after
takingg decisions on all these kind of issues. In the eyes of the government the most constant
dangerr to 'law and order' over time however did not come from the Indian National
Congress,, as its members did their best to co-operate on liberal democratic terms, but instead
fromm communal controversies which often led to 'irrational' riots (repeatedly called
'disorders'' or 'disturbances' at the time) and had to be controlled. As such also most 'banned'
literaturee in the Punjab was related to 'religion', while a considerable amount of Congress
writingss circulated freely in the region.42 All in all, voluntary movements that participated in
thee public sphere and kept themselves to 'law and order' could expect to be protected under
thee policy of religious 'neutrality' declared in the earlier mentioned Queen's Proclamation of
1858,, while those that did not and questioned British authority were suspect and subject to
'official'' control.
Comparedd to the Hindu and Muslim communities, the British did not have much trouble
withh the Sikhs. Ever since the establishment of the Amritsar Singh Sabha, Sikh schools and
Collegess were founded with the support of the British who valued the 'loyalty' of the SikhsSupportivee to the Tat Khalsa leadership, the British harnessed the Sikh 'martial' tradition to
servicee in the British Indian army by insisting that all Sikh soldiers should be kesh-dari (i.e.
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havingg long hair and beard). While further every army division had its own granthi (scripture
reader)) and gurdwara attendance was made obligatory.43 Nonetheless, this mutual loyalty
betweenn the Chief Khalsa Diwan and the British was threatened after some Sikhs wanted
moree intensive reform. Accordingly, when the latter succeeded in removing Hindu statues
fromm the precincts of the Golden Temple in 1905, there emerged two important political
streamss within the Sikh community.44 The First World War temporarily pushed this polarity
too the background but in 1920 a proclamation was made from the Golden Temple that a
committeee was to be set up to manage ail Sikh shrines, the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committeee (SGPC). Hence Sikhs organized themselves into a volunteer brigade, the Akali
Dall (Army of immortals), dedicated to tussling gurdwaras away from their custodians. The
Akaliss clashed with the British Indian Army and were declared illegal. Yet in 1925 the Sikh
Gurdwaraa Act was passed which placed gurdwaras in the custody of the SGPC. Subsequently
thee Akali movement more or less became a political party, while the SGPC (though
dominatedd by members of the Akali party) confined itself to religious and educational
matters.45 5
Unlikee their stand towards the Sikhs, the British were suspicious of the Arya Samaj from
thee very beginning. Officially Aryas maintained that the movement was in no way political
butt both their domination of the Punjab Congress (from 1898 until 1907) and their militancy
inn general made that they were closely watched by the government. On the whole,
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importantly,, the Arya Samaj shaped the political attitudes of Punjabi Hindus by giving them
ann interpretation of India's past, providing a vision of and pride in the Hindu nation (Arya
varta)varta) and suggesting remedies for India's miserable economic conditions. This influence
wass particularly evident in the intellectual development of leading Arya Samajist, Lala Lajpat
Raii (1865-1928). Though an important member of the Indian National Congress, Rai said he
wass first a Hindu and then an Indian. Moreover, he argued opposed to many forward looking
Congresss members that to create Arya varta, Indians had to stop mimicking the West and rely
uponn their own traditions instead. In many of his writings Lajpat Rai reinterpreted the Hindu
traditionn to make it suitable to the times. In The message of the Bhagavad Gita (1908), for
example,, he argued that a nation's prosperity and success depended 'upon wisdom like that
off Krishna and on bravery like that of Arjuna' and accordingly that Indians would find
salvationn in the disinterested performance of their 'duty', without attachments to its fruits, at
anyy cost and any risk: 'if ever any nation stood in need of a message like that of Krishna, it is
thee Indians of today' and so 'let them invoke his aid by acting up to his message'.46
Interestingg to mention here is that for this tract Lajpat Rai made use of

the English

translationn of the Bhagavad Gita by the well-known Theosophist Annie Besant (1847-1933).
Oncee again, an example of Christian influence upon the reinterpretation of 'tradition'. This
nott only because of the translation of Sanskrit words into those of 'duty' and 'sin' but also
becausee of the continuous contextualization through comparisons with (besides the Bible)
literaryy writings such as those by Coleridge, Dante, Keats, Wordsworth.
Despitee the fact that, similar to Maharma Gandhi, Arya Samaj ists like Lala Lajpat Rai
madee available patriotic terminology to a wider public, the relationship between the Punjab
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Congresss and the Arya Samaj remained uneasy. Particularly because the Arya Samaj
increasinglyy favoured communal politics rather than those of Hindu-Muslim co-operation and
nationall unity. Overall the Congress met with little success in the Punjab and was mostly
supportedd by the handful Bengalis and Brahmo Samajists around the Lahore Indian
Associationn and the Tribune newspaper. Arya Samajists solely but dominantly participated
withinn the Congress during a short period when communal tension was at low ebb, partly
whilee they believed this 'do-nothing' organization could be converted into a vehicle for
'improvement'' on the basis of native industries and the spread of mass education. Like in
manyy other places in the colonial world, Japan's victory over Russia in 1904 (being me first
timee an Asian country defeated a Western one) led to a wave of patriotism in India.
Afterwards,, Aryas held sympathy meetings for Japan, introduced the Japanese language into
theirr college curriculum and even sent a few students to Tokyo.47 Also Aryas started the
publicationn of the Punjabee, an English newspaper in which they criticized the British and
generallyy aimed to spark off nationalist politics among educated Punjabis.
Comparativelyy the relationship between the Ahmadiyahs and the British was not a
difficultt one. Throughout his life Mirza Ghulam Ahmad professed 'loyalty' to the Crown, as
hee did for example at a meeting of nearly 1500 of his followers on the 27th of December
1906: :

Almightyy God has placed us under a government which has granted religious liberty
too all its subjects. It is due to the liberty granted by this government and to its justice
thatt our opponents cannot give a practical turn to their hostility against us. If it had
beenn in their power, they would have annihilated us, but on account of their inability
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too do so, they only grind their teeth in wrath and despair, for they see what kindheartedd government God has sent to protect us from such persecution, my heart
overflowss with thanks to the almighty for his unbounded grace and kindness towards
us.48 8

Obviously,, Ahmadiyahs had more problems with the traditional (Muslim) authorities than
withh the British. A closely knitted organization which had a strong corporate enthusiasm,
theyy did not belong to the mainstream of Islam and other Muslims often blamed them for
underminingg Islamic solidarity and providing assistance to British rule. Enough reason for
Ghulamm Ahmad therefore to urge his followers to avoid political agitation and anti-British
activity.. Crucial to the attitude of the British government to the Ahmadiyahs was Ghulam
Ahmad'ss interpretation of the Islamic doctrine of jihad. The centrality of it within
Ahmadiyahh thought was related to the Mirza's involvement in polemics against the Christian
missionariess and members of the Arya Samaj, who both used the idea of jihad to describe
Islamm in an unfavourable, aggressive light. In many writings Ghulam Ahmad countered this
ideaa by tracing the concept linguistically and in the early history of Islam, not just to restore
jihadjihad to its 'original' meaning but also to make clear that, now that the Promised Messiah had
arrived,, it was the 'duty' of every true Muslim to hold back from jihadA9
Afterr Ghulam Ahmad's dead and especially the 1914 split, however, also the Ahmadiyahs
becamee increasingly entangled with the political issues of the day: the growing concern in
Indiaa with self-government and the problem of Hindu-Muslim relations. Increasingly, selfconsciouss criticism of the British government became an element in Ahmadiyah policy, while
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otherwisee for example the earlier mentioned Zafrullah Khan in 1931 stepped forward as
presidentt of the Muslim League Conference. Yet the most volatile political issue in
Ahmadiyahh history likely remains the declaring of non-Ahmadiyahs to be kafirs. Following
KhalifahKhalifah Mahmud Ahmad early statement, it not only proved to be crucial to the split
betweenn the Qadianis and Lahoris but, moreover, negatively affected the community's
relationshipp with the wider world of Islam ever since.
Alll in all, the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah movements more or less were
tryingg to win the British title of 'loyal' and concomitant patronage despite their increasing
divisivee overtones and transcendent yearnings: for though the need for change was not
disputed,, there was growing resistance, especially when the measures taken by the AngloIndiann colonial state interfered too much in society. Often if actions of individuals threatened
thiss loyal image, meetings were held and resolutions passed denouncing co-members and
pledgingg support for the Raj. Naturally I do not see any importance here of an analysis in
termss of 'collaboration', my point solely is to stress the continuity in the acceptance of the
terminologyy propagated by the British in the public sphere. By being 'loyal', Punjabis
acceptedd the supposedly progressive liberal democratic idiom in terms of political
representation,, elections, constitutional reform or otherwise. Pragmatically, patronage, social
statuss and political participation were taken as crucial by all, particularly after the British
graduallyy had to give in on the terms through which they had defined Indian society
themselves.. Moreover, while declaring themselves 'loyal' to the Crown, reformers often
stressedd that their movements solely were 'religious' and not involved in 'politics', that their
institutionss and practices were pure, transcendent and uncorrupted. In this way, importantly,
theyy adopted the Western notion of 'religion' as separated from the 'secular'.
Cruciall to mention also remains the fact that British policy advanced divisions and
militancyy among communities, if only because the Raj's structures generally encouraged a
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competitivee style of politics. The militancy of the Arya Samaj, through their participation in
thee Congress or otherwise, encouraged the British to see them as 'disloyal' and drew
economicc sanctions against them. When Muslim politicians then also began to picture Aryas
ass enemies of the government, Arya Samajists struck out at their Muslim accusers. Stung by
thee persistent charges of sedition and hence removal from their government posts, they
describedd the latter not only as greedy job seekers who called Hindus seditious in order to
securee posts which under normal conditions they could never have, but accused them also of
beingg 'disloyal' to the British by definition, as the Quran demanded that Muslims would fight
theirr jihad.50 While communities thus increasingly opposed each other, support for the Punjab
Congresss declined and, instead, Hindu Sabhas, mostly led by Arya Samajists, moved into the
publicc sphere (partly to counter similar organizations among Muslims such as the Punjab
Muslimm League). As such, by 1908 each district in the Punjab had a Hindu Sabha affiliated
withh the Punjab Hindu Sabha in Lahore (the All-India Hindu Sabha was formed in 1909) and
identityy politics indeed increasingly came to the fore.

3.. On identity politics and conversion

Generally,, one's identity is determined by the group(s) one identifies with or, maybe better,
onee cannot be 'disloyal' to and still like oneself. Moreover, what makes you 'loyal' to a
smallerr group may give you reason to co-operate in constructing a larger one, a group to
whichh you may in time become equally or perhaps even more 'loyal'. I mention this because
itt remains crucial in relation to the broader political mobilization in the South Asian public
spheree since the late nineteenth century. In fact, this often happened in a pugnacious manner,
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forr to interest people you must provide a fight so that they get excited, take sides, become
emotional,, feel suspense and charge their 'moral' convictions. Though British policy and the
neww modes of 'communication' (newspapers especially) often worked as a catalyst in the
process,, reformers increasingly started to use sacred 'symbols' to mobilize me group, to
defendd its interest and to compete with other groups. Creating a powerful 'moral' imperative,
thesee 'symbols' gave a sense of self-respect and pride to the community as if it were an
individual. .

Whatt happened in terms of identity formation in South Asia since the nineteenth century
inn the context of a liberal democratic public sphere, therefore does not differ much from the
identityy politics the modem world (obsessed with emancipation since the Enlightenment) has
beenn familiar with. Interestingly, some sacred 'symbols' made their appearance in the public
spheree in a dramatic way at one time or another and then disappeared for long periods, most
probablyy because it was in no one's interest to bring them forward. Such has been the case
withh the earlier mentioned cow protection associations. They occupied the center of the stage
att different times in modem South Asian history. In between there was no loss of Hindu
reverencee for the cow and its symbolic uses did not cease, but there was no great mobilization
launchedd in its defense. Perhaps more crucial to modern identity politics than these sacred
'symbols',, however, remains the act of 'conversion'. Within the wider configuration of
changee in a public sphere under state supervision, it became directly related to (numerical)
competitionn between communities, while generally it more or less stood for a triumph of the
'civilizingg mission' (i.e. leading to the earlier mentioned processes of Sanskritization and
Ashrafization).. Conversion thus remains a core activity, bringing together, for example,
competition,, adherence to numbers, social work, education of missionaries and polemics.
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Byy and large, conversion can be seen both in a spiritual sense of being a change of
consciousnesss and experience, as well as, in terms of social practice, of 'moving camps out of
onee community to another' or of 'shifting camps'.51 For the discussion of history, however, it
iss more convenient to assume that conversion rarely involved an immediate spiritual
experiencee and transformation, but instead more meant 'a change of fellowship than conduct
off inner life', though the latter over time could occur. The convert joined a new social group
thatt largely defined its identity on the basis of the limits on marriage, inter-dining and ritual
observances,, thus leaving his old associates but not necessarily his old ways behind him.52
Conversionn to Christianity followed an earlier pattern taken in the Punjab. Elitist (high
caste)) converts often wanted modern education in English, to increase their status,
too qualify for government services or legal, medical, engineering or teaching professions.. Although they were few in number, they were responsible for far more public
attentionn and reaction to Christian conversion than the numerically superior
successess among the oppressed out and lower castes.
Thee close linkage between conversion and caste indeed remains significant. The
egalitariann and individualistic notions of the Protestant evangelicals imbued them with a
strongg hostility to the institution of caste, which they regarded as integral to Hinduism (and to
aa much lesser extent Islam and Sikhism) and a hindrance to civilization. Converts therefore
weree expected to have a total break with their old social milieus, whereas alternatively
missionariess hoped in downward filtration of the 'civilizing mission'. Christian missionaries
weree particularly successful among the out caste groups of Chamars and Chuhras
(particularlyy the latter), who earlier had converted to Islam and Sikhism and now respondedd to Christian proselytism. Adopting the Christian faith for Punjabi out castes
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indeedd was not problematic. For as contemporary missionary, R.W. Winter, for example, put
itt in relation to the Chamars:

Theyy looked on Christianity merely as what they called apanth, andpanth of religion,
andd not as a brotherhood. They have many of these non-Christian panths as followers
off Kabir or Ram Dass or Nanak, the founder of the Sikhs; these they can follow
withoutt bringing women and children, they can believe in them without being outcast,
andd their faith in no way interferes with domestic and social customs connected with
idolatry.53 3

Too their amazement, missionaries discovered that caste links could help rather than
hinderr evangelicalism. In a society where an individual counted very little outside his group,
conversionn inevitably tended to assume a collective form, especially among the occupational
groups.. The group converts were often found to preserve family and kinship ties, which not
onlyy provided much needed support and protection but were also extremely important for
sociall intercourse and marriage among them. Kinship ties provided traditional avenues of
communicationn and contact which were of considerable importance in the spread of the
conversionn movement. Yet, though conversion sometimes offered a degree of social mobility
withinn the caste structure, involving changes in customs, ritual, ideology and way of life in
thee direction of more higher cultural norms, at the same time, collective action among the
depressedd was undermined by their lack of 'horizontal group solidarity' and 'unusually
fragmentedd character'.54 In fact, subsequently upwardly mobile out and lower caste groups
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becamee fiercely competitive among each other and on their way often impeded other
comparablee groups, driving indeed the latter occasionally to Christian channels.
Otherwise,, importantly, as part of the 'civilizing mission', the freedom of conversion and
thee protection of the rights of converts was a logical corollary to the British' rhetoric of
religiouss 'neutrality'. In South Asia, the breaking of caste rules and apostasy were serious
crimess to be punished by, for example, excommunication, the loss of property or the loss of
thee right to inheritance. Obviously it was the 'duty' of the British to protect the victims and,
hence,, despite many protests and petitions, since the mid-nineteenth century, reforming
measuress 'officially' guaranteed converts the possession of property and the right to inherit
government.555 All the same, however, as Gauri Viswanathan argued, Anglo-Indian law in
manyy cases insisted on Indian 'difference':

Evenn when Hindus or Muslims were converting to Christianity, the decisions made by
thee civil courts denied that such conscious change occurred, and the Christian convert
wass treated as essentially someone who had not converted.56

Similarly,, the 'official' term to describe Christian converts became 'Native Christian' which
att least in terms of identity by law left converted Indians 'floating in a nebulous space',
neitherr Hindu, Muslim, Sikh nor Christian.57
Ass mentioned in Chapter Three, the Singh Sabhas, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyahs did
createcreate conversion rituals with concise statements of belief and began educating missionaries.
Modess of missionary language emerged which were accompanied by numerous writings
(manualss for rites de passage, crucial paragraphs from the 'scriptures', polemic tracts and so
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on).. Since the introduction of the decennial Census (1871) it became clear that the number of
Hinduss was falling in proportion to those of other communities. After the death of Gurudatta
inn 1890, Gurukul Aryas under the leadership of Munshi Ram and Lekh Ram created a plan
forr educating professional missionaries and afterwards, while Christian success in converting
thee out and lower castes furthered Hindu fears, developed their own ritual of conversion
{shuddhi).{shuddhi). Most significant about this ritual remains the fact that Arya Samajists (and to a
lesserr extent Singh Sabhaites) used it to purify and readmit Hindus who had converted to
Islamm and Christianity earlier on the basis of some remembered identity. Census operations
againn were crucial here. Through them a large majority of Muslims was recognized as being
convertedd Hindus who in terms of their practices continued to belong to the larger 'original'
(read:: Hindu) tradition. Through shuddhi, Arya Samajists more or less transformed Hinduism
intoo a tradition of conversion, equal to its competitors: the prophetic faiths of Islam and
Christianityy as well as the Guru bounded Sikhs. Importantly, this transformation meant far
moree than merely the adoption of the necessary ceremonies, while at the same time it meant a
shiftt from a social world based on birth to one founded on voluntary association.58
Undoubtedlyy Arya Samajists felt comfortable in this world for they were successful,
particularlyy in villages, persuading people of low caste in developing a pride in the Hindu
heritage. .
Interestingly,, some elitist Sikhs initially offered assistance to Arya attempts to contain
thee tide of Christian and Islamic conversion and together with Arya allies founded the
shuddhishuddhi sabha (purification society).59 By the early 1890s three groups, the Arya Samaj, the
Singhh Sabhas and the shuddhi sabhas, sometimes in alliance, otherwise independently,
performedd purifications with increasing frequency. The official division of the Arya Samaj in
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18933 led to estrangement among supporters of shuddhi. The shuddhi sabhas under the
leadershipp of radical Sikhs instituted a 'pork test' for converts from Islam. If the eating of
beeff could transform a Hindu into a Muslim, alternately the eating of pork would signify the
returnn of a Muslim to Hinduism or Sikhism. As a result, Gurukul Aryas with their rigid insistencee on vegetarianism withdrew all support from the shuddhi sabhas and condemned them
insteadd for their adhering to a degenerated form of Hinduism. Afterwards, purifications continuedd but now were sponsored independently by two competing groups, the shuddhi sabhas
withh their College Arya supporters and Gurukul Arya Samajists. An important transformation
howeverr took place with the extension of the shuddhi concept to group conversion. For partly
inn response to Christian missionary successes among the out and lower castes, this was not
strictlyy about re-conversion but, unacceptable in the Indian tradition, the admittance of outcastess to caste privileges. Otherwise, importantly, being used to numbers by now, many Sikhs
alsoo came to see Aryan re-conversion as a direct threat, potentially as dangerous as Christian
orr Islamic conversion. Increasingly the question 'Are Sikhs Hindus?' was raised and a public
debatee followed generating books, pamphlets and letters supporting a wide variety of
opinionss on Sikh-Hindu relations.60 It was by this time, however, that Bhai Kahn Singh
Nabhaa (1867-1938) wrote his famous tract, Ham Hindu nahin or We are not Hindus (1897)
andd Singh Sabhaites already were much on their way redefining the community as 'different'
fromm Hindus and accordingly Sikhs started their own shuddhi movement.61
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Inn 1889, Ghulam Ahmad made clear the ten conditions on which he would grant baiat to
hiss disciples and afterwards started a jamat-i-tabligh or missionary association. Though a
timelyy response to the widespread missionary activities by Christians and shuddhi efforts of
Aryaa Samajists and Sikhs, Ahmadiyah missionaries altogether moved around in a different
worldd than the former because their converts mostly came from orthodox Islam. Initially,
Ahmadiyahh members voluntarily went on preaching tours when requested but soon
missionariess were specifically educated and ever since make up the core of the movement.
Especiallyy during the six years of Khalifah Nur al-Din's leadership the Ahmadiyahs greatly
expandedd their missionary activities. First in the subcontinent, where converts were most
numerouss outside Punjab, in parts of Bengal, the Deccan and Malabar, and later especially
overseas.. More interesting, however, remain the Ahmadiyah converts from other traditions.
Obviouslyy there were not many of them, but at least they would create polemics. Mirza
Ghulamm Ahmad, for example, ridiculed Arya Samajists for their idea that the change of faith
off Hindus who converted to Ahmadiyah Islam was not sincere as they ought to have studied
thee four Vedas in Sanskrit as well as the sacred literature of Islam:

Thee objection could be said to have at least been honestly raised if the objectors
themselvess had first given some proof of their own erudition in the four Vedas.... Not
longg ago all those who now fill the ranks of the Arya Samaj adhered to the old form of
Hinduu belief, in which they looked upon Rama and Krishna and other sages as deities
andd stuck to idol-worship as the true teachings of the Vedas, and above all according
too the principles of the Vedanta, they considered themselves as having been brought
intoo existence by God. But with their conversion to Arya Samaj all these ideas
underwentt a complete revolution. Instead of regarding themselves anymore as
creaturess of God, they looked upon themselves as co-eternal with God and uncreated
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byy His hands and thus arrogantly assumed the position of co-equality with the Lord of
thee universe... I am willing to pay a thousand Rupees to the Arya Samajists if they can
provee that even five per cent of their total number are well-versed in the four Vedas in
Sanskrit.. And if they cannot, they must confess the absurdity of their objection against
thee converts to Islam.62

Afterwards,, in the same article, Ghulam Ahmad sets out to answer the question 'to what
extentt is research necessary for a change of religion?'63 In reply, he comes up with three
criteriaa to distinguish a 'true' religion from a false one. My point, however, is that discussions
suchh as these clearly fit within the earlier discussed idea of a 'comparative moral
consciousness'' and in this case specifically the idea of individuals making their own
'rational'' judgements.
Alll in all, besides rallying around such a sacred 'symbol' as the cow, 'conversion'
definitelyy remains crucial to the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages'
stirringg the public mind. Particularly because it focused on expansion and as such indeed
directlyy featured the public side of 'moral languages'. Converts had to be lured into the fold
byy missionary talks. They had to undergo initiation rites, moral educational programs and,
alternatively,, in the successful cases, contribute their part to further the community. The latter
couldd be voluntary work of all sorts but, importantly, generally took place in an institutional
context:: schools, hospitals, orphanages or the local mandir, gurdwara or mosque. Through
conversion,, Punjabi converts thus increasingly became involved in identity politics and,
indeed,, often went for higher cultural norms to which alternatively 'language' and 'history'
increasinglyy became crucial as symbolic community markers.
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4.. Strengthening identity through language and history

Indiann reformers followed the Christian missionaries in stressing the importance of
vernacularr education and accordingly often used missionary study and reference materials.
Thee modem development of the vernaculars, therefore, is directly related to the creation of
'morall languages', as the choice of a vernacular and the cultural meanings embedded in that
choicee became themes in the writings of reform. While reformers articulated and
disseminatedd new textual standards of tradition through the vernaculars among a growing
audience,, 'the use of one specific vernacular became a claim to the legitimacy of that
languagee for a particular group at the expense of other languages'.64 Best-known probably
remainss the Hindi-Urdu controversy. A surprising one at the same time, while ordinary
Muslimss and Hindus largely spoke the same language more or less from Lahore to Delhi.
Moreover,, despite the many registers in use, Hindus, Muslims and often Sikhs generally also
usedd the Persian-Arabic Nastaliq script and thus did not perceive clear boundaries between
Hindii and Urdu because of the Nastaliq and Devanagari scripts.
Ass literacy, education and employment became increasingly important to the newly
emergingg public sphere, 'language' became a matter of great consequence. Again the role of
thee British was crucial, while they patronized Urdu as the language for the administration.
Thoughh Hindus increasingly began to claim recognition for Hindi and gradually induced the
Britishh to repeal Urdu's privileged status, the latter continued to favour 'Hindustani' (i.e.
simplifiedd Urdu) as the language into which government recruits fresh from England were
immediatelyy pitched (John Platts' Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi and English, 1884, is a
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reflectionn of this preference which continues to be illustrated in the bias of most later
dictionaries).655 The Hindi-Urdu divide remains all the more surprising as, before the coming
off the colonial public education system, 'Urdu was not used in its written form as a medium
off instruction in traditional Islamic schools'.66 Traditionally, Muslim children were taught
Persiann and Arabic, while north Indian Muslim elites generally condemned Urdu. It was only
whenn the latter and the British decided that, in relation to Hindus, 'Muslims were backward
inn education' and therefore should be encouraged to attend government schools, that it was
feltt necessary to offer Urdu in Nastaliq as a carrot to Muslims to attend schools.67
Afterr more and more government schools were set up, Hindi and Urdu spokesmen
increasinglyy insisted that Hindus had the right to be taught through Devanagari and Muslims
throughh Nastaliq. Subsequently they set out to separate the two 'languages' by referring to
Sanskritt or Persian as distinct sources from the past and for the future, emphasizing linguistic
differencess instead of commonalities. Much less an issue during former times, the rivalry
betweenn Hindi and Urdu centred on its most obvious and graphic manifestation, that of script.
Wherebyy it should be stressed that because of the difference in difficulty of the scripts:

Thee adoption of the Devanagri script presented only a slight difficulty for Muslims,
whereass the maintenance of Urdu in Persian-Arabic script raised much greater
difficultiess for Hindus.68
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Onee of the main themes of the controversy between Hindi and Urdu speakers as expressed by
thee supporters of Hindi, was that Urdu and the Nastaliq script promoted fraud, deceit and
otherr vices, while Hindi and the Devanagari script enhanced truth, honesty and similar
virtues.. Ironically, much of the polemic with which the Hindi-Urdu debate was fought 'was
heavilyy influenced by English in its syntax and its rhetoric'.69 An impact which continues to
bee visible through 'Indian English' on modern Hindi and Urdu.
Soo how do the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah movements fit in all this?
Againn the Arya Samaj was at the vanguard with putting Hindi forward as symbolic identity
markerss and, in this way, once more functioned as a catalyst. After his visit to Calcutta,
SwamiSwami Dayanand replaced Sanskrit with Hindi to spread his teachings among a wider
audiencee and afterwards he encouraged Aryas to use Hindi in Devanagri as Arya bhasa, i.e.
thee heavily Sanskritized form of Hindi that the Samaj came to cherish but which few but
themselvess could understand.70 In fact, the Swami was the first to translate the Vedas into
Hindii and in the accompanying commentary he often criticized Max Muller (and as such
openedd the field for Pandit Gurudatta Vidyarthi, whose vehement attacks on the German
scholarr were discussed in the previous Chapter). More important steps, however, were taken
afterr Dayanand's death, when Hindi was made obligatory in the movement's educational
institutionss and Arya Samajists also stated its importance in public. In one 1882 tract written
inn reply to the Hunter Education Commission, for example, Lala Dwarka Das stressed the
superiorityy of the Devanagri script in comparison with those of Nastaliq and Gurmukhi, if
onlyy because it would take less space in writing and printing. Moreover, he argued, Hindi
typess were much more durable:
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Everybodyy who has seen Urdu types must have perceived that their fine points wear
offf very soon. Moreover, Hindi printing is much more beautiful than Urdu printing. In
thiss respect there is no difference between Hindi and English. Urdu letters are not
adaptedd to printing, and hence they are more illegible when printed than when
lithographed.71 1

Evenn so, Hindi was not so important in the Punjab. Urdu was the dominant language in
11 11

thee press and slowly also replaced Persian as a literary language.

Moreover, the language

wass used by the Punjab Education department for official notices and for major translations
fromm Arabic, Persian and English. And yet, though Urdu (using the Prophet's script)
subsequentlyy perhaps became a 'symbol' of Muslim identity second only to Islam itself,
Mirzaa Ghulam Ahmad definitely was not one of its champions. Being the son of a well-to-do
Punjabii landowner, he knew Arabic and Persian well. His Urdu writings however were not of
aa high literary standard and difficult to follow even for the native speaker, partly because his
textss often were interspersed with revelatory passages in Arabic, Persian and English terms
writtenn in Nastaliq. In accordance with the times, nonetheless, he stressed Urdu was as
capablee as Arabic for a sound understanding of the Quran (which like the Bible by that time
alreadyy was translated, by Nazir Ahmad for example, several times into Urdu). Furthermore,
hee claimed to receive his revelations in Urdu rather than in Arabic! On the whole, the fact
thatt most Ahmadiyah writings came to be written in Urdu undoubtedly had more to do with
thee lay focus of the movement and with fast changing political circumstances. This focus was
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furtherr strengthened after the Partition of British India when the movement's headquarters
movedd to a country where Urdu was the national language and, until declared non-Muslims
inn 1975 and persecuted afterwards, many Ahmadiyahs had high jobs in the government and
thee army.
Thee fact that the British privileged Urdu (over Persian) as the language of administration
andd Muslims furthermore made it in one of the main symbols of identification, obviously led
too a less important role for Punjabi. As such, for example, while earlier Muslim poets
contributedd much to Punjabi literature, the famous Punjabi poet, Muhammad Iqbal (18761938),, never wrote in his mother tongue. Punjabi was the language of rural Punjab, used
almostt exclusively in verse for more popular literature like qissas, bazaar songs, folk legends
andd works related to Pir worship and shrine rituals. Linguistically, Punjabi was not as
developedd as both Hindi and Urdu but according to Baba Buddh Singh (1878-1931) this was
nott something to worry about, as the language solely was in a formative stage and eventually
wouldd be like any other language.73 More interestingly, Buddh Singh argued that the
developmentt of the language had to be seen as a contribution to the Punjab as a whole and
thatt its association with religion would be its doom.74 By that time, however, Singh
Sabhaitess already had turned Punjabi written in Gurmukhi into the sacred language of the
Sikhss instead of that of the region and had become its most zealous crusaders. A process
whichh ultimately resulted in the standardization of the Granth Sahib, i.e. page-length,
numberingg and the use of Gurmukhi irrespective of whether the original hymn was composed
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inn medieval Hindi, Punjabi or some other language. Otherwise, while stressing the relevance
off drawing the value and ideal of Sikh life from the Granth Sahib in his writings, Bhai Vir
Singhh from the very beginning recognized the necessity of doing all this in simple Punjabi.
Yet,, while Baba Buddh Singh wrote for the people of the Punjab des or country, Bhai Vir
Singhh stressed he always wrote for the Sikh qaum or community (original Arabic: 'a people
whoo stand together'), while India was his country.75
Somee reformers also stressed the importance of writing in the colloquial vernacular. One
off the most interesting cases here remains that of the earlier mentioned Altaf Husain Hali. In
Lahore,, he had worked in the Punjab Government book depot, revising the style of textbooks
thatt had been translated from English into Urdu for the Education department. Hence,
withoutt knowing English, he became familiar with a wide range of English literature and its
'rational'' mode of writing. Particularly important as an example of colloquial writing remains
Hali'ss Majalis-un-nissa or Assemblies of women (1874). Written in the form of
conversationss between elitist Muslim women it is an excellent piece of social history, while it
includess descriptions of women's daily life, their education and training in the household
management,, child-rearing practices, customs and beliefs. All written indeed as a pedagogical
workk to reform Muslim women in the dialect of Urdu spoken by them, begamati zaban.
Thoughh the very earthy and colloquial dialect, with very few Persian and Arabic loan words,
wass often regarded as low status, the Director of Public Instruction, Colonel W.R.M.
Holroyd,, nonetheless recommended Majalis-un-nissa for a literary prize and Viceroy Lord
Northbrookee awarded Hali 400 rupees. Afterwards the work was adopted as a textbook for
girls'' schools in the Punjab.76
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Interesting to mention here remains the fact that S.W. Falcon's A new Hindustani-English dictionary,
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Moree crucial in terms of literary history, however, remains the fact that Altaf Husain Hali
(likee the earlier mentioned Muhammad Husain Azad) advocated 'natural' (necharal) style as
thee only possible medium for serious and relevant poetry.77 In a most important piece of
literaryy criticism in Urdu, Muqaddama-e-sïr-o-sairi or Introduction to poetry and poetics
(1893),, he 'mercilessly criticized the traditional poets because he felt that neither highsoaringg mystical dreams nor complicated rhetorical devices could help Muslims face their
basicc duties and lead them to towards a more glorious future'.78 Indeed, importantly, through
developmentss like these Urdu heavily influenced modem Hindi and Punjabi literary history.
Ass R.S. McGregor for example put it in relation to the case of Hindi:

Factorss retarding the progress of Hindi were the relative infancy and consequent
restrictedd range of the new style, its continuing dependence into the twentieth century
onn Urdu for models and also for some of its authors in the field of prose, and the
naturall difficulties in the way of a wholesale exchange of one set of language habits
forr another.79

Similarly,, since a knowledge of Urdu was so widely disseminated by the Punjab educational
system,, Christopher Shackle recently argued how the early attempts of constructing modern
Punjabii literary history were much indebted to both Muhammad Husain Azad's Ab-e Hayat
(1880)) and Hali's Muqaddama.*0 As Baba Buddh Singh put it in Koil Ku (1916), in which he
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treatss the qissa poets of the Mughal period and subsequently offers an elementary theory of
poetry: :

Thesee verses are stuffed full of Persian images, and the custom started by these
masterss has continued down to the present. Even the poetry of today simply clings to
thee example of Fazl Shah. Those same Persian images which infuriated Azad and Hali
andd to which they said 'Enough!' have today found a home in Punjabi poetry... But
theyy are after all quite alien, and hardly pleasing to the Punjabi ear.81

Partlyy because of the introduction of 'print culture', the colonial interaction also had
decisivee consequences for the formal organization of the vernaculars. Not only several
editionss of a work were brought out on the market, but these often also came out with
revisionss (as in the cases of Dayanand Saraswati's Satyarth Prakash and Altaf Husain Hali's
Musaddas).Musaddas). Likewise, works increasingly had Prefaces and/or. Introductions, in which authors
'rationally'' explained the message they wanted to spread. In the Preface to the Bride's
mirror,mirror, for example, Nazir Ahmad, states his satisfaction about the fact that his 'moral' tale
provedd to be useful for women, as 'they took the greatest interest in reading it or hearing it
read',822 while Bhai Vir Singh states he wrote the biography of tenth Guru Gobind Singh, Sri
KalgidharKalgidhar Chamatkar (1925), 'as a guide to the reader to regulate his own life on a practical
path'.833 In the same way, (sub-)headings lead the separate parts of a work more smoothly into
eachh other and generally made the organization of the work more 'rational' and thus better
forr spreading the message. Interestingly, while making no concessions to formerly expected
elegantt forms of rhyme, 'rational' headings often make clear the newly emerged 'social
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consciousness'.. Probably one of the best examples is Dayanand's Satyarth Prakash, where
onee finds such subject headings as: 'On education', 'An examination of the different religions
prevailingg in Arya varta? and 'An examination of the doctrines of Christianity'. Moreover, as
discussedd earlier, in their urge to counter Western knowledge while reviving the tradition (but
nonethelesss accepting the authority of science), Punjabis began citing Western authorities on
thee subject and to refer to them in footnotes, carefully organized by number and content.
Otherwise,, Arya Samajists, Singh Sabhaites and Ahmadiyahs also kept close watch on what
wass written about their and other traditions, referred to them, and hence their reinterpretationss and writings often came to be embedded in and entangled with the wider
worldd of Western Orientalism.
Inn Chapter two, I already referred to the complications involved in learning English in
nineteenthh century South Asia as well as the 'interpretation' of the ever-growing amount of
texts.. Likewise, undoubtedly, 'translation' from one vernacular into another and especially
fromm English was crucial to what concerned Indian 'social consciousness' under colonial
rule.. In relation to this also I mentioned some vernacular terms throughout this study: unnati,
seva,seva, dharmachar, 'aql, Arya varta, Arya bhasa, des, qaum, swadeshi, niyog and yaugika.
Naturallyy most of these words existed earlier but the point is that they were presented as part
off a new powerful and authoritative 'rational' language in the public sphere and therefore
attainedd a different 'meaning'. In the same way, though few of them knew English well,
authorss often retained English words they felt were impossible to translate but nonetheless
cruciall to be maintained.84 Hence, English words such as 'civilization', 'science', 'society',
liberal',, 'public', 'moral', 'natural philosophy', 'political' often crop up in careful
transliterationn and, in this way, these words complete, as it were, the full circle which started

844 Fortunately, English words were transliterated through South Asian sound systems and hence the Western
translatorr regularly is confronted with amusingfindingsthat make this tiresome work somewhat more bearable
(maijik(maijik tentarn, necharalfilasafi).Similarly, because of the peculiar combination of consonants in English, one
cann often recognize transliterated English words beforehand in vernacular texts.
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withh Bharatendu Harishchandra's Ballia speech mentioned in the Introduction.85 Many of
thesee terms were incorporated by reformers in the definition of their 'moral languages' and,
afterr feeling comfortable with them in one way or the other, they increasingly started to use
themm as authoritative 'reference' words.
Overalll Indian elites increasingly took care of their 'language' in practice. In fact, in
hindsight,, all new literary forms (i.e. novel, drama, poems and so on) had a strong 'moral'
contentt and as such they were definitely part of the dominant 'social consciousness' at the
time.. While creating niches for themselves and the group(s) they identified with, Indians
wrestledd with contemporary 'colonial culture' and redefined their 'traditions' at the same
time.. Equally crucial in terms of 'moral' strengthening of these newly emerging identities
thenn remains the modern scientific discipline of 'history'. The latter not only made it possible
too define 'moral languages' in time and space, it particularly was excellent for polemic use as
well.. Being continuously confronted with Western missionary and historical writings
mouldedd by the ever recurring theme of Indians being 'uncivilized' and backward compared
too the West, reformers set out on countering these sources. For indeed, how could it be that
thee British would know more about South Asian history than Indians themselves? Moreover,
thoughh belonging to the world of science, the writing of history was different from the
experimentss held in the laboratories and could easily suit a 'moral' purpose'.
Duringg the second half of the eighteenth century the British had started with the writing
off South Asian history and soon translations into the vernaculars were made. Elitist Indians
becamee fascinated with the discipline and started to historicize their traditions in time: if only
too counter earlier made historical claims. As such, as still today, the search for history became
onee for legitimacy, especially because the Anglo-Indian colonial state often acknowledged
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I am referring here to texts by such authors as Altaf Husain Hali, Muhammad Husain Azad, Nazir Ahmad,
Bhaii Vir Singh and Pandit Gurudatta Vidyarthi. Those at the vanguard in terms late nineteenth century 'social
consciousness',, as it were, for obviously one finds these terms not so much in the writings of for example Mirza
Ghulamm Ahmad or Dayanand Saraswati, if only because their lack of (first hand) knowledge of English.
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thee so-called 'facts' brought forward or even gave authority to them in the first place (like
stressingg Muslims as being the foreign element in South Asian society). A growing number
off historical works were written (involving consulting original sources, asking different kinds
off questions, collecting different kinds of information and coming to new kinds of
conclusions)) which heavily influenced the redefinition of traditions. Yet, like in Europe, the
greatt question was whether the study of history could affect the meaning of 'religion' by
probingg the moments of 'time' associated with it. In Europe, for instance, Ernest Renan's
biographicall study on the Life of Jesus (1863), not only excluded the supernatural but at the
samee time was written for the general reader who wanted an understandable Christ without
simultaneouslyy having to accept magical stories.86 Now much in the same way Indians began
too redefine their traditions by using history as a new form of 'rational' knowledge introducing
clockworkk into 'time'.
Understandably,, the first biographies on Muhammed written by Christian missionaries
outragedd pious Muslims. For while the latter, at least, 'could claim to have always paid due
respectt to Jesus the prophet and his virgin mother, they were horrified to see how the picture
off their prophet was distorted in Western publications'.87 As a reaction, literature about the
Prophett grew much after 1880. Like in the case of Jesus, Muhammad more than before was
takenn as the true guide, equally indeed for both men and women. Reformers like Sayyid
Ahmadd Khan 'helped to unshroud him from the mist of legends that had enveloped him over
thee centuries'.88 According to the reformers, to know more about Muhammad and to see him
ass the model not only for details of ritual but rather for the whole approach to life was the
'duty'' of Muslims. Undoubtedly, this strong reverence of the Prophet of Islam paralleled and

Chadwick,, The secularization of the European mind, Chapter Eight.
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wass a response to the nineteenth century Protestant emphasis on the Life of Jesus rather than
onn the mystery of Christ
Ann early landmark in South Asian history writing was Sayyid Ahmad Khan's Asbab-e-

baghavat-e-Hindbaghavat-e-Hind (1859) in which he tried to explain the 'Causes of the Indian Mutiny
layingg the blame upon both sides: the government had ignored the conditions of its subjects,
whilee Indians misunderstood British rule. While finding mutual misunderstanding at the root
off the tragedy, Ahmad Khan began to strive for means to bring about a re-approachment.
Convincedd that Muslims ought to know more about the religion of their rulers, he came up in
18622 with his Bible commentary, Tabyin-al-Kalam. Alternatively, in the case of the Punjab,
thee history texts prepared (by Dr. Leitner among others) for the Punjab Education Department
weree seminal in the transition to and the evolution and dispersal of the earliest Indian works
indebtedd to Western historiography. Also there was a sudden and voluminous production in
thee 1880s of short eulogistic accounts of historical charismatic figures (besides that of the
Prophett Muhammad), to set a 'moral' example and generally to create pride in the tradition.
Thoughh these were mostly uncritical accounts, through them nonetheless one slowly but
surelyy adopted a new way of writing about individuals in history. While until that time in the
Indiann tradition 'biographies' generally focused on the sublimation of individuals (kings and
otherr heroes) to broader historical forces, these new works were more about the development
off personality and the unique place of individuals in history. Probably the best example here
remainss Altaf Husain Hali's Hayat-i-Jawed (1901) which, despite its adulatory tone (for
Altaff Husain perhaps was Sayyid Ahmad Khan's most devoted disciple), still is the best
availablee biography on the famous Muslim reformer.
Perhapss because of their close relationship with missionaries and the British in general,
Singhh Sabhaites in particular exhibited much interest in the Sikh past. By the end of the
centuryy at least two societies sponsored historical research: the Gurmat Granth Pracharak
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Sabhaa of Amritsar and the Gurmat Granth Sudharak Committee of Lahore. Besides
examiningg sources, one important aim of these societies was to prevent the publication of
whatt they perceived as writings untrue to the Sikh tradition. Scholars such as Professor
Gurmukhh Singh (1849-1898) and Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha toured the Punjab in search of old
texts.. They discovered, for example, a number of previously unknown traditional biographies
off Guru Nanak (janam sakhis), which generated a debate on the nature and reliability of
sources.899 The work of Ernest Trumpp remains crucial here because of its negative
conclusionss about the historicity of Bhai Bala (a cherished figure in the tradition at the time)
whichh today are widely accepted and elaborated upon among historians.90 Overall publication
off glossaries and studies of the Granth Sahib intensified concern with historical problems,
whilee alternatively individuals such as Bhai Ditt Singh and Bhai Vir Singh reflected on the
traditionn in numerous writings, ranging from historical novels to short biographies on the
livess of the Gurus (who indeed for many Sikhs came to be 'moral' examples). Another
interestingg example is the case of the Raja Rasalu cycle. Being one of the most famous folk
taless collected in the Punjab by Richard Temple among others, Baba Buddh Singh became
extremelyy interested in proving the historical existence of Raja Rasalu. Accordingly, he
publishedd his Raja Rasalu in 1931, which, believe it or not, was a transliteration into
GurmukhiGurmukhi of Richard Temple's Orientalist romanized recordings of Punjabi oral texts.91
Interestingg in terms of comparative history remain the parallels drawn by Mirza Ghulam
Ahmadd between Jesus Christ and himself to prove the rightful cause of their missions (on
earthh at least). According to him: Indians under British rule were in very much the same
'corrupt'' situation as the Jews under the Romans and were in need of similar divinely
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appointedd mediators. Otherwise the Ahmadiyah periodical, Review of Religions, excellently
fitsfits the idea of a 'comparative moral consciousness'. Besides, being an outlet for Ahmadiyah
propagandaa writings, it featured many articles discussing the different faiths in a 'scientific'
manner,, with 'history' often used to legitimate the 'truth'. Likewise, while for Muslims the
lifee of the Prophet always set the 'moral' example, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, whose teachings
identifiedd him as simultaneously Muhammad, Krishna and Jesus, became the guiding light
forr many Ahmadiyahs and, while he was still alive, a biased biography was published in
Englishh (Abdur Rahman Dard, Life of Ahmad). Soon also the Ahmadiyahs appointed an
historiann to give the 'official' account of the movement in time and space.92
Aryaa Samajists started early with the writing of the history of their movement. Perhaps
thee earliest attempt was Radha Kishan Metha's Tarikh-i-Arya Samaj (1903), but much more
importantt were Lala Lajpat Raj's History of the Arya Samaj (1914) and, the work published
byy the then headmaster of the Gurukul Kangri, Ramdev, Bharatvars ka itihas (three volumes
1910-1933).. The latter work became one of the most widely distributed publications by the
Gurukull and was used as history textbook in that same institution until the 1970s. Moreover,
ass Harald Fischer-Tine put it:

Thee book was a corrective to Western representations of Indian history, hence its
aggressivelyy assertive character throughout. Almost every page contains a quotation
fromm or a reference to the statements of historians and indologists like W. Jones, H.H.
Wilson,, J. Todd, F.M. Muller, VA. Smith et al. which are subsequently debunked.93
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Then,, despite the scarcity of sources, not only the lives of important Arya Samajists were
describedd as 'moral' example in numerous biographies, but soon also Aryas specialized in
shahidshahid or martyrdom writings.94 Both the assassinations of Pandit Lekh Ram and later of
Swamii Shraddhanand led to series of biographies and eulogic poetry. More significant,
however,, compared to the Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs (and indeed perhaps most other
reformm movements), Aryas extensively used 'facts' of history in their polemics to legitimate
theirr positions (like against Islam in the earlier mentioned case of Lekh Ram's Risala-i-jihad).
Alll in all, the discipline of 'history' always proved politically powerful, especially when
authorizedd by the Anglo-Indian colonial state. Besides, if the British could choose the ancient
Greekss as their ancestors rather than the less philosophically engaged people of the British
Isles,, were Indians not equally right to reveal, for example, that they were incontrovertible
descendantss of the writers of the Vedas? Of course, they were. The point however is that by
doingg so they engaged in a dialogue with such Orientalist works as James Mill's History of
BritishBritish India and H.M. Eliot's The history of India as told by its own historians (1867-77).95
Particularlyy in these two works ancient India was condemned as a despotic and immoral
civilization,, fortunately conquered by the slightly more civilized Muslims followed by the far
superiorr British. Significantly, such an interpretation not only laid the foundation for a
communall interpretation of Indian history but also led for example to Arya Samajists
defendingg the Golden Age of the Vedas. All the same, whatever the ideology, in the end one
alwayss referred to the authority science, even though often morally in the name of truth.
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Increasinglyy the 'facts' of history counted in debates, to defeat opponents or convince the
governmentt to bring in support.

Earlier,, Chapter Three discussed how the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabha and Ahmadiyah
movementss institutionalized themselves in time and place and how its lay members redefined
theirr traditions into 'moral languages'. This Chapter focused on how these 'moral languages'
stirredd the Punjabi public mind. Undoubtedly, the role of Christian missionaries proved to be
decisivee throughout. The way they criticized indigenous society and especially aimed at
reform,, made Punjabi reformers position themselves against Christianity and on the whole
startt all sorts of modem disciplinary institutions and practices. Because of their grammars,
dictionariess and teaching materials in general, missionaries also were crucial to the creation
off modern Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi, while alternately the growing importance of these
vernaculars,, besides its centrality in conveying 'moral' meaning in terms of reform, can be
comparedd with what happened during the Reformation in Europe, i.e. the translation of the
wordd of God into the vernaculars. Yet, despite their critical stance against the missionaries
(thoughh adopting their methods), most Punjabi reformers remained 'loyal' to the state and, in
fact,, while propagating 'improvement' through their 'moral languages', played a crucial role
inn the spread of the 'civilizing mission'. By and large, the redefinition of the self, as
discussedd in Chapter Three, came out assertively in public. 'Rational' knowledge was crucial
too 'moral' communities stirring the public mind, sometimes in favour, sometimes against the
state,, but generally against other communities. While repeatedly invoking the authority of
science,, reformers countered the knowledge of each others traditions and, importantly, at the
samee time often referred to the Orientalist knowledge about their society as dominantly put
forwardd by the Anglo-Indian colonial state, in order to gain, often at the basis of numbers,
accesss to all sorts of institutions and favours.
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Thee focus of this study was the period of 'social reform' and hence I solely ended up with
somee remarks in terms of 'rationality' in practice between 'moral languages' and modern
identityy politics. To connect 'moral languages' further towards 'religious nationalism' seems
too be another option,96 albeit much more difficult to comprehend, if not teleological. For what
wouldd make nationalism specifically religious? In terms of 'moral languages', continuity of
'tradition'' not only seems logical but also definable to begin with. Moreover, the term
'religiouss nationalism' remains too anthropological in the sense of trying to render the
familiarr strange, while 'nationalism' solely concerns a modern liberal democratic political
process.. The very act of turning subjects into public men and women tends to produce a
'sociall consciousness' which often is hard to distinguish from nationalism or whatever the
labell given to what are often continuities of tradition in terms of identity politics of
'belonging'.. In the end though, the major political changes which turned a potential
receptivityy to the latter appeals into actual reception, in particular were democratic politics
(rulee by numbers: electorates!) and the creation of the modern administrative Anglo-Indian
coloniall state in an overall mass mobilizing and influencing public sphere.

vann der Veer, Religious nationalism.
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EPILOGUE E

Becausee of analogies in socio-political context, I sometimes compared nineteenth century social
reformm in the Punjab (if not South Asia at large) with what happened in Europe during the socalledd Protestant Reformation. Both periods were marked by great political, social and economic
changes,, to which the introduction of print culture and the process of state formation were
decisive.. Also there were similarities in criticizing tradition and society by lay leaders longing for
aa return to a pristine Golden Age and succumbing to one or the other scripture as authoritative
compendiumm of eternal wisdom. Otherwise, reformers began to attack popular culture with its
saints,, healers, magicians, witches and so on. Instead they started to preach (in the vernaculars!)
moree uniform and homogeneous ideas about how to improve one's life. But how much further
cann one extend this comparison? Does not the time gap of nearly three hundred years matter?
And,, it can not be stressed enough, what about the continuity of Indian tradition during colonial
rule?? Obviously the comparison solely has heuristic value. What happened in nineteenth century
Southh Asia and Britain in the end should be explored simultaneously in terms of interaction in
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time.11 Indeed, perhaps as part of a process of 'secularization', i.e. in terms of authority passing
fromm a traditional to a secular source, that nonetheless took place somewhat differently in the
Southh Asian context and therefore should be defined.
Inn the nineteenth century, Christian Europe had been wrestling with the Enlightenment for
aboutt a century. Consequently, northern European Protestant countries in particular gradually got
'secular'' features, turning the 'Enlightenment' of few into the 'secularization' of many.2
Interestingly,, the fact that the Protestant Church found ways to incorporate 'secular' forces partly
shouldd be attributed to its growing involvement in missionary activities overseas. From the late
eighteenthh century onwards and especially with the advent of the voluntary missionary society
(manyy of which still flourish today), Protestants obtained an outlet for their burning evangelical
desiree to preach the Gospel. The Christianity that reached nineteenth century South Asia
thereforee was of a specific kind and its 'moralism' decisively influenced Indian traditions. Not
onlyy because of the interaction with Christian missionaries, but especially because the overall
languagee of the British 'civilizing mission' was permeated with Christian 'moralism' and,
alternatively,, Indians furthered its influence by following Anglo-vernacular education and evergrowingg participation in the liberal democratic public sphere.
Thus,, as a result of the colonial interaction, South Asia got 'secular' features. Because of the
fastt changing conditions, it seems elitist Indians were increasingly prone to 'take things as they
are'.. As such there emerged a 'social consciousness' that aimed to cope with Western reason and
Christianityy and indigenous 'tradition' at the same time. Seminal here remains the process of
statee formation, while it asked for 'rationality' in many ways (Census/scientific definitions) and
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forr different reasons (land revenue, political representation and establishment of a system of
law).. Undeniably the process heavily influenced Indian traditions. Following voluntary
movementss working through modem disciplinary institutions and practices, the reconstruction
andd cultivation of norms to chasten the individual and collective life of the community laid the
'rational'' basis for modem identity politics. Hence how absurd it is that, because of different,
colourfull and often fluid 'traditions', generally still today South Asia is depicted as a society
dominatedd by 'religion', taken indeed as the same unchanging phenomenon over the centuries.
Howw is this possible after indigenous voluntary movements have been spreading the word of the
'civilizingg mission' through their 'moral languages' in the public sphere for over a century?
Undeniablyy this has much to do with the dominance and common acceptance of the secularreligiouss binary opposition between West and non-West as mentioned in the Preface. My
discussionn of the Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyah 'moral languages' aimed to make
clearr that what happened in reality was much more complicated, albeit modern and open to
comparison. .
Onee of the main propositions of this study has been to replace the use of the category
'religion'' with traditions embedded in history, which during modern times particularly has much
too do with 'rational' definition, partly as part of the process of state formation. The result are
'morall languages' (Le. traditions morally struggling with Western Christianity and science) with
thee process of 'secularization' as cliffhanger, putting forward the modern features and moral
ambiguitiess of traditions at the same time. Hence 'moral languages' remain crucial as part of a
variable,, indefinite and fragmented 'social consciousness' in a liberal democratic public sphere at
leastt for two reasons. First, because on the basis of 'rationality', 'voluntarism', 'science' and
modernn disciplinary institutions and practices, 'moral languages' make possible world historical
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comparisonn in terms of 'secularization'. Second, because they show the profound influence of
Christiann 'moralism' as well as Western Orientalism on modem South Asian identities, despite
alll continuity in idiom and practice. But there is more. For undeniably, 'moral languages' were
centrall to the emerging public sphere in South Asia and as such influenced the nationalisms that
emergedd afterwards. Indeed, therefore perhaps they belong to that 'inner domain' of the greater
Indiann cultural tradition, as defined by Partha Chatterjee and recently again stressed by Dirk
Kolff,33 where the nation already was sovereign, even though the state 'officially' was in foreign
hands.. If so, it was here that Indian nationalisms gained their basic 'moral' strength to enter the
publicc sphere and counter and eventually take over the colonial state, making the domain of
'culture'' the source of Indian legitimacy and its nationalism 'different'.
Yet,, can one delineate also a role for 'moral languages' over seas and time? Is the influence of
'tradition'' abroad (as Sudhir Kakar asked himself in relation to the idea of 'culture') indeed 'so
pervasivee that even when an individual seems to break away from it, as in states of insanity, the
"madness"" is still influenced by its norms and rituals'?4 After the abolition of slavery within the
Britishh Empire, one and a half million Indians went over seas during the indentured labour
systemm (1834-1917), mostly to East Africa, the Caribbean and the Fiji islands, and many stayed
onn after completing the job.5 Since the beginning of the twentieth century, Singh Sabha, Arya
Samajj and Ahmadiyah missionaries followed in the footsteps of those who emigrated earlier. The
firstt Arya Samaj missionaries arrived in Fiji in 1902 but they were more successful afterwards in
thee Caribbean and at present particularly in South Africa. The Ahmadiyahs opened the first
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mosquee ever in Great Britain and afterwards created a community scattered practically all over
thee globe and overall displaying a remarkable spirit of initiative and enterprise. Today, the
communityy may watch the Khalifah either or» the Muslim Television Ahmadiyah channel as
broadcastedd from London through satellite or on internet.7 Best known however probably
remainss the Sikh diaspora. Sikhs can be found throughout the world, particularly in the English
speakingg countries of the former British Empire but also in ihe Gulf states.
Obviouslyy Indians abroad had to decide what to keep and what to discard of their home
cookedd traditions. At first there would not be much change inside the house but over time some
emigrantss and especially their children started to question the value of keeping the parental
tonguee in a strange land or a traditional custom or meal, while preferring to be like their new peer
group.. In fact, also today the identity markers discussed in this study remain crucial, as despite
fastt changing circumstances, over seas communities do much to stay morally together in terms of
tradition,, indeed often on the basis of caste. The focus on language and script, for example,
becomess increasingly impractical with children growing up speaking and reading English or any
otherr language. Similarly, translations of the 'scriptures' not only bring forward problems of
definitionn but of the whole 'sacred' relationship between scripture, language and script.
Otherwisee the wearing of traditional clothes and attributes proved problematic (as in the case of
Sikhh turbans and daggers) and 'emancipation' often questions traditional (patriarchal) authority,
ass in the case of (academically qualified) Indian women opting for a mixed marriage.
66

In the 1980s the Ahmadiyahs supported around twenty-five hospitals and thirty-five secondary schools in West
Africaa alone, ten missionary colleges worldwide and a publishing plant in Surrey near London with facilities for
computerr typesetting in thirty languages. As stated in Francis Robinson, Prophets without honour? Ahmad and the
Ahmadiyyaa in History Today, June 1990, 44. Interestingly, the first Ahmadiyah mosque abroad in Woking (Surrey)
wass built under the supervision of the earlier mentioned Dr. Leitner with money mainly donated by the Begum of
Bhopal.. When the mosque remained closed and deserted after the death of Leitner, Ahmadiyahs got it restored and,
withh permission of the Trustees of the mosque, transferred their mission from London to Woking in 1913. As stated
inn Muhammad Ali, The Ahmadiyyah movement, 1931; repr. Lahore 1973, 319.
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Moreoverr the use of history still is much in the frontline. To give the example of two wellknownn cases wherein the Singh Sabha legacy came to the front. First the controversy between
Heww McLeod and the Sikh community about the interpretation of Sikh History and second the
onee concerning the establishment of a Chair for the study of Sikhism in 1987 at the University of
Britishh Columbia in Canada, against which many Canadian Sikhs protested. Over the years,
McLeodd has written excellent historical accounts on the Sikh tradition, though many Sikhs
questionn the quality of his work. According to them, history is not enough for the study of
Sikhism.. As Indir Jit Singh put it:

Becausee religion is a reality to which the historical intellectual analysis alone is ill-suited.
Onlyy in part can history and intellect measure the intuitive reality that transcends both.8

Similarly,, Harjot Oberoi was attacked by Sikhs 'who felt that he was not using his position to
promotee the cause of Sikhism' after his appointment as the first Chairholder of Sikh studies by
thee Canadian government (following a policy of multiculturalism) at the University of
Columbia.99 As a result, the author of the best work of history about the making of the modern
Sikhh tradition recently withdrew himself completely from Sikh studies.10 According to McLeod,
thee contemporary discussion about the Sikh tradition therefore in the end more or less is between

77
Singh Sabhaites, Arya Samajist, Ahmadiyahs and their respective opponents are very active creating websites.
88 McLeod, Crisis of outrage, 132.
99
Ibid., 122.
100
In What has a whale got to do with it?, Oberoi elaborates how, first, with the 1984 Delhi riots that followed after
thee assassination of Indira Gandhi by her Sikh bodyguard he was terrorized for belonging to the Sikh community
and,, second, in 1987 for not being a proper Sikh.
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'sceptical'' historians, like himself and Harjot Oberoi, and 'traditional' historians, who also could
bee termed Singh Sabha historians.11
Onn the whole, Indians in diaspora (by now more than 20 million) were confronted with the
distinctionn between 'religion' and 'culture' unfamiliar and incomprehensible to most nonWesterners.. Obviously there now are second and third generation settlers who have
compartmentalizedd 'culture' and 'secular' life at least to the extent of separating, for example,
theirr understanding of the Sikh tradition from a Punjabi lifestyle in respect of diet, dress,
arrangedd marriages and language. Continuity of 'tradition' nonetheless partly was secured after
thee Second World War, when Indian reform movements got hold on the new wave of emigrants
fromm the subcontinent and the second generation over seas Indians to Europe and North America.
Manyy of the Surinamese in die Netherlands, for example, are Arya Samajist or Lahori
Ahmadiyah.. Undoubtedly 'moral languages' had prepared Indians much earlier for what was to
comee and hence the Arya Samaj, Ahmadiyah and Singh Sabha movements adapted smoothly to
changingg territorial, politicall and technological circumstances. Indeed, while migrants (including
Westerners)) generally tend to form closed communities to defend themselves against the wider
hostilee society and assimilation, 'moral languages' often gained in authority. Overall they were
welcomedd as

'alternative'

to full

participation

in

societies following,

sometimes

straightforwardlyy racist, politics of 'difference'. For, in relation to the latter, 'colonial' attitudes
definitelyy still can be found all over the West (and non-West). In fact, they increasingly came to
thee fore with the ever-growing flow of migrants. In terms of politics of 'difference' therefore

111
McLcod, Crisis of outrage, 131. At present the controversy, with fierce reactions from the Punjab and
throughoutt the Sikh diaspora, concerns the fact that McLeod in his latest book claims (as mentioned in Chapter
Three)) that the Five K's were not part of the Sikh Rahit until the Singh Sabha reformation. See: SUchs of the Khalsa,
204-213. .
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'morall languages' remain crucial, while they were defined, respectable and so suitable for
pedagogyy and identity politics. Hence, in a sense, members of the Arya Samaj, Ahmadiyah and
Singhh Sabha movements also can be seen as followers of a 'canon' of reinterpreted nineteenth
centuryy traditions as I experienced for example in April 2000 in Southall, a Punjabi dominated
suburbb of London. There I talked to Christian, Ahmadiyah and Arya Samaj preachers spreading
theirr word on a busy Saturday afternoon in one of the main streets and during the same week to
Sikhss celebrating Baisakhi at the local Singh Sabha gurdwara.12 Many of the arguments brought
forwardd I knew from nineteenth century sources on religious controversy in the Punjab.13
Soo Indians in diaspora increasingly became entangled within local states' politics of
'difference'' (though now generally put under the heading of 'multiculturalism') and hence
continuedd to define themselves as 'different' to each other and local authorities. As in the
nineteenthh century, Sikh emigrants mostly remained preoccupied with defining their tradition in
termss of a 'world religion' (we are not Hindus!). Both Arya Samajists and Ahmadiyahs continued
theirr polemics against each other and especially Christians overseas, but on the whole became
muchh more entangled in internal discussions: Arya Samajists with the followers of the Sanatan
dharmm (orthodox religion) about the definition of Hinduism and Ahmadiyahs with their position
vis-a-viss Sunni Islam. More significant, however, remains the fact that overseas Sikhs, Arya
Samajistss and Ahmadiyahs continued to have ties with the subcontinent (if not physically then at
leastt spiritually and/or, more importantly, financially and politically) and form transnational
communities.. Particularly since Indira Gandhi's violent suppression of militant Sikhs in the

Besidess being the second month of the Hindu calendar, Baisakhi is the time of the spring-harvest festival in the
Punjabb (where it also means the start of the New Year).
133
I had similar experiences over the years when talking to Ahmadiyahs, Arya Samajists and Sikhs in India,
Pakistann and the Netherlands.
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Goldenn Temple in 1984 (Operation Blue Star), over seas Sikhs for example to a great deal
supportt (morally andfinancially)the agitation for a separate Sikh nation, Khalistan, to be carved
outt of the Sikh 'majority' territory in Indian Punjab.14 Alternately, since the so-called
Liberalizationn of India under Prime Minister Rajiv 'Mr. Clean' Gandhi (1984-1989), ties with
NRI'ss (Non-Resident Indians) and, more recently, PIO's (Persons of Indian Origin) have been
cherishedd by the Indian government. Hence, in terms of sponsoring, especially since the
Bharatiyaa Janta Party (BJP) came into power, Hindu nationalism also has growing transnational
ties.. Crucial here remains the establishment of the Vishva Hindu Parishad (World Hindu
Council)) in 1984, which attempts to unite Hindus worldwide to recapture the Indian state from
thee 'secularists' and to prevent Hindu conversions to Islam. As such, as is well known, the VHP
wass vital to the financing of the 1992 Ramjanmabhoomi/Babri Majid campaign, which
culminatedd in the destruction of the latter mosque in the north Indian city of Ayodhya.15 Indeed,
likee mission became an outlet for Protestants in nineteenth century, today overseas connections in
aa sense function in a similar manner for South Asian 'traditions', with the blasphemous
Ahmadiyahss perhaps as the extreme example.
Thee case of the Sikhs also makes clear one specific form of identity politics to be found in
countriess with large 'minorities' (other examples are Israel-Palestine, Nigeria, Malaysia and Sri
Lanka,, all on the territory of the former British Empire). Modern South Asia saw the

144
While earlier Sikh migrants only had a vague sense of being Indian, since 1984 the idea of the Punjab
'homeland'' increasingly came to the fore. Moreover, a ferocious debate on the collective fate of the Sikh
communityy in diaspora emerged. Sikh activists began lobbying for their 'rights' and 'representation* with local
statee officials and particularly the United Nations, leading to the World Sikh Organization and the Khalistan
Councill to proclaim the Sikhs'rightfor self-determination through many resolutions.
155
like the extreme Hindu nationalists of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), founded in 1925, the VHP
hass a broad definition of Hinduism that includes all but the foreign and hostile Muslims and Christians. According
too the VHP, a just Hindu society of the ancient Golden Age was conquered and suppressed first by Muslims and
thenn by the British. Hence, following some Western scholars, Hindu religious inclusiveness is called tolerance,
whilee Muslims are seen as fanatical and bigoted and secularists as anti-national agents of the West.
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combinationn of identity politics of 'belonging' with constructed versions of Hinduism and, partly
inn reaction to that, Islam, Sikhism and Buddhism. Commonly put under the label of 'religious
nationalism',, these identifications to a degree developed as 'alternatives' to the 'secularism' of
thee Indian National Congress and the later Congress Party. Since Hindu nationalists however
gainedd more and more power through the Hindu (Maha)Sabha(s), VHP and especially the BJP,
militantt Sikhs and similar movements among other 'minorities' in the subcontinent are also
directedd against rule by the Hindu 'majority'. All the same, for Ahmadiyahs 'loyalty' in the end
hass nothing to do with any state, be it Pakistan or Great Britain, but with the 'true' interpretation
off Islam. While the Hindu case might seem different, particularly since the BJP became the
rulingg party of India, at the same time, the tension for most Hindus remains to feel 'morally'
comfortablee in the modern world, likewise, if ever there will be a Khalistan, it will have the
samee problems as independent India, and especially Pakistan, in accommodating 'tradition' with
thee idea of progress.
Alll over the world, identity politics assertively came to fore out of the need to reassert
oneselff against the real and perceived continued domination by the West. Whether in the South
Asiann context this feeling was implanted or nourished by the Anglo-Indian colonial state or not,
itt was based on real inequality which persists even today and the connection between "morality'
andd "power' may have been thought of as a partial remedy for that. Yet, though contemporary
identityy politics in the subcontinent confirm that the re-orientation of community concepts to the
needss of (national) economic progress in a way was a passing one, the re-emergence of "moral'
rigourr in South Asia today is not new or surprising. While often attributed to disappointment
withh capitalism and liberalism, it can be equally explained through its formative roots in the
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nineteenthh century.16 Whatever the final word, 'moral languages' today are often found useful
worldwidee as part of criticisms against Western hegemony with its 'objective morality' and
'spiritless'' progress. Despite two World Wars and the rise and fall of communism, the West
(noww led by the United States) no doubt continues to dominate world politics.1' Nowadays, the
'civilizingg mission' for example can be best detected in the attempts to foist on the world the
greenn agenda under the slogan of 'sustainable development'.18 Backed up by multinational
commerce,, the funding conditions of the World Bank and the disciplinary force of the United
Nationss (where the Commonwealth, as a pressure group, resembles a club within a club) as a
formm of extra-tenitoriality, the West promotes its 'objective morality' around the world in terms
off human rights, democracy, egalitarianism, labour and environmental standards, perhaps more
thann ever before.19 What cannot be stressed enough, however, is that these so-called universal
valuess largely remain part of a proselytizing 'civilizing mission' of what remains Western
Christendomm at heart.20

166
Reetz, Dietrich, In search of the collective self: how ethnic group concepts were cast through conflict in
coloniall India in Modern Asian Studies, 31,1997, 314-315.
177 Protestant evangelicals in the United States definitely also can be called 'religious nationalists', if one would
usee the term. Demonizing the 'secular' government, these evangelicals have followed a policy of gradual change
duringg the last decades. Stressing 'electoral' victories in local races and chipping away at laws and regulations
governingg school prayer, creationism and abortion, while the effort to control the Republican party further shows
theirr continued aim of seeking national power.
188
In this view, Non-Government Organizations (NGO's) are the logic follow-up of nineteenth century Christian
missions.. In fact, the two still today often have strong relationships.
199
The most recent extreme case of course is the 'War against Tenor', which following the attack on the twin
towerss of the World Trade Center in New York (September 11,2001) really came out into the open.
200 This is not to say, however, that non-Western societies should not progress. On the contrary, among other
thingss they should abandon slavery, practice tolerance, educate women, permit mixed marriages, tolerate
homosexualityy and conscientiously object to violence in all its varieties. The point is that the rhetoric used by the
Westt in trying to get everybody in line would be improved if it were more frankly ethnocentric and less professedly
universall in its claims.
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SUMMARYY IN DUTCH

Aann de hand van de Singh Sabha (Sikh), Arya Samaj (Hindu) en Ahmadiyah (Muslim)
hervormingsbewegingenn behandelt deze 'proeve van bekwaamheid' moderne definiëring
vann 'tradities' in de Punjab, een gebied gelegen in het noordwesten van het
Zuidaziatischee subcontinent. De komst van de Britten in de tweede helft van de
negentiendee eeuw had grote gevolgen voor de regio. De aanwezigheid van vijf rivieren
(zess inclusief de Indus) was voor hen reden om grote irrigatiewerken tot stand te brengen,
terwijll haar strategische ligging aan de grens met Afghanistan de Punjab het belangrijkste
gebiedd voor de werving van soldaten voor het Brits Indische leger maakte. Een netwerk
vann wegen en sporen werd aangelegd en commercialisering van de landbouw door
toenemendee productie voor de wereldmarkt zorgde ervoor dat de Punjab sindsdien de
graanschuurr van het subcontinent is. Voor de opkomst van de Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj
enn Ahmadiyah hervormingsbewegingen was de groei van steden als Lahore en Amritsar
echterr van meer belang. Hier werd de Punjabi elite geconfronteerd met Westerse
institutiess en praktijken, kreeg zij (voor zover mogelijk) modern onderwijs in
verschillendee (missie-) scholen en vond uiteindelijk een intensieve uitwisseling van
ideeënn tussen Punjabis en de Britten plaats. Als resultaat werden er allerlei vragen aan
bestaandee tradities gesteld en verenigden hervormers zich in voluntaristische organisaties
omm hun tradities van een plaats te verzekeren in een snel veranderende maatschappij.
Naa in het Voorwoord en de Introductie enkele problemen binnen het vakgebied (o.a.
hett gebruik van de tegenstelling 'religieus' versus 'seculier') en de belangrijkste punten
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vann studie te hebben uiteengezet (o.a. rationalisering, Brits Indische interactie, Westerse
beschavingsdrangg en Indische 'morele talen'), beschrijft het eerste deel van de studie de
totstandkomingg van een Indische publieke ruimte onder de Pax Brittanica, waarbij de
nadrukk legt op het proces van staatsvorming. Wellicht meer dan elders in het
subcontinentt reikte de koloniale staat diep door in de agrarische samenleving en zorgde
zijj voor de totstandkoming van een hiërarchisch bestuurlijk systeem volgens de wet.
Cruciaall voor de moderne definiëring van tradities niettemin waren de activiteiten van
Christelijkee missionarissen. Deze werden namelijk deels door Indische hervormers
gekopieerd,, waardoor zij elementen van de Westerse beschavingsdrang overnamen. Zo
kwamenn er bijvoorbeeld steeds meer moderne instituties als scholen, drukkerijen, weesenn ziekenhuizen en onderwierpen Indiërs zich in toenemende mate aan de wet.
Hett tweede deel bekijkt vanuit een comparatief intellectueel historisch perspectief de
opkomstt van de Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj en Ahmadiyah hervormingsbewegingen: de
toenemendee institutionalisering, rationalisering en autoriteit van (Westerse) wetenschap
inn de moderne definiëring van tradities. Het resultaat zijn 'morele talen' die sinds de
negentiendee eeuw (wereldwijd) de basis vormen van tradities die worstelen met het
Westersee wetenschappelijke

en Christelijke

gedachtegoed.

Geautoriseerd door

traditionelee geschriften als de Granth Sahib, Veda's en Koran werden morele richtlijnen
opgesteldd welke de menselijke wil en discipline in het algemeen (als individu en
gemeenschap)) benadrukten. Voor Punjabi vrouwen stelden de paternalistische mannelijke
hervormerss bovendien speciale leefregels op omdat zij volgens hen de morele basis
vormdenn voor gezin en gemeenschap. Mettertijd roerden de Singh Sabha, Arya Samaj en
Ahmadiyahh 'morele talen' zich steeds meer in de publieke ruimte. Door de nieuwe
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nadrukk op rationaliteit ontstond er zo een 'comparatief moreel bewustzijn': enerzijds
omdatt iedere traditie een standpunt tegenover de Christelijke innam en anderzijds omdat
dee verschillende tradities steeds meer over elkaar te weet kwamen (drukpers!). Ook ging
menn vaker met elkaar in debat, publiekelijk en in schrift, waarbij er regelmatig geweld
plaatsvond.. Traditionele activiteiten kregen in de koloniale context een andere betekenis.
Hervormerss benadrukten verschillen in plaats van overeenkomsten en zweepten de
menigtee op tot actie, al dan niet gewelddadig. Tegelijkertijd echter predikten de
hervormerss doorgaans loyaliteit aan de Britten, deels om staatspatronage te verkrijgen en
deelss om aan te tonen dat zij geen politieke bedoelingen hadden.
Voorr het gebruik van de term 'morele talen' is onder andere gekozen om aan te
gevenn dat een belangrijk deel van het sociale bewustzijn van de Indische elite bestond uit
eenn vertrouwen in sociale verbetering als gepredikt door de Britten in hun
beschavingsdrang.. Ten dele als gevolg hiervan houdt de Indische elite zich sinds het eind
vann de negentiende eeuw ook aan de liberaal democratische regels zoals gesteld door de
Britten.. Van grote invloed hierbij was de groeiende rationalisering van de samenleving
gedurendee het proces van staatsvorming en institutionalisering van een Indische publieke
ruimtee in het algemeen. Niettemin benadrukt de studie, naast het belang van de invloed
vann de Westerse rede, vooral die van de interactie tussen Indiërs en Christelijke
missionarissen.. Zo waren het bijvoorbeeld voornamelijk Christelijke waarden die in de
twintigstee eeuw de gedachten van Mahatma Gandhi beïnvloedden. Verder is er ook
gekozenn voor het gebruik van de term 'morele talen' om duidelijk te maken dat, in
tegenstellingg tot de algemeen aangenomen gedachte dat sinds de koloniale tijd de
natiestaatt de richting van de Indische geschiedenis heeft aangegeven, er een interactie
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heeftt plaatsgevonden tussen staats- en voluntaristische instituties and praktijken en dat
dezee samen een Indische publieke ruimte creëerden die verschillend is dan de Europese,
voorr een deel omdat 'morele talen' een basis vormden voor een soevereine natie terwijl
dee staat officieel nog in vreemde handen was.
Tenslottee behandelt de epiloog hoe ondanks de grote materiële veranderingen
wereldwijdd 'morele talen' nog steeds functioneren. Sinds de negentiende eeuw
emigreerdenn meer dan twintig miljoen Indiërs uit het subcontinent. De Singh Sabha, Arya
Samajj en Ahmadiyah hervormingsbewegingen bleken ook van belang in deze Indische
diaspora,, waarschijnlijk omdat veel vragen uit de koloniale tijd nog steeds gelden. Ook
overzeee worden tradities bijvoorbeeld geconfronteerd met de Westerse beschavingsdrang,
racismee en vormen van koloniale politiek (nu multicultureel genoemd). 'Morele talen'
blijkenn telkens weer van nut om de gemeenschap bijeen te houden of haar positie te
versterken.. Bovendien vormen zij de basis voor transnationale communicatie. Zo
onderhoudenn Indische gemeenschappen in diaspora nauwe banden met het Zuidaziatische
subcontinentt en wordt bijvoorbeeld de beweging voor een onafhankelijke Sikh natie,
Khalistan,, voornamelijk door overzeese gelden gefinancierd. Concluderend is er dan ook
nietss vreemds aan de hedendaagse morele verontwaardiging ten opzichte van het Westen
inn India (en andere delen van de niet-Westerse wereld). Terwijl deze vaak wordt
toegeschrevenn aan teleurstelling met het kapitalisme en liberalisme, kan zij evenzeer
wordenn verklaard door de definiëring van 'morele talen' gedurende de koloniale
interactie. .

